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Abstract

Multi-Connectivity (MC) techniques play a significant role in enhancing the
performance and reliability of mobile communication systems. These tech-
niques aim to improve network connectivity by utilising multiple simultane-
ous connections between a mobile device and base stations or access points.
Among other multiple benefits, MC techniques can provide increased data
rates and enhanced link reliability, both of which are of extreme relevance
to the new use cases introduced in the Fifth Generation (5G) of mobile com-
munication systems, namely enhanced Mobile Broadband (eMBB), Ultra-
Reliable Low-Latency Communication (URLLC) and massive Machine Type
Communication (mMTC). MC techniques are equally important for the fu-
ture Sixth Generation (6G) technology services and applications, where data
rates and link reliability requirements will be even more demanding than in
the previous generation. In this context, this thesis proposes some novel MC
techniques with the potential to significantly improve both aspects (i.e., data
rate and reliability) in mobile communication systems.

First, a MC framework based on Carrier Aggregation (CA) is proposed.
CA was originally proposed as a technique to combine spectrum from dif-
ferent bands into a single virtual chunk of spectrum for the higher layers of
the protocol stack. In this thesis, a novel framework where CA is exploited
as a diversity technique is proposed. The idea is to divide a large block of
contiguous spectrum into a number of adjacent sub-blocks, where each of
them is treated as an individual Component Carrier (CC) according to CA
and therefore runs an independent transmission process. The motivation for
this approach is to benefit from the diversity experienced at different fre-
quencies. This idea is evaluated by means of simulations and the obtained
results indicate that CA can effectively be exploited as a diversity technique
to increase network capacity, with the optimum number of CCs depending
on the radio propagation scenario. The simulation results indicate that the
use of CA as a diversity technique, as proposed in this thesis, can enhance
the obtained data rate up to almost five times with respect to the case where
only one CC is employed.
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Subsequently, a mathematical model is developed to characterise the per-
formance of CA as a diversity technique. The model is first used to char-
acterise the channel capacity as a function of the number of CCs and other
relevant parameters, which is shown to explain and corroborate the findings
derived from simulation results. Capitalising on the developed mathematical
model, the impact of various relevant configuration parameters on the perfor-
mance of CA as a diversity technique is then evaluated. In such a study, not
only the ergodic capacity but also the secrecy capacity are both considered
and investigated. The results demonstrate that the proposed mathemati-
cal modelling approach can correctly predict the performance of CA as a
diversity technique as well as the impact of various relevant configuration
parameters.

Finally, a hybrid transmission scheme for improved link reliability is also
proposed. The proposed hybrid system benefits from the range of frequency
bands available in mobile communication systems and their complementary
characteristics. Higher-frequency bands tend to provide larger bandwidths
(i.e., higher data rates) but are also characterised by more challenging prop-
agation conditions (i.e., lower link reliability), while the opposite is true in
general for lower-frequency bands. To exploit these complementary char-
acteristics, a hybrid system is proposed that dynamically switches between
both bands according to the instantaneous channel quality. The obtained
results demonstrate that such a hybrid scheme not only improves dramati-
cally the transmission reliability but also has the potential to simultaneously
increase the capacity while efficiently exploiting the resources in both bands.
Concretely, for a reliability requirement of 10−5, the proposed scheme can
provide an 8/9-fold increase in the communication range of the main link in
the higher-frequency bands by only reducing 2%-4% the availability of the
backup link in the lower-frequency bands. Moreover, the attained high level
of link reliability is not obtained at the expense of the link capacity, which
is indeed improved by applying the proposed scheme. These findings sug-
gest that the proposed scheme is a suitable technique to effectively meet the
URLLC requirements for 5G/6G in a resource-efficient manner.

In summary, the MC techniques developed in this thesis can provide
significant improvements in terms of enhanced data rates and reliability for
current and future 5G/6G mobile communication systems.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Mobile Communication Systems

The 20th century witnessed a revolution in communication systems: they
changed dramatically the way humans communicate, freed communication
from the constraint of wires as in the previous century to radio waves, and
enabled the property of filling spaces and connected points that could not
be connected before in any other way, thus enabling broadcast and making
information available everywhere by covering large geographical areas. Mo-
bile radio communication systems have become familiar to most people and
are nowadays used in everyday life, from garage door openers to remote con-
trollers for home entertainment equipment uses, pagers, cordless telephones,
hand-held walkie-talkies and cellular telephones. These examples of mobile
radio communication systems are vastly different from each other in terms
of the type of services they offer, their performance, cost and complexity.
Mobile communication allows users’ radio terminals to be connected and in
operation while in constant motion or on the move [7, 8].

Mobile radio transmission systems can be classified as simplex, half-
duplex or full-duplex systems. The simplex system makes communication
possible in one direction only, like the paging systems that receive messages
but cannot acknowledge receipt. Half-duplex systems allow communication
in two-ways but share the same radio channel for both transmission and re-
ception, a user can only receive or transmit information at any given time
like the push-to-talk and release-to-listen hand-held walkie-talkies. The full-
duplex system provides two simultaneous and separate channels by means of
Frequency Division Duplex (FDD) or Time Division Duplex (TDD) for com-
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Chapter 1 Introduction

munication to and from the user. It allows simultaneous radio transmission
and reception between a subscriber and the base station [7, 9].

A mobile communication system can in general be described as a group of
networks, services and applications that allows users to exchange (transmit
and receive) information (voice and data) while moving between and during
connections. The ancient radio-telephony systems that are nowadays con-
sidered the first mobile communication systems have evolved dramatically
through a long and intensive process of evolution and transformation, from
the use of bulky (usually vehicle-mounted) analogue technology to providing
rudimentary voice services in the First Generation (1G) systems such as the
Advanced Mobile Phone System (AMPS) service in 1983, to the small digital
devices that can nowadays be carried everywhere by a person allowing uni-
versal user mobility while communicating with adequate Quality of Service
(QoS) in the subsequent generations [5, 9, 10]. Mobile radio communications
have witnessed an exponential growth since the introduction and commercial
use of the first systems and it is worth discussing briefly the main features
that have characterised such evolution.

1.2 Evolution of the Mobile Communication

Technology from 1G to 4G

Few communication systems have been subject to a process of evolution and
transformation as intensive and fast-paced as cellular mobile communica-
tions [9, 10]. In just a few decades, mobile communication systems have
shifted from providing basic voice service to a limited number of subscribers
to providing highly sophisticated personal data services to a large number
of users. This would not have been possible without the remarkable tech-
nological evolution suffered through different so-called generations of mobile
communication systems. An overview of the evolution of mobile communi-
cation technologies is shown in Figure 1.1 and discussed below.

� The First Generation Technology was a set of analogue systems
introduced in the 1980s, including the North American AMPS and the
Total Access Cellular System (TACS) that followed in the UK, with a
bit-rate of up to 2.4 kbps. These systems used Frequency-Division Mul-
tiple Access (FDMA) to divide the bandwidth into specific frequencies
that were assigned to individual voice calls, which were allowed in one
country (i.e., without roaming). It was the first generation of wireless
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Chapter 1 Introduction

Figure 1.1: Evolution of mobile communication systems from 1G to 5G [1].

telephony technology that used multiple cell sites (i.e., the cellular con-
cept) and had the ability to transfer calls from one site to the next as
users travelled between the cells during a conversation (i.e., handovers),
which is the main technological development in this generation. The
first generation was designed primarily for voice services with basic
data capabilities like fax, and supported cell sizes (i.e., coverage dis-
tances from a given base station or radio access point) of 2 – 30 km.
The first generation technology was limited in terms of available user
capacity, was in general not robust to interference as a result of using
analogue technology, provided poor voice quality when moving across
cells (it was not unusual for voice calls to drop during handovers),
lacked of any significant security features, and the different commer-
cial technologies deployed in different countries (and even in the same
country by different network operators) were incompatible with each
other [5, 8, 9].

� The Second Generation Technology was composed of digital mo-
bile systems introduced in the 1990s based on either Time-Division
Multiple Access (TDMA) in Europe or Code-Division Multiple Access
(CDMA) in the USA. The use of digital modulation offered the advan-
tages of better utilisation of the available bandwidth, more privacy, and
the incorporation of error detection and correction. The second gener-
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ation of mobile telecommunications commenced operation in Finland,
with the first call in 1991 based on the Global System for Mobile Com-
munication (GSM) standard. The official start of GSM commercial
network deployments in the summer of 1992 witnessed a rapid increase
in the number of subscriber calls in the network to over a million by
the following year, 1993. The world-wide adoption of the GSM network
standard allowed compatibility with other systems and seamless mobil-
ity, allowing roaming across locations and countries. It enabled simple
data transmission in the form of text messaging via Short Message
Service (SMS) and photo or picture transfer via Multimedia Messaging
Service (MMS), but lacked support for more sophisticated and demand-
ing forms of data communication such as the transmission of video. The
later versions of this generation, such as General Packet Radio Service
(GPRS) and Enhanced Data-rates for GSM Evolution (EDGE), which
are often referred to as 2.5G and 2.75G systems, achieved higher data-
rates in the order of hundreds of kbps, thus providing better quality, ca-
pacity and enhanced security, which improved the system performance
[5, 8, 11, 12]. These evolved versions of data transmission in GPRS
and EDGE were facilitated by the introduction of some changes in the
radio interface in order to support higher bit rate in the wireless link
between users and base stations. However, a deeper transformation of
the network was required for a full and efficient support of demanding
data services, including not only the radio access network but also the
rest of the network infrastructure (i.e., the core network), which was
successfully accomplished by the next generation.

� The Third Generation Technology was introduced in the 2000s
to overcome the shortcomings of the second generation. To be able to
guarantee global communication interoperability, the 3G Partnership
Project (3GPP) was established to combine the effort and collabora-
tion agreement in crucial technical decisions. This technology was able
to transmit data at bit-rates of up to 2 Mbps using packet switching.
Packet switching was more efficient for data transmission than the cir-
cuit switching approach used by the second generation systems, which
is more appropriate for the voice communication services for which the
second generation systems were originally designed. Third generation
systems enabled faster communications, high speed web browsing with
more security, video conferencing, 3D gaming, TV streaming, mobile
TV, etc., with a user experience similar to or very close to that in a
regular desktop computer at that time (this target was motivated by
the boost in popularity of the Internet during the 2000s). Third gen-
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eration devices also support location-based services, where a service
provider sends localised weather or traffic information to the phone
based on their current geographical location. Some further advance-
ments were introduced in the later stages of this technology to support
the higher data needs of consumers, reaching higher throughput and
speed at packet data rates of up to 14.4 Mbps [12, 13].

� The Fourth Generation Technology of mobile telecommunication
was introduced around 2010 based on the Long Term Evolution (LTE)
and Long Term Evolution-Advanced (LTE-A) standards, which are ca-
pable of providing 100 Mbps to 1 Gbps speeds with features such as IP
telephony, ultra-broadband internet access and advanced communica-
tion services like video calling, HDTV streamed multimedia, real-time
language translation and video voice mail with high QoS and high se-
curity. The 4G network infrastructure is only packet-based (all-IP) for
all services, including the legacy voice service which is provided using
voice-over-IP technology [14]. This is a significant change with respect
to the previous generations of mobile communication systems.

CA, which is one of the key technologies considered in the research
presented in this thesis, was introduced in the advanced releases of
Fourth Generation (4G) LTE systems to support ultra-broadband ap-
plications [15] by aggregating multiple CCs in order to allow end users
to experience higher data rates with lower latency across the network
[16, 17, 18]. This technology will be discussed in more detail in Chap-
ter 2, where it will be the focus of one of the technical contributions
provided in this thesis.

A comparison of the mobile cellular generations is given in Table 1.1.

1.3 The Fifth Generation (5G)

The fourth generation wireless technology, since its advent and later emer-
gence to 4G/LTE, provided a wide range and diverse broadband services
to end-users with an unprecedented scale of smart end-user devices. The
higher download speed offered by 4G stimulated the appearance of new ser-
vices and technologies with high data rates and low latency transmission
requirements. The proliferation of these new smart mobile devices, and the
adoption of services with vast bandwidth-intensive applications, drove the
ever increasing mobile data traffic demands. Figure 1.2 illustrates such evo-
lution, with an estimated data traffic per month of up to 5000 EB by the year
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Table 1.1: Comparison of the mobile cellular generations [5].

Generation Technology Multiple Access Data Rate Applications

1G AMPS, TACS FDMA 2.4 kbps Voice

2G GSM FDMA, TDMA, CDMA 10 kbps Voice + Simple data

2.5G GPRS 50 kbps

EDGE 200 kbps

3G UMTS CDMA 384 kbps Voice + Data

CDMA 2000 384 kbps + Video calling

3.5G HSUPA/HSDPA CDMA 5-30 Mbps

EVDO 5-30 Mbps

3.75G LTE OFDMA 100-200 Mbps Online gaming +

SC-FDMA High Definition Television

4G LTE-A OFDMA DL 3 Gbps Online gaming +

SC-FDMA UL 1.5 Gbps High Definition Television

5G NR OFDMA 10-50 Gbps Ultra High definition video +

Virtual Reality applications

2030 [2]. New services and devices impose new network requirements, which
are nowadays extremely challenging for 4G/LTE. The increase in the number
of new heterogeneous wireless services has been relentless, making systems
that solely use the 4G technology unable to meet the mixed and stringent
service requirements of future wireless networks [19, 20]. The massive vol-
ume of mobile data being consumed strains the current mobile network in
delivering the required capacity. The 4G network technology, as a result,
is unable to effectively meet the demands of the multiple connected devices
with their high data rates, low-latency requirements, and low or zero network
interference [21, 22]. This calls for a new network design, which motivated
the development of the 5G and Radio Access Network (RAN) technology to
support high frequency spectrum-based radio connectivity and to ensure it
evolves to meet all the expected requirements.

The 5G system design aims to provide the best combination of high capac-
ity, high data speed, communication range, low latency and ultra-reliability
[23, 24, 25] in order to meet the requirements of a broad range of services
and applications. As such, 5G networks, which have now been in commercial
deployment for a few years but still have a very long way to go, intend to
provide a unifying mobile connectivity platform capable of supporting not
only legacy and traditional services provided by mobile networks but also
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Figure 1.2: IMT global mobile data traffic estimate for 2020-2030 [2].

other new services and applications not supported before and that impose
new requirements, hence the ambitious performance and QoS requirements
set for 5G networks. This has been shaped by the aim of mobile communi-
cation networks to serve as a means of wireless connectivity not only for the
Internet of Things (IoT), which typically involves a large number of smart
devices connected per user as well as Machine-to-Machine (M2M) communi-
cation, and to support as well wireless connectivity in industrial automation
processes. This will factor in different usage scenarios in the future mobile
communication networks with heterogeneous QoS requirements. Recent fore-
casts in [26] have estimated that 16.7 billion IoT devices will be connected
to the Internet by the end of 2023, which will be expected to continue to
grow steadily for many years to come, reaching more than 29 billion IoT
connections by 2027, with cellular IoT making around 20% of the global IoT
devices connected. More recent forecasts in [27] have estimated that 30.1 bil-
lion devices are expected to be connected over the decade by 2030, reaching
up to 34.7 billion by 2032. According to [28], the average Compound Annual
Growth Rate (CAGR) between 2022 and 2028 will be 18%, with almost 60
percent of cellular IoT connections to be broadband by the end of 2028.

In order to meet the demanding and highly heterogeneous QoS require-
ments of the various applications envisaged for 5G, a new network technology
was developed. The 5G technical performance targets, also known as the In-
ternational Mobile Telecommunications (IMT)-2020 capabilities as described
by the International Telecommunication Union - Radiocommunication sector
(ITU-R), are aimed to equip mobile systems with a new radio interface that
is more flexible, reliable and secure than the previous generations. The key
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Figure 1.3: Key requirements of IMT-2020 versus IMT-Advanced [3].

capabilities of the IMT-2020 5G technology improvement to support these
use cases are shown in Figure 1.3 compared with those of the previous gen-
eration IMT-Advanced [29, 3, 30]. It is acknowledged that optimising the
mobile network to simultaneously meet the heterogeneous requirements of
different services and applications is extremely challenging. As a result, a
framework composed of three different use cases is considered, where each
use case includes a certain type of application or service characterised by a
common set of QoS performance requirements, such that for each use case
the aim is to optimise the network for a subset of the performance metrics
illustrated in Figure 1.3.

1.4 5G Use Cases

The 5G mobile technology has been proposed to adequately address the
insufficiency of 4G networks and to adequately meet the stringent QoS re-
quirements of the broad heterogeneity of services and applications that 5G
networks are expected to support today and in the future. According to
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ITU-R, the services and applications supported by 5G can be classified into
three main use cases or scenarios as follows:

� eMBB : This is considered a direct extension of the 4G broadband ser-
vice which supports stable broadband connections with high peak data
rates, and strives to increase the ability of mobile broadband to have
access to multi-media contents, services and data at higher data-rates
than previous generations.

� mMTC : Sometimes referred to as massive Internet of Things (mIoT),
this use case aims to provide support for a massive number of IoT/M2M
communication types and devices. The main focus here is not on the
data rate itself, since the data rate requirements of individual IoT de-
vices are usually low or relatively low. The main focus in this use case
is on providing connectivity for a massive number of devices efficiently.
Another relevant aspect in the provision of IoT use case scenarios is
energy efficiency (since many IoT devices are powered by small, non-
rechargeable batteries).

� URLLC : This use case supports services and applications that require
low-latency transmissions with very high reliability. This includes, for
example, the control of the production in industrial processes, long
distance medical surgery, intelligent transportation systems, and sim-
ilar cases. The transmission rate is relatively (but not always nec-
essarily) low and the main requirement is to ensure that the trans-
mitted data packets reach their destination with very high probability
(i.e., high reliability) and within a strict timeframe (i.e., low-latency)
[31, 32, 33, 34, 35].

The broad range of services and applications that 5G networks were de-
signed to support can be placed somewhere within a triangle whose three
corners are defined by each of the three 5G use cases defined above, which is
illustrated in Figure 1.4. Notice that some services and applications would be
very close, in terms of QoS requirements, to the pure definition of one of the
three use cases, while in some other services and applications may combine
different aspects of two (perhaps three) of these use case scenarios. A more
detailed discussion of each 5G use case scenario is provided below.

1.4.1 Enhanced Mobile Broadband (eMBB)

The eMBB is one of the primary use cases of Fifth Generation New Ra-
dio (5G-NR) and it is seen as an extension of the existing services provided
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Figure 1.4: 5G usage scenarios of IMT-2020 and beyond [3].

by 4G systems, in the sense that the main focus of eMBB is on increasing
data rates, following the same trend that defined the evolution of the Third
Generation (3G) and 4G mobile communication systems. Mobile data traffic
and video content accessibility will increase significantly in the future with
new mobile broadband demanding services, including Ultra-High Definition
(UHD) displays, mobile 3D projection, immersive video conferencing, aug-
mented reality, and mixed reality displays and interfaces. This has led to
the definition of the eMBB usage scenario, which will include new applica-
tions and requirements to the existing mobile broadband for an increasingly
seamless user experience and improved overall system performance. This
use case scenario intends to address the human-centric broadband access for
multi-media content, services and data.

The eMBB use case enables enhanced broadband access in high density
areas, in moving vehicles or high-speed trains, by supporting 10000x more
traffic. The eMBB services demand high peak data rates greater than 10
Gbps for a good user experience and to provide the required level of QoS
that is currently enjoyed in fixed broadband internet services [31].

In order to support these high data rates in eMBB use case scenarios,
5G networks have introduced the use of Millimetre Wave (mm-Wave) bands.
mm-Wave communication makes use of the available spectrum and band-
width in that radio band to provide users with peak data rates in the order
of Gbps. The eMBB service is aimed at providing better and enhanced con-
nectivity that includes not only smartphones but also connected IoT devices
with high data-rate requirements, thus resolving issues of poor experience in
high data rate scenarios in crowded locations [31, 36, 37].
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1.4.2 Massive Machine Type Communication (mMTC)

The IoT is set to revolutionise the global world by connecting heterogeneous
smart devices. This concept has gained global attention with the goal of
connecting physical objects with the ability to communicate with each other
in an automated manner with little or no human intervention. This con-
cept is an enabler and inspirer of M2M where data communication between
heterogeneous devices without human intervention takes place [6]. Table
1.2 illustrates some typical mMTC/IoT applications and their associated re-
quirements. mMTC/IoT devices are typically characterised by requirements
of low power, long battery life and low-cost. Requirements for low latency,
high reliability and high data rates may sometimes be relevant in some spe-
cific cases, but are not usually associated with this use case scenario.

The large number of connected devices and the ever-increasing demand
from a massive number of mMTC devices has resulted in different communi-
cation technology types being employed, with diverse features and capabil-
ities, in order to support modern IoT deployments. This includes not only
traditional wireless communication technologies that were originally devel-
oped for other communication scenarios but that have been proven to be ef-
fective in supporting IoT (such as Wi-Fi, Bluetooth or ZigBee) but also other
technologies specifically designed and/or optimised to support IoT (such as
LoRaWAN). Despite the broad range of wireless technologies for IoT, cellular
mobile communication systems are expected to play a key role in providing
wireless connectivity to IoT systems, supporting a substantial fraction of the
smart devices connected wirelessly to the IoT. For this reason, the mMTC use
case scenario has received significant attention in mobile communications.

IoT/M2M applications and devices are expected to be in several orders
of magnitude larger than the world population and exponentially increasing,
with billions of devices and machines that will potentially utilise the mobile
network to access services and connect with other devices. This growing
number of connected devices will increase mobile data demand and impose
even more challenging requirements for operators. As a driver for the increase
in the estimated global mobile data traffic, 5G mobile networks are envisioned
to support hyper-connectivity between machines in the current and future
IoT landscape and therefore constitute a key supporter of IoT.

1.4.3 Ultra-Reliable Low-Latency Comms (URLLC)

The 5G concept considers URLLC as one of the new application scenar-
ios crucial for enabling mission-critical services such as factory and vehicle
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Table 1.2: Typical IoT applications and characteristics/requirements [6].

Applications Application Domain Tolerable Delay Update Frequency Data Rate

Structural Health Smart City 30 min 10 min Low

Waste Management Smart City 30 min 1 hour Low

Video Surveillance Smart City Seconds Real Time High

Air Quality Monitor Smart Home 5 min 30 min Low

Monitoring and Supervision Industrial Seconds or ms Seconds Low

Closed Loop Control Industrial Milliseconds Milliseconds Low

Interlocking and Control Industrial Milliseconds Milliseconds Low

Patient’s Health Care Delivery Healthcare Low (seconds) 1 report per hour/day High

and Monitoring

Real-time emergency response and Healthcare Low (seconds) Requires Ad-hoc High

remote diagnostics emergency communication

Real-time management and accuracy of ITS Low (seconds) 1 report per hour/day High

information across the supply chain

automation, wireless control of industrial manufacturing or production pro-
cesses, remote medical surgery and intelligent transportation systems, among
others. This use case scenario includes services and applications that are
characterised by a very high reliability requirement, defined by a maximum
link failure probability of 1 − 10−5 (i.e., 99.999% of successfully delivered
packets), and a tight user plane latency below 1ms, as specified in 3GPP
Release 17 [30]. In URLLC scenarios, a data packet is usually considered
to have been successfully received if it has been delivered within the set la-
tency target. Therefore, both reliability and latency are related and equally
important concepts in URLLC communications.

mm-Wave bands were introduced in 5G networks when mobile systems
were deployed in the bandwidth-limited sub-6 GHz spectrum and, as a re-
sult, mm-Wave bands are usually viewed as a key enabler for the high data
rates required by eMBB applications, because of the promising availability
of abundant spectrum that it offers. However, due to challenges in propa-
gation, blockage, high path loss, and channel uncertainty, communication in
mm-Wave bands is inherently unreliable. This is effectively a practical chal-
lenge for URLLC mobile applications that require extremely high reliability.

The advent of new applications with varying data rates in smart facto-
ries (Industry 4.0), Virtual Reality/Augmented Reality (VR/AR), and UHD
video surveillance applications with strict reliability and latency require-
ments, all claim for novel approaches that deliver the necessary reliability
and low latency without sacrificing the overall system capacity [38, 39].
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1.5 The Sixth Generation (6G) and Beyond

While there has been tremendous, noticeable and recorded success in the
mobile industry from Second Generation (2G) to 4G, it is still important to
ensure the successful commercial deployment of 5G in the coming years, at
a time when the 6G technology is on the way. There is no clear, completely
closed view of what 6G mobile networks will be, but there is an overall
agreement on some of the key ingredients that will be part of future 6G
networks and that will shape the evolution of the 6G technology.

Academia and industry have started to look beyond the 5G technology
and have started to conceptualise the 6G technology with various aspects
of the technology such as mega-trends, services, requirements, the candidate
technologies and timeline for standardisation and commercialisation in re-
search. This new generation technology will continue to improve the three
5G use cases and services (i.e, eMBB, mMTC and URLLC) while introducing
services emerging from the advancement in other relevant technologies such
as sensing, imaging, displaying and Artificial Intelligence (AI) [4, 40, 41, 42].
6G is expected to introduce new services such as truly immersive eXtended
Reality (XR), high-fidelity mobile holograms and digital twins [4] as illus-
trated in Figure 1.5.

Figure 1.5: Some potential new 6G services and applications [4].

There will be advancements in services in 6G technology that will require
a massive amount of real-time data processing, hyper-fast data rates, and
extremely low latency. These new services will give a rise to new requirements
for the key performance indices, overall architecture and trustworthiness. 6G
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Figure 1.6: Comparison of key performance requirements of 5G vs. 6G [4].

needs to provide a much higher data rate than 5G aiming at a pick data rate
of 1000 Gbps and user experienced data rate of 1 Gbps, targeting an air
latency below 0.1 ms, an End-to-End (E2E) latency of less than 1 ms and
user experienced latency of less than 10 ms. It is intended to also improve the
reliability by 100 times compared to 5G. These new expected requirements
for 6G are illustrated in Figure 1.6, showing the relative increase with respect
to the 5G technology [4], clearly showing the challenges faced by 6G.

The development of the 6G technology is currently in its infancy and the
concept of what 6G will finally be will be shaped by still unknown factors.
With the exponential growth of advanced technologies in the wireless com-
munication field such as AI, space, robotics and automation, new trends are
emerging in the development of the new 6G technology [4, 43, 44, 45, 46].
Transforma Insights has envisioned that by the year 2030, there will be 30.1
billion connected IoT devices [27] which will be three and half times larger
than the United Nations expected world population of 8.5 billion by the same
year [47]. These connected devices, which are becoming part of our social
infrastructure and daily lives, make machines the main user of this technol-
ogy, which together with the potential benefit of AI and Open Radio Access
Network (O-RAN) makes wireless communication in 6G promising.
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With the foreseen vision of 6G, new additional spectrum will be necessary
to meet all the capacity demands of the new technology. Given the forecasted
ultra-high data rates required for new 6G services and the massive amount
of spectrum that will be required to support such data rates, spectrum in
the Tera-Hertz (THz) bands is being targeted. THz bands currently have
large amounts of bandwidth available for mobile communications that could
accommodate the volume of traffic expected for some of the more demanding
new 6G services. Therefore, 6G is expected to operate at higher frequencies
in THz bands. However, along with this enormous availability of bandwidth
comes the challenging propagation conditions of THz bands, where the de-
grading effects of channel fading are substantially more accentuated than in
the lower sub-6 GHz and mm-Wave bands employed by preceding generations
of mobile communication systems. THz bands pose challenges related to in-
creased susceptibility to atmospheric absorption and blockage by obstacles.
Fading models aim to capture the variation or attenuation of the received
signal strength due to changes in the transmission medium or path caused
by factors such as distance, obstacles, and interference. These models need
to account for the mentioned factors in THz bands so that they can be used
to design robust communication systems. Traditional fading models widely
employed in the legacy sub-6 GHz bands, such as Rayleigh, Nakagami-m,
Nakagami-q (Hoyt), Nakagami-n (Rice), η-µ and κ-µ have been shown to
be unsuitable for higher frequency bands in the mm-Wave, where the Fluc-
tuating Two-Ray (FTR) model [48] has been proven to be more accurate.
Similarly, none of these models can accurately describe the effects of fading
in the THz bands suggested for use in 6G, where the α-µ model has been
proposed as a more suitable candidate [49]. Thus, in 6G communications,
fading models become crucial for understanding and mitigating the impact of
the variations on signal quality and reliability, which will play an important
role in spectrum exploration for 6G [50, 51].

Novel antenna technologies, comprehensive AI, spectrum sharing and net-
work topology evolution are some of the candidate technologies that will be
key enablers to realising 6G [4, 52] in the challenging propagation conditions
offered by THz bands. However, it is worth noting that Multi-Connectivity
(MC) techniques, which will be the focus of the research presented in this
thesis, can also play an important role towards achieving this objective. MC
essentially involves the simultaneous connection of a device to its network
through multiple communication links. In 6G, MC is potentially seen as a
key enabler for seamless and ultra-reliable communications, catering to the
diverse requirements imposed by a wide range of demanding applications,
including Augmented Reality (AR), Virtual Reality (VR) and autonomous
vehicles, among many others. However, implementing MC techniques in
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6G requires addressing challenges related to handover mechanisms, network
management, and interference mitigation. Advanced algorithms for intelli-
gent link/network selection and seamless switching between connections will
also be essential for delivering a seamless user experience. A more detailed
discussion of MC techniques will be provided in Section 1.6.

At the moment, there are more open questions than satisfactory answers
about 6G. What 6G will be remains uncertain. However, there is no doubt
that its evolution, definition and development will be an exciting journey.

1.6 Multi-Connectivity Techniques

A huge number of technological solutions have been proposed and developed
over the last decade in order to address the challenging requirements imposed
by the three use cases that were introduced in 5G (discussed in Section 1.4)
and that will also be a key relevant aspect in the definition of the 6G concept.

The focus of this work is on a subset of solutions that are commonly
known and referred to as MC techniques. These techniques aim to improve
network connectivity by utilising multiple simultaneous connections or paths
between the source of information and its destination. The concept of MC
is very broad and essentially embraces any technique that allows the trans-
mission of information (at any level of the protocol stack) through multi-
ple/redundant paths. Such multiple paths are usually, but not necessarily,
established between one mobile device and different base stations or access
points. However, as it is the case of the MC solutions that will be proposed in
this thesis, multiple paths can also be established between one mobile device
and one base station or access point through multiple links at the Phys-
ical (PHY) and/or Medium Access Control (MAC) layers, through which
the data flow from higher layers is split. While the propagation challenges
and conditions for wireless communication networks discussed in Section 1.5
can make communication in 6G mobile networks liable to disruption and
disconnection, MC techniques as envisioned in this thesis are aimed at im-
proving the network performance by the use of multiple connections, owing
to the availability of multiple connected links which reduces interruption in
the communication when one individual connected link fails due to fading.

MC techniques play a significant role in enhancing the performance and
reliability of mobile communication systems. Some key benefits of MC tech-
niques include the following:

� Increased data rates: By aggregating multiple connections, such as
combining 4G/5G and Wi-Fi or multiple 4G/5G carriers, the use of
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the multi-connectivity principle enables higher data rates for mobile
devices. This helps in achieving faster download and upload speeds,
supporting bandwidth-intensive applications and services. Therefore,
multi-connectivity techniques can be extremely useful in helping eMBB
services achieve their required data rates.

� Enhanced reliability and robustness: MC techniques enhance net-
work reliability by providing redundancy. If one connection fails or ex-
periences degradation, the device can seamlessly switch to an alterna-
tive connection, ensuring uninterrupted communication and minimising
service disruptions. This is particularly beneficial in environments with
challenging propagation conditions, such as urban areas or crowded
venues. Thus, multi-connectivity techniques can be extremely useful in
helping URLLC services achieve their required levels of reliability.

� Latency reduction: Multi-connectivity techniques can also help in
reducing latency, which is crucial for real-time applications such as on-
line gaming, video conferencing, and Voice Over IP (VoIP) calls. By
leveraging multiple connections, data can be transmitted and received
concurrently, resulting in reduced latency and improved responsiveness.
Again, MC techniques can be extremely useful in helping URLLC ser-
vices, not only to achieve their required levels of link reliability but also
to meet the stringent latency requirements.

� Improved network coverage: Multi-connectivity allows devices to
connect to multiple base stations or access points simultaneously. This
helps in extending the coverage area, particularly in scenarios where
a single connection may suffer from weak signal strength or limited
coverage. The device can maintain a connection with one access point
while seamlessly switching to another if necessary, providing a more
reliable and consistent user experience.

� Load balancing and traffic offloading: Multi-connectivity allows
intelligent load balancing and traffic offloading across different connec-
tions. This helps optimise network resource usage by distributing traffic
among available connections based on factors like signal strength, ca-
pacity, and network conditions. By offloading data to Wi-Fi networks
or other available connections, the burden on cellular networks can be
reduced, leading to improved overall network performance.

MC techniques play a vital role in enhancing network performance, cover-
age, reliability, and user experience in mobile communication systems. These
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Table 1.3: Multi-connectivity techniques in 3GPP standards.

Name Location Form of MC RAT Standard

CoMP (JT) inter-site intra-freq. LTE 3GPP Rel. 11

CA intra-site intra-freq. or inter-freq LTE 3GPP Rel. 10

DC inter-site intra-freq. or inter-freq LTE 3GPP Rel. 12

LWA intra-site or inter-site inter-RAT LTE and Wi-Fi 3GPP Rel. 13

Multi-RAT DC inter-site inter-RAT LTE and 5G 3GPP Rel. 15

techniques leverage the capabilities of different network technologies and pro-
vide a flexible and robust communication environment for mobile devices. In
this thesis, the interest is mainly in realising the first two aspects itemised
above, and the proposed technical contributions are mainly aimed at achiev-
ing them (i.e., enhanced data rates and/or reliability).

MC techniques have been paid significant attention as a promising tech-
nique not only to increase the system capacity but also to effectively achieve
high reliability in URLLC [53]. As a result, different MC techniques have
been introduced in successive 3GPP releases in the PHY layer (e.g, coor-
dinated multi-point), MAC layer (e.g., carrier aggregation), Packet Data
Convergence Protocol (PDCP) (e.g., dual connectivity and LTE-WiFi ag-
gregation) and higher layers [53, 54, 55]. Some of the main existing MC
techniques are summarised in Table 1.3 and discussed below.

In the PHY layer, Coordinated Multipoint (CoMP) was introduced in Re-
lease 11 with two basic modes. In the Joint Transmission (JT) mode, multiple
base stations send the same data simultaneously on the same carrier and the
receiver combines the data streams at the PHY layer by means of some appro-
priate diversity combination technique, thereby improving the signal strength
received at the User Equipment (UE) Downlink (DL), while in the Uplink
(UL) multiple base stations will receive the signal sent by the UE and jointly
process it. In the Dynamic Point Selection (DPS) mode, the UE is connected
to multiple base stations but data transmission occurs only with one of them
at a time, which is dynamically switched according to the experienced chan-
nel quality conditions [54, 56, 57, 58]. The CoMP transmission/reception
specified in 3GPP is a method of Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO)
that reduces interference in transmission and enables features such as net-
work synchronisation, feedback of multi-cell channel state information, and
synchronous data transfer between base stations [59]. CoMP can be designed
to eliminate Inter-Cell Interference (ICI), which is relevant in LTE and 5G
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Heterogeneous Network (HetNet) designs, thus improving cell throughput,
spectral and energy efficiency due to reduced ICI [57, 60, 61, 62].

In the MAC layer, the concept of CA consists of the aggregation of mul-
tiple CCs or blocks of contiguous and/or non-contiguous spectrum with the
aim of achieving higher data rates. In Release 10 specifications, where CA
was introduced in the 3GPP standard, the aggregation of up to five CCs was
supported and, later on, extended to support a theoretical maximum of 32
CCs in Releases 13-14. CA has been shown to improve the system peak date
rate and performance with the aggregation of multiple carriers of different
HetNet links, effectively benefiting from the different coding schemes and
utilising the spectrum effectively [63, 64]. The aggregation is typically done
for CCs of different spectrum bands (inter-band aggregation), even though
the possibility of aggregating CCs in the same bands (contiguous or non-
contiguous aggregation) is also contemplated in the standard [15, 54, 58, 65].

In the PDCP layer, multiple MC approaches have been standardised.
Dual Connectivity (DC) was first specified in Release 12 to allow UEs to be
simultaneously connected to two eNodeB (eNB) via a non-ideal back-haul.
In this scenario, the UE is configured to use the radio resources provided
by the two distinct schedulers. In Release 13, 3GPP introduced LTE-Wi-
Fi Aggregation (LWA) to merge data streams transmitted through different
Radio Access Technology (RAT) at the PDCP layer, for both collocated and
non-collocated nodes, to enhance throughput and exploit the availability of
more than one connectivity technology at the same location such as LTE
and Wi-Fi, which is a common scenario in malls, airports and other similar
hot spots [54, 58]. The same concept is preserved in Release 15 where DC
is specified for operations between 5G-NR Next Generation Node-B (gNB)
and LTE eNB nodes in Multi-Radio Dual Connectivity (MR-DC) [66]. In
Release 15 Multi-Radio Access Technology (Multi-RAT) DC was introduced
to enable DC in different RATs, combining LTE carriers and 5G-NR carriers
in order to enhance data rates. Aside from data split, packets are duplicated
in the PDCP layer for the transmission of the same packet over both paths
to improve reliability [54, 58, 67]. This MC technique in 5G-NR can split or
duplicate data traffic considering the different 5G-NR features, with a trade
off between services tailored to eMBB and URLLC requirements [68, 69].

The concept of MC can be extended to higher layers, including, for ex-
ample, Multipath TCP (MPTCP) as a popular example at the transport
layer. However, the focus of this work is mainly on the radio interface of
mobile communication systems, which typically addresses the lower layers of
the protocol stack. As a result, the technical contributions provided in this
thesis belong to the PHY and MAC layers. Therefore, MC techniques for
higher layers have not been included in this discussion.
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1.7 Research Objectives

MC techniques have been tremendously successful in improving the perfor-
mance of mobile communication systems and enhancing various relevant per-
formance metrics for a wide variety of services and applications (i.e., ’use
cases’ according to 5G/6G terminology). This motivates the research work
presented in this thesis to further explore novel approaches based on the
principle of MC. The main objective of this work is to propose novel MC
techniques suitable for their use in existing and future mobile communica-
tion systems that can improve the performance of existing and new service
applications in 5G/6G use case scenarios. Concretely, the objective of this
thesis is to contribute to the enhanced provision of eMBB and/or URLLC
services in 5G/6G networks by means of novel MC techniques that can ef-
fectively enhance the user data rates and/or reliability of the wireless mobile
communication links in order to meet the requirements of these services more
effectively and more efficiently.

1.8 Contributions and Thesis Organisation

This thesis provides three main novel contributions, which will be presented
and discussed in subsequent chapters as follows:

� Chapter 2 proposes a novel framework for the use of CA as a MC tech-
nique. The main idea proposed in this chapter is to divide a contiguous
block of spectrum (that could, in principle, be used as a single carrier)
into a number of sub-blocks and treat each of them as different CCs
that are combined via CA. The motivation for this is to benefit from
the frequency diversity experienced by each CC when the spectrum is
divided in such a way. Notice that CA was originally proposed as a
technique to increase data rates by incorporating additional bandwidth
into the system. Therefore, the concept of CA in a traditional sense
inherently implies the use of additional bandwidth as a way to increase
data rates. On the other hand, the framework proposed in Chapter 2
proposes a different approach that does not require additional band-
width, but simply splits the existing spectrum into blocks in order to
benefit from frequency diversity, thus effectively exploiting CA as an
MC technique, which is a novel point of view that, to the best of the
author’s knowledge, has not been considered in the literature before.
The proposed CA-based MC method is implemented in detail in the
ns-3 simulator in order to evaluate its performance based on system
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level simulations. The performance of CA under various propagation
scenarios is then evaluated and analysed. The obtained results indicate
that CA can effectively be exploited as a diversity technique to opti-
mise the overall system performance and increase the network capacity.
Moreover, it is found that the optimum number of CCs into which the
spectrum should be divided depends on the radio propagation distance.
Such an optimum number of CCs is determined by the trade-off between
the diversity gain and the bandwidth penalty incurred by each CC.

� Chapter 3 further explores the framework proposed in Chapter 2 from
an analytical perspective. More specifically, Chapter 3 develops a
mathematical model aimed at characterising the performance of CA
as a diversity technique. The main objective is to develop a mathe-
matical model that can explain the behaviour and performance of the
CA-based MC technique presented in Chapter 2. Given the high com-
plexity of this problem, the concept of effective Signal-to-Noise Ratio
(SNR) is proposed, which is defined as the equivalent SNR experienced
in a single carrier that would lead to the same throughput performance
as the one obtained when the same amount of spectrum available is split
into several CCs that are then combined according to CA. Mathemat-
ical models for such effective SNR are then elaborated, which are then
exploited to derive the statistical distribution of the effective SNR un-
der various assumptions. Such statistics are finally employed to obtain
closed-form expressions for the overall system performance in terms
of both ergodic and secrecy capacities as a function of the number of
CCs and other relevant parameters. The obtained numerical results
demonstrate that the developed mathematical model can explain and
corroborate the findings derived from simulation results in Chapter 2.

� Chapter 4 proposes a novel hybrid transmission scheme for improved
link reliability. The proposed hybrid system benefits from the range
of frequency bands available in mobile communication systems and
their complementary characteristics. Higher-frequency bands tend to
provide larger bandwidths (i.e., higher data rates) but are also charac-
terised by more challenging propagation conditions (i.e., lower link reli-
ability), while the opposite is true in general for lower-frequency bands.
To exploit these complementary characteristics, a hybrid system is pro-
posed that dynamically switches between both bands according to the
instantaneous channel quality. The proposed hybrid transmission sys-
tem is studied analytically. Concretely, the SNR statistics observed at
the receiver are first determined, which are then employed to calculate
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closed-form expressions for relevant system performance metrics such
as the outage probability, bit-error rate and channel capacity. The
obtained results demonstrate that the proposed hybrid transmission
scheme not only improves dramatically the transmission reliability but
also has the potential to simultaneously increase the capacity while
efficiently exploiting the resources in both bands.

This thesis is finally concluded in Chapter 5, where the main findings
derived from this research are summarised. Some directions to further extend
the research ideas explored in this thesis are suggested as well.
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Chapter 2

Carrier Aggregation as a

Diversity Technique:

A Simulation Approach

2.1 Introduction

As wireless communication is becoming more of a commodity just like elec-
tricity and water, it has given rise to a large array of emerging high data rate
hungry devices and services [70]. The fifth generation mobile communication
network is evolving and will be characterised by an increase in the number
of mobile wireless devices and service types, the availability of different radio
access technologies, and the ability to transmit at a high data rate which
is expected to meet the data requirement of various high speed multime-
dia applications [17, 71, 72]. In order to meet the requirements of various
high-speed multimedia applications, wireless communication systems in the
next generation are expected to reach the data rate characteristics of 1 Gbps.
Boosting the transmission rate in these systems is achieved by using larger
bandwidth but due to the practical constraints, large segments of the continu-
ous spectrum may not be available for most wireless network operators which
makes the effective use of a plurality of non-continuous frequency spectrum
an alternative option [17, 71]. This has also motivated the international re-
search community to carry out research on spectrum expansion technologies
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to increase a single user’s peak data rates and improve network performance
with techniques such as CA, which is the focus of the study presented in
this chapter. CA traditionally aggregates multiple blocks of contiguous and
non-contiguous spectrum in the licensed and unlicensed bands, referred to as
CCs in 3GPP, with the aim to enable the use of larger amounts of spectrum
and therefore achieve higher data rates. This technique plays an important
role in current 5G wireless networks with an air interface based on millimetre
wave (mm-Wave) bands as well as for future 6G networks and beyond with
air interfaces based on higher spectrum such as THz bands.

While CA brings multiple benefits, it also poses various technical chal-
lenges that need to be addressed for successful implementation. Some of these
challenges include: i) management of interference between aggregated carriers
(i.e., CCs), because combining multiple carriers can potentially introduce in-
terference between them when they belong to adjacent spectrum bands, thus
requiring proper interference management techniques to minimise the impact
on signal quality and overall network performance; ii) CA control, because
synchronisation and precise timing must be maintained between carriers for
an effective CA; iii) dynamic radio resource allocation, because the efficient
allocation of resources across multiple carriers is a complex task and there-
fore efficient radio resource management algorithms are needed to adapt to
changing network conditions in order to optimise the use of the available fre-
quency bands; iv) handover and mobility management, because the transfer
between cells and across larger geographical areas of a communication estab-
lished simultaneously over multiple carriers is more complex, thus requiring
effective mechanisms to ensure a smooth and seamless handover process to
avoid interruptions in service; v) backward compatibility, since older devices
may not be compatible with CA and network operators need to manage the
transition period as newer devices are introduced; vi) increased power con-
sumption, because using multiple carriers may increase power consumption in
user devices and therefore efficient power management strategies are needed
to balance the benefits of CA with the impact on device battery life; vi) hard-
ware and software upgrades, because implementing CA may require upgrades
to both network infrastructure and user devices, and coordinating these up-
grades across a network is typically a logistically challenging task; and vii)
compatibility with spectrum regulations, since CA may in some cases involve
the combination of different spectrum bands, which may pose issues to the
compliance with spectrum regulations. Addressing these challenges is crucial
for the successful deployment and operation of CA in mobile communication
networks. Since its introduction in the context of mobile communication
systems, continuous research and development efforts have been ongoing to
enhance the efficiency and performance of CA technologies.
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The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows. First, relevant
background and related work are presented in Section 2.2. The considered
system model is then introduced in Section 2.3, which relies on the imple-
mented mm-Wave module integrated into the ns-3 simulator employed in this
chapter. Section 2.4 presents in detail the proposed use of CA as a diver-
sity technique. The evaluation methodology followed in this chapter is then
explained in Section 2.5, where the simulation platform and the relevant
simulation configurations are detailed. The simulation results obtained for
the different scenarios considered in this study are presented and analysed
in Section 2.6. Finally, Section 2.7 summarises the main conclusions derived
from this study and concludes the chapter. The research findings and results
of this chapter have been published in [64].

2.2 Background and Related Work

The idea of CA was originally introduced for the first time in 3GPP Release
8 in the context of UMTS/HSPA+ (referred to as Dual Cell), enabling two
downlink carriers assigned to one user. However, the concept that is com-
monly known as CA in mobile communication systems was reintroduced as
a new feature in LTE-A 3GPP Release 10 [73] enabling the combination of
two or multiple CCs seamlessly to higher layers of the protocol stack as il-
lustrated in Figure 2.1 in order to increase the overall bandwidth used for
communication and thus the throughput experienced by the users of wireless
mobile networks. This technique was motivated by the limited per-channel
bandwidth defined for mobile networks at that time and the demand for
higher data rates that were not achievable with such an amount of spectrum
per single channel (or CC). It is a relatively new technology that enhances
mobile data capacity, throughput and improves network performance by al-
lowing the combination of two or more CCs of the same or different frequency
bands into a single aggregated channel as a means of efficient spectrum utili-
sation that increases the bandwidth of the mobile broadband and the system
reliability [17, 18, 74]. When CA is activated, the transmitter’s MAC layer
splits the sequence of data packets generated at higher layers into N data
flows, each of which is sent over one of the N available CCs as shown in
Figure 2.2. The CA-enabled receiver reorders the recovered packets at the
MAC layer so that the process is transparent to the higher layers of the pro-
tocol stack. The total data rate observed at higher layers is the sum of the
individual rates experienced in each CC. It is worth noting that the number
of CCs was initially limited to a maximum of 5 CCs in Release 10 thereby
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of the CA concept aggregating up to 5 CCs.

effectively increasing the maximum user bandwidth fivefold [75, 76]. Later
on, this limit was extended to a maximum of 8 CCs in Release 11, and fur-
ther extended to a maximum of 32 CCs in Releases 13-14. 5G supports a
maximum of 16 CCs in Phase 1 (3GPP TS 38.133).

Generally, carriers (i.e., CCs) can be aggregated in three different spec-
trum scenarios briefly explained below and illustrated in Figure 2.3.

� Intra-band Contiguous CA: It is the aggregation of neighbouring
CCs in the same spectrum band. It is a less practical scenario given
the frequency allocation in the real world, as the availability of large
contiguous spectrum for network operators is impossible to get in lower
frequency bands. The contiguous channels in this scenario are of the
same size and they are spaced with a lesser frequency guard in between.

� Intra-band Non-Contiguous CA: It is the aggregation of CCs in
the same band in a non-contiguous manner. This is a more practical
scenario where spectrum allocation is non-contiguous within the same
band. In the example shown in Figure 2.3 the middle carrier is allocated
to other users or other instances of network sharing while the two CCs
at the extremes of the spectrum are aggregated. Different channel sizes
are allowed.

� Inter-band Non-contiguous CA: In this scenario, multiple CCs of
different spectrum bands are being aggregated. This is the most prac-
tical scenario due to the unavailability of a contiguous wide spectrum
to achieve the desired peak data rates. The different radio propaga-
tion characteristics for the different spectrum bands can be exploited
to potentially improve mobility robustness for the low-latency and high
reliability 5G challenging scenarios.
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data stream into N CCs and the packets are reordered at the receiver.
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Figure 2.3: The three different CA spectrum scenarios: a) Intra-band con-

tiguous; b) Intra-band non-contiguous; c) Inter-band non-contiguous.

CA technology is crucial in allowing the coexistence of the previous gen-
eration 4G network and the fifth generation network, allowing operators to
combine different 4G carriers with 4G carriers or 4G with 5G carriers as well.
It has evolved into dual connectivity to allow the coexistence of 4G and 5G
mobile networks with reduced latency and the ability to achieve higher data
rates in the order of Gbps with aggregated bandwidths in the most recent
3GPP releases. 5G networks support two frequency ranges, the sub-6 GHz
microwave 4G carriers (frequency range 1) and millimetre wave or mm-Wave
5G carriers (frequency range 2) in the 5G RAN, both in the licensed and
unlicensed frequency bands. Initial 3GPP releases allowed the combination
of up to 5 CCs when using CA, while more recent releases have extended this
limit to a theoretical maximum of up to 32 CCs. This is aimed at increasing
the bandwidth in order to facilitate multi-gigabit data rates (contiguous or
non-contiguous aggregation) with multiple numbers of CCs to be aggregated
in more recent releases, with the mm-Wave band being viewed as the key
enabler for the enhanced mobile broadband eMBB [16, 77, 78].

However, communication in mobile mm-Wave bands is characterised by
several challenges, mainly related to the harsh propagation environment at
such a high frequency. mm-Wave has a high isotropic propagation loss, which
is experienced in the band and increases with the square of the carrier fre-
quency. The use of MIMO techniques, spatial multiplexing, beam-forming
and other techniques has been widely deployed in mm-Wave frequency bands
to tackle these challenges, hence increasing the link budget and increasing the
range of communication. This is made possible with many antenna elements
packed in a small area [79, 80, 81]. Communications in mm-Wave bands
are also affected by blockage, which prevents a direct Line-of-Sight (LOS)
communication in the presence of obstacles such as buildings and the human
body. However, communication is made possible in the Non-Line-of-Sight
(NLOS) scenario as well (e.g., in urban environments with a rich scattering
environment as shown in [82]) and by increasing the density of mm-Wave base
station deployments as a way to decrease the outage probability, providing
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extended coverage ranges approximately in the order of hundreds of metres
[83]. Mobile communications shifted towards higher frequency bands with
the aim to obtain larger bandwidths as a way to increase the network capac-
ity, however communication in mm-Wave bands also introduced challenges,
requiring new access protocols in the MAC layer, fast network procedures
for timely base station updates in the event of blockages and intermittency
of the channel availability, thus causing the emergence of buffer-bloat and
under-utilising the available resources to some extent [84, 85, 86].

It has been shown in different research studies that CA can be employed
in a wide variety of scenarios in order to enhance data rates, increase capacity
and improve the overall system performance. CA is shown in [87] to provide
higher data rates, enable flexibility and utilise the frequency resources op-
timally. Simulation results provided in [76] with aggregated schemes and
bandwidth structure show the effect of CA on the system performance in
terms of throughput, with a higher throughput gain in an LTE-A system
with 5 CCs than in the counterparts with 2 CCs, 3 CCs and 4 CCs, and
also a higher throughput performance of CA when compared to the non-
aggregated scenario. CA is also seen as a critical enabler of 5G-NR, where
the enhancements of the latest 3GPP releases improve the system perfor-
mance while increasing the throughput and reducing its power usage needs
[88, 89]. It has also been shown that with different access technology config-
urations, the principle of CA also has the potential to improve the system
performance with packet duplication in 5G-NR CA/DC [90]. The study in
[91] also confirms that the use of CA increases the data rate significantly. For
details, the reader is referred to [92], where a systematic literature review is
presented, summarising network parameters, relevant methods and findings.

In summary, CA in 5G provides some important benefits by efficiently us-
ing the available spectrum and leveraging the underutilised spectrum, despite
some challenges associated with the use of higher frequency bands such as
mm-Wave (e.g., higher path loss compared to lower frequency bands, atmo-
spheric absorption caused by oxygen and water vapour, and more accentuated
blockage caused by solid objects). CA helps aggregate carrier frequencies (re-
ferred to as CCs in the CA jargon) irrespective of spectrums (i.e., it can be
used to aggregate licensed and unlicensed spectrum). It will also be ben-
eficial for network carrier load balancing, enabling intelligent and dynamic
load balancing with real-time network loaded data. Carrier aggregation has
been stated to increase the system throughput to the range of Gbps in 5G
networks and beyond, providing better network performance and enhancing
the scalability for carriers with expanded coverage. Moreover, it can also
increase network reliability with the use of aggregated back-up carriers and
can thus reduce latency in the context of URLLC communication scenarios.
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2.3 System Model

The system model considered in this chapter assumes that a block of con-
tiguous spectrum with bandwidth size B is available, which would normally
be exploited as a single carrier (i.e., single CC) but is however split into N
adjacent CCs. When CA is activated, the transmitter’s MAC layer splits the
sequence of data packets generated at higher layers into N data flows, each
of which is sent over one of the N available CCs, as shown in Figure 2.2.
The CA-enabled receiver reorders the recovered packets at the MAC layer so
that the process is transparent to the higher layers of the protocol stack.

The specific aspects of CA in particular, and the considered mobile com-
munication system and its environment in general, are determined by the
implementation of CA in the mm-Wave module of the ns-3 simulator employed
in this work, which will be discussed in more detail in Section 2.5. The mod-
elling of CA in the mm-Wave module for ns-3 relies on the implementations of
the ns-3 LTE module and is compliant with the 3GPP specifications for New
Radio (NR). The implementation of the data plane includes the lower layers
of the protocol stack involved in the operation of CA (i.e., PHY and MAC)
and is transparent to the functionalities offered by higher layers (i.e., Radio
Link Control (RLC) and PDCP). The control functionalities are carried out
by the Radio Resource Control (RRC) layer, which shares the information
for setting up the CCs between the UE and the Base Station (BS). To this
end, the BS broadcasts information on the primary CC, and when the UE
connects to it, the RRC entity at the BS instructs the UE to add the relevant
number of CCs with its different parameters as configured in each simulation
(i.e., numerology, frequency and bandwidth for each CC). Once the desired
number of CCs have been set up and configured, a separate instance of the
MAC/PHY entities is run in each CC for data transmission, with all the
data packets in each CC being re-combined at the receiver’s MAC layer as
discussed above and illustrated in Figure 2.2.

A detailed description of the CA model and its implementation in the
employed ns-3 simulator is beyond the scope of this work, but the interested
reader can find all the relevant details in [93]. The system models for other
relevant aspects of the mobile communication system and its environment
considered in this chapter are those of the LTE module for ns-3 and can be
found in the module’s documentation provided for the simulator (some of
these aspects will be discussed in more detail in Section 2.5).
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2.4 CA Proposed as a Diversity Technique

The main purpose of CA is to allow operators combine multiple chunks of
(possibly non-contiguous) spectrum in a transparent manner for higher layers
of the protocol stack so that it can be seen as a single block of spectrum
by higher layers. CA techniques have been widely investigated from this
perspective as this is how the idea of CA originally emerged.

However, it is worth noting that CA may also be exploited as a diversity
technique, which is the fundamental idea proposed and investigated in this
chapter. The motivation to consider this idea stems from the fact that each
CC that is aggregated through CA runs an individual instance of the asso-
ciated layers of the protocol stack and therefore the employed transmission
parameters are adapted individually to each of the CCs. This means that the
transmission process in each individual CC can benefit from the diversity ob-
tained through the use of different CCs. In general, the transmission through
each CC will experience independent propagation conditions – this is par-
ticularly true when the CCs are located at very distant carrier frequencies
given the different path loss associated with different frequencies, however
this is also true (to a lower extent) even if the CCs are in adjacent carrier
frequencies given that instantaneous channel fading is essentially a random
process with significant variations across slightly different wavelengths (i.e.,
frequencies). Notice that such diversity exists in principle in any frequency
band that is suitable for mobile communications, including the sub-6 GHz
bands where 4G mobile systems were deployed, the mm-Wave bands where
5G mobile systems are currently being deployed and also the THz bands
where 6G mobile systems are expected to be deployed.

The observation above suggests the possibility of exploiting CA as a di-
versity technique, even in the case where a contiguous block of spectrum
is available, where the use of CA would not really be necessary in order
to exploit that spectrum and where it would not normally be used in the
classical scenario of CA. Notice that the original idea and motivation of CA
was to aggregate frequency bands or CCs where the use of a large chunk of
spectrum was not possible because of existing frequency allocations or other
practical limitations. On the other hand, the idea in this chapter is to force
the use of CA in a large block of spectrum in order to benefit from the di-
versity experienced by the transmission process at different frequencies. The
idea is to divide a relatively large block of contiguous spectrum into a num-
ber of adjacent CCs, divide the original data stream into the same number
of data sub-streams (each with a lower data rate), then transmit each data
sub-stream through one of the CCs and then combine these data sub-streams
via CA (concretely, via intra-band contiguous CA as shown in Figure 2.3a).
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To be more specific, the idea proposed in this chapter is discussed now
in more detail. Assume that a mobile operator has a relatively large block
of contiguous spectrum that can be exploited for transmission as a single
channel (CC in CA terminology). According to the original formulation of
the CA concept, in this scenario CA would not be necessary given that in
this scenario there is only one block or chunk of spectrum, and therefore
there is no other block of spectrum with which it could be aggregated. The
idea explored in this chapter is that such a large block of contiguous spec-
trum is artificially divided into a number N of smaller sub-blocks where each
sub-block receives a fraction 1/N of the total available bandwidth and then
each of these sub-blocks is treated as an independent carrier (i.e., CC) that
is aggregated to the other CCs via the use of the CA concept. Notice that
the use of CA in this case is artificial, since transmission over the whole
chunk of spectrum (used as a single channel) would be possible. However,
the available spectrum is artificially divided into a number of CCs that are re-
combined via CA in order to benefit from the frequency diversity that would
normally be expected in channels with a large bandwidth. This is possible
because the data stream transmitted through each CC will undergo an in-
dividual instance of the associated layers of the protocol stack. As a result,
the data transmitted through each CC will have its own dedicated instance
of scheduler, transmission power control, adaptation of the Modulation and
Coding Scheme (MCS), etc. All these parameters will be adapted individ-
ually to the instantaneous conditions experienced in each CC and therefore
can be expected to be optimised accordingly. If, on the other hand, the whole
chunk of available spectrum was exploited as a single channel or CC, then
a single instance of scheduler, transmission power control, adaptation of the
modulation and coding scheme, etc., would be run over the whole block of
spectrum, which would not be optimum for the conditions experienced at
each frequency interval. Thus, by artificially forcing separate data streams
via different CCs in the available spectrum, the aim is to exploit the diversity
in each frequency interval. As a result, in this context, CA can be effectively
employed as a diversity technique to improve the overall performance.

Notice that CA was originally proposed as a technique to increase data
rates by incorporating additional bandwidth into the system. Therefore, the
concept of CA in a traditional sense inherently implies the use of additional
bandwidth as a way to increase data rates. On the other hand, the framework
proposed in this chapter as discussed above does not require additional band-
width, but simply splits the existing spectrum into blocks in order to benefit
from frequency diversity, thus effectively exploiting CA as a MC technique,
which is a novel point of view that, to the best of the author’s knowledge, has
not been considered in the literature before. For instance, a mobile operator
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with a spectrum block of 20 MHz using CA in a traditional sense would seek
to find other blocks of spectrum to be aggregated to the existing 20 MHz
block. On the other hand, the framework proposed in this chapter would not
seek to increase the amount of existing spectrum but instead would exploit
the existing block of 20 MHz, not as a single carrier of 20 MHz, but instead
as 2 CCs of 10 MHz each, or 4 CCs of 5 MHz each, which would then be
combined via CA. The number of possibilities is much larger, in particular
if the new bands introduced for 5G are considered. In Frequency Range 1
(FR1), a block of 100 MHz could be exploited with the proposed framework
as 2 CCs × 50 MHz, 4 CCs × 25 MHz, 5 CCs × 20 MHz or 10 CCs × 10
MHz (the option of 20 CCs × 5 MHz is not allowed by the standard given
that up to 16 CCs can be aggregated). In Frequency Range 2 (FR2), a block
of 400 MHz could be exploited as 2 CCs × 200 MHz, 4 CCs × 100 MHz or
8 CCs × 50 MHz. Therefore, while traditional CA aims to increase capacity
by increasing the bandwidth available (i.e., Hz), the proposed CA-based MC
framework aims to increase the capacity by increasing the spectrum efficiency
within the available spectrum (i.e., bit/s/Hz).

The proposed CA-based method faces similar technical challenges as those
discussed in Section 2.1, with some new specific considerations that are worth
discussing. Firstly, managing the interference between the CCs is important
in the proposed method because all the CCs aggregated via CA will al-
ways be adjacent. Therefore, the underlying allocation of radio resources
should carefully take this aspect into account to minimise interference be-
tween adjacent CCs and optimise the overall performance achieved with the
application of this technique. This technique will also incur in additional
power consumption as well as additional complexity in the handover process.
This is because, using multiple CCs will consume more power and need to
be transferred to a new cell, whereas if the proposed technique was not used,
only a single CC would have been used. Backward compatibility with older
devices that do not support CA would, of course, be an issue, as it would
also be for lower-end inexpensive user terminals that may not support CA
either. On the positive side, the proposed technique should not have any im-
plications from a spectrum regulation point of view, since the spectrum used
would be exactly the same if only one CC were to be employed. However,
each CC has its own associated signalling traffic, which would increase with
the number of CCs employed and, as a result, the proposed technique would
result in a higher signalling overhead. To fairly evaluate the joint effect of
the above technical aspects on the network performance of the proposed CA
method, simulations were carried out with a sophisticated network simulator,
as discussed below in Section 2.5.
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Before concluding this section, it is worth mentioning that the concept of
CA, as defined by 3GPP, was envisaged to be implemented between one BS
and one UE. Therefore, any CA-based method, including the one proposed
in this section, applies to the physical connections between one BS and one
UE. The counterpart 3GPP technique that exploits diversity across multiple
BSs is Dual Connectivity (DC), which shares some similarities with CA and
allows the combination of different bands through multiple BSs. One of the
main differences is that DC aggregates the split traffic at a higher layer of
the protocol stack, namely the PDCP layer, to enable the use of multiple BSs
for the same UE. The underlying idea on which the CA method proposed in
this section relies might be adapted in order to be exploited in the context of
DC, however this new scenario would pose new questions, such as the need
to allocate each CC to a specific BS. This scenario is beyond the scope of the
work presented in this chapter and is suggested as future work.

2.5 Evaluation Methodology

2.5.1 Simulation Platform

This work investigates the performance of the proposed CA-based diver-
sity strategy over mm-Wave bands by means of system level simulations.
Discrete-event network simulators are fundamental in the development and
analysis of complex networks. Having a full-stack simulation capability, mod-
elling all layers of the protocol stack with models of real life scenarios, and
an end-to-end cellular system with mm-Wave CA integrated into the simu-
lation model is crucial for the study presented in this chapter. To this end,
it is important to have an end-to-end simulation system that can exploit
the capabilities of mm-Wave links across all the layers of the communication
protocol stack.

The need for a cross-layer design solution and the analysis of the per-
formance of an end-to-end environment in mm-Wave cellular networks moti-
vated the introduction of a mm-Wave module for the widely used open source
ns-3 simulator [94]. In [95], a full stack mm-Wave simulation model is pre-
sented, integrated into ns-3, which includes a significant number of detailed
statistical channel models and the ability to incorporate measurements or
ray tracing data. The end-to-end simulation system in [95] has a modular
and highly customisable design of the PHY and MAC layers that adapts to
the large bandwidth available in mm-Wave bands, with ray tracing, 3GPP
statistical channel modelling like path-loss, blockage, etc., implements the
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higher layers of the LTE network in the RLC layer and interfaces with the
LTE core network ns-3 module for the full stack end-to-end connectivity.
Therefore, the mm-Wave module for the ns-3 simulator presented in [95] is
a suitable candidate to carry out the simulations required in this study.

The performance of mobile communication networks with CA over two
CCs was simulated in contiguous and non-contiguous allocations in [93]. Re-
lying on the same simulation model, the work presented in this chapter ex-
tends the ns-3 simulator developed in [95] and employed in [93] in order to
implement the proposed CA-based diversity technique. The code of the ns-3
simulator with the integrated mm-Wave module was refactored in order to
implement the diversity technique based on the CA proposed in Section 2.4.
Moreover, the simulation code was also extended to a broader range of propa-
gation scenarios and channel models as defined by 3GPP [96] and the number
of component carriers was also increased beyond two (as implemented in [93])
in order to explore and exploit the full potential of the diversity strategy pro-
posed in this chapter. This enabled this simulation study to investigate the
impact of various levels of CA (i.e., combining different numbers of CCs) in
different propagation scenarios and determine the optimum configuration as
a function of the propagation and communication context. Further details
on the simulator and employed scratch file are provided in the Appendix.

2.5.2 Simulation Configuration

The employed simulation platform is used to assess the performance of CA in
a mm-Wave mobile communication system, when employed not only in the
classical approach (i.e., as a way to increase the total data rate by aggregat-
ing several CCs) but also as proposed in Section 2.4 (i.e., as a diversity tech-
nique to improve the system performance with the same amount of available
bandwidth). For the latter case, different data streams can be transmitted
in each link/CC using different frequencies. The transmission in each CC
can be adapted to the channel independently by using different scheduling
instances, MCS and retransmission processes.

The main simulation parameters are summarised in Table 2.1. The con-
sidered simulation scenario is composed of one base station eNB and one
mobile terminal UE, as this is the scenario for which CA was originally de-
fined. The UE is assumed to be placed at a fixed distance from the eNB
in each simulation run, however different distances ranging from 10 m up
to 5.5 km are considered in different simulation runs. Simulating several
static scenarios rather than one mobile scenario where the BS-UE distance
changes dynamically allows the analysis of the results without the complex-
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Table 2.1: Main simulation parameters.

Parameter Value

Number of eNB 1

Number of UE 1

BS-UE distance 10 m – 5500 m

Propagation scenarios UMa, RMa, UMi, InH-Office

Propagation conditions LOS/NLOS

Total amount of spectrum 1 GHz

Number of CC’s 1-5

CC bandwidth 1/no. of CC’s

Simulation time 5 min.

Contiguous Freq.(GHz) f0 = 40 (f0 = 39.75, f1 = 40.25)

Non-contiguous Freq.(GHz) f0 = 73 (f0 = 32.5, f1 = 73)

ity introduced by dynamic mobility. As it will be shown in Section 2.6,
the performance and optimum configuration of the proposed CA method de-
pends on the BS-UE distance, and this is an important aspect that would
have been difficult (or even impossible) to appreciate in a dynamic mobile
scenario. For a more detailed performance evaluation, and in order to val-
idate the obtained conclusions over different communication scenarios, var-
ious 3GPP propagation environments are considered, namely Urban Macro
(UMa), Rural Macro (RMa), Urban Micro (UMi-StreetCanyon) and Indoor
Home Office (InH-Office) as detailed in [97]. For each considered propagation
environment, both LOS and NLOS conditions are evaluated.

The eNB and UE can communicate over a total amount of available spec-
trum with a bandwidth of 1 GHz. Communication can be achieved either by
using the contiguous block of spectrum as a single link that uses the total
available bandwidth of 1 GHz as a single carrier, or by using CA. When CA
is considered, the total bandwidth of 1 GHz is subdivided into a number of
contiguous chunks, each of which is managed as a separate CC that is ag-
gregated to the other CCs in the same 1 GHz spectrum block. In this case,
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Table 2.2: Carrier frequency and bandwidth allocation for various CCs.

No of CC BW per CC (MHz) Carrier Frequency (GHz)

1 1000 40

2 500 39.75 40.25

3 333.3 39.67 40 40.33

4 250 39.63 39.88 40.13 40.38

5 200 39.6 39.8 40 40.2 40.4

a total maximum of up to five CCs can be aggregated using the principle of
CA. The contiguous block of 1 GHz of the spectrum is assumed to be centred
around a central carrier frequency of 40 GHz, coinciding with one of the mm-
Wave bands defined by 3GPP. Thus, when a single link is considered, the
carrier frequency is 40 GHz as shown in Table 2.1. If two CCs are considered,
then the block of 1 GHz is divided into two sub-blocks of 500 MHz each, with
carrier frequencies at the centre of each block (i.e., f0 = 39.75 GHz and f1
= 40.25 GHz as shown in Table 2.1). For a higher number of CCs, a similar
process is followed, which results in the bandwidth allocations and carrier
frequencies shown in Table 2.2.

For comparison purposes, when the performance is evaluated considering
two CCs, a non-contiguous scenario is also considered, with central carrier
frequencies of f0 = 32.5 GHz and f1 = 73 GHz as shown in Table 2.1.
This non-contiguous CA scenario is introduced with a CC of 73 GHz, which
coincides with one of the mm-Wave bands defined by 3GPP, in order to
illustrate more clearly the impact of the carrier frequency on the obtained
performance results. The performance is assessed in terms of the throughput
experienced at the Radio Link Control RLC layer of the protocol stack.
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2.6 Simulation Results and Discussion

This section presents simulation results assessing the performance of CA
in mm-Wave bands not only as a way to allow mobile operators to aggre-
gate several spectrum bands in order to gain additional capacity but also as
a diversity technique to improve the performance of the already allocated
spectrum, following the strategy proposed in Section 2.4.

The impact of CA is firstly evaluated considering a total amount of spec-
trum of 1 GHz bandwidth, which the operator can exploit as a single block
with a single CC or two blocks with a spectrum split ratio of 0.5 between
the primary and secondary CCs, with central frequencies of 39.75 GHz and
40.25 GHz for contiguous CA and 32.5 GHz and 73 GHz for non-contiguous
CA. The user is placed at a fixed distance from the base station under both
LOS and NLOS conditions. The possibility of blockage is considered as well,
thus expanding the range of propagation scenarios of the 3GPP models.

Figure 2.4 shows the system performance under UMa propagation sce-
nario with LOS. As it can be expected, CA helps increase the overall sys-
tem throughput. Both configurations with two CCs provide a significantly
greater throughput than both configurations with only one CC. One can also
notice that the experienced throughput is highly dependent on the centre
frequency considered, with transmissions at lower frequencies experiencing
higher throughputs because of the reduced path loss. However, it is also
interesting to note that the use of CA can help reduce the impact of path
loss throughput degradation, since this affects to a larger extent when only
one CC is considered. Notice that, when only one CC is employed, the dif-
ference between the throughput at 40 GHz and 73 GHz can be up to around
400 Mbit/s (more than 20 % performance degradation). However, when two
CCs are considered, the throughput difference between the configurations
using CCs at 40.25 GHz and 73 GHz gives a more similar throughput. The
throughput is slightly higher when both CCs are contiguous at lower frequen-
cies (39.75 GHz and 40.25 GHz), but if one of the CCs is moved to a higher
carrier frequency (73 GHz) then throughput degradation is quite light and
significantly lower than that observed if the same change of carrier frequency
is applied when only one CC is used. This can be explained by the propa-
gation diversity offered by CA. On the other hand, the presence of blockage
appears to have a slightly more severe impact on the throughput when two
CCs are used instead of only one, however such degradation is not very sig-
nificant; notice that the CA case considers blockage in the lower-frequency
CC where its effect is more severe (even with full blockage in both CCs the
throughput would still be similar). In general, the use of CA with two CCs
in the presence of blockage still provides significantly higher throughput than
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Figure 2.4: Contiguous and non-contiguous UMa-LOS received throughput

compared with the use of single CC and the presence of blockage.

the use of one single CC even if it is not experiencing any blockage. There-
fore, it can be seen that CA not only provides a higher overall throughput
compared to the use of a single CC but also makes the obtained throughput
performance less sensitive to the particular radio propagation frequencies of
the CCs as a result of the propagation diversity from combining several CCs.

Figure 2.5 shows the counterpart to Figure 2.4, also considering an UMa
propagation scenario, but in this case under NLOS conditions. It can be
observed that, in this other case, the performance difference between the
use of CA with two CCs and the use of a single CC with no CA is not so
significant. In fact, while there is still a clear difference between using a
single CC at 40 and 73 GHz, there is no practical difference between the two
configurations with two CCs (contiguous and non-contiguous spectrum). In
fact, the use of two CCs in both configurations leads virtually to a very similar
performance, which is indeed very similar to the performance attained with
the use of one single CC at 40 GHz and, at some distances, even slightly
lower. This slightly lower performance of CA can be explained based on
the fact that under NLOS conditions the practical propagation distances are
reduced significantly (as it can be noticed by comparing the abscissas axes
of Figure 2.4 and 2.5) and at such shorter distances the path loss does play
such an important role, therefore the potential gain that CA could provide
as a diversity technique is not large enough to compensate for the overhead
associated with the use of CA (mainly, the use of guard bands between CCs
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Figure 2.5: Contiguous and non-contiguous UMa-NLOS received throughput.

that reduce the overall spectrum efficiency and the extra signalling overhead
involved in the use of CA). In this case, under NLOS conditions, it seems
that the use of the whole spectrum available as a single chunk with one single
CC, where possible, should provide a better throughput performance.

It is worth noting that the observations made above for the UMa scenario
are in general applicable to other propagation scenarios as well. The same
trends were observed for other macro scenarios such as the RMa propagation
model, micro scenarios (see, as an example, the results obtained for UMi-
StreetCanyon-LOS in Figure 2.6) and even indoor environments (see, as an
example, the results obtained for InH-Office in Figure 2.7). It can be noticed
that the full potential of CA as a diversity technique can be exploited in
macro scenarios and under LOS conditions, with the experienced blockage
being a secondary aspect.

To further explore the performance of CA as a diversity technique, we
now consider a single contiguous block of spectrum with a bandwidth of 1
GHz where the operator can opt to exploit it as a single block of spectrum
with one single CC or, by using the principles of CA, as multiple blocks of
spectrum each with its own CC, where the available spectrum is divided into
a number of contiguous CCs with carrier frequencies as shown in Table 2.2.
Notice that in this scenario there would be no need to use CA techniques
since the whole block of spectrum is contiguous and the operator could use a
single CC. However, we investigate here the possibility of splitting the block
into a number of contiguous CCs that are exploited using CA according to
the strategy proposed in this chapter and explained in Section 2.4. The
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Figure 2.6: Contiguous and non-contiguous UMi-LOS received throughput.

Figure 2.7: Contiguous and non-contiguous InH-Office-NLOS throughput.
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Figure 2.8: One to five component carrier contiguous UMa-NLOS simulation.

motivation to consider this approach is to explore the potential benefits that
CA could bring as a diversity technique, which is the focus of the study
presented in this chapter.

Figure 2.8 shows the throughput performance observed under an UMa-
NLOS propagation scenario when the number of CC is increased from one
to five. The UMa-NLOS propagation scenario is selected here because it
provides more accurate results than the other available scenarios, however
similar conclusions should be drawn for other scenarios as well. The results
in Figure 2.8 indicate that the optimum number of CCs increases with the
distance, which is shown more clearly in Table 2.3. In general, increasing
the number of CCs increases the ability of the system to exploit any avail-
able radio propagation diversity since each CC is handled individually with
its own scheduler instance, retransmission process, transmission power con-
trol, adaptive MCS, etc. However, a higher number of CCs also incurs in a
higher overhead resulting from the higher signalling required to handle each
CC along with the presence of some guard bands between CCs (which con-
tributes to a decrease in the overall spectrum efficiency). It is worth noting
that CA, because of the individual processes running independently for each
CC, incurs in a penalty, since part of the bandwidth available for each CC
must be used to transmit the CC signalling traffic, and part of it must also be
used as a guard band to protect from adjacent channel interference from the
neighbouring CCs. For CA to be beneficial as a diversity technique, the gain
obtained from channel diversity needs to outperform the penalty associated
with a higher number of CCs. The trade-off between both aspects determines
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Table 2.3: UMa-NLOS simulation results for 1 CC to 5 CCs.

Dist 1 CC 2 CCs 3 CCs 4 CCs 5 CCs Improvement

(m) (Mbps) (Mbps) (Mbps) (Mbps) (Mbps) w.r.t. 1 CC

10 1455.5 1537.2 1510.4 1499.7 1445 5.61%

20 762.1 797.6 941 884.4 839.4 23.47%

30 684.9 513.8 639.3 730.5 698 6.66%

40 524.2 474.5 560.9 583.2 547.9 11.26%

60 397.5 388.7 392.2 410 421 5.91%

65 383.7 377.8 367.9 405.5 435.6 13.53%

70 364.8 368.3 351 398.3 437.7 19.98%

75 332.7 352.5 334.5 390.5 432.5 30.00%

100 236.7 245.5 250.9 320.6 369.1 55.94%

150 99.2 104.4 106.5 150.3 184.9 86.39%

200 18.3 38 44.2 64.7 87.9 380.32%

the optimum number of CCs for each propagation distance as observed in
Figure 2.8 and Table 2.3. At shorter distances, the channel diversity is not
significant (e.g., the path loss experienced at different CCs over short dis-
tances is very similar) and therefore a lower number of CCs provides the
highest throughput, while at longer distances the radio propagation gain di-
versity increases and therefore the optimum number of CCs increases. These
results indicate that CA can therefore be exploited as a diversity technique to
optimise the overall system performance, with the optimum number of CCs
depending on the radio propagation distance. The results shown in Table
2.3 indicate that the use of CA as a diversity technique, as proposed in this
chapter, can enhance the obtained data rate up to almost five times with
respect to the case where only one CC is employed.
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2.7 Conclusions

Carrier Aggregation (CA) was originally proposed as a technique to allow
mobile operators to combine spectrum from different bands into a single
virtual chunk of spectrum that could be seen by the higher layers of the
protocol stack as a single block of spectrum. Each aggregated Component
Carrier (CC) runs its own instance of the scheduler, retransmission process,
transmission power control, adaptive MCS, etc., and therefore adapts each
transmission individually according to the CC’s propagation conditions. This
allows CA to be potentially seen as a diversity technique. In this chapter,
a different focus has been considered where the suitability of CA as a di-
versity technique has been explored. The performance of CA under various
propagation scenarios has been evaluated and analysed. The obtained re-
sults indicate that CA can effectively be exploited as a diversity technique
to optimise the overall system performance and increase the network capac-
ity, with the optimum number of component carriers depending on the radio
propagation distance. Such optimum number of CCs is determined by the
trade-off between diversity gain (the higher the number of CCs, the higher
the diversity gain) and bandwidth penalty incurred by each CC (the higher
the number of CCs, the higher the amount of bandwidth that needs to be
sacrificed to accommodate guard bands between CCs and to transmit the
signalling traffic associated to the processes run individually in each CC).
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Chapter 3

Carrier Aggregation as a

Diversity Technique:

An Analytical Approach

3.1 Introduction

The performance of CA as a diversity technique was evaluated in Chapter 2
by means of simulations carried out with the ns-3 simulator [98, 99], where
it was demonstrated that CA can be exploited as a diversity technique to
enhance the overall system performance and increase the network capacity
without increasing the total amount of spectrum. Simulation studies can
be valuable tools for exploring the performance of a particular technique.
In fact, the simulation study presented in Chapter 2 was instrumental in
understanding and demonstrating the effectiveness of CA when used as a
diversity technique. However, an analytical study is also necessary to pro-
vide a comprehensive understanding of the technique being investigated. In
this context, this chapter presents an analytical study of CA as a diversity
technique that complements the simulation study presented in Chapter 2 by
developing a mathematical model and a corresponding set of closed-form ex-
pressions that can characterise the operation of CA as a diversity technique,
thus providing a theoretic basis that supports and explains the findings of
the simulation study presented in Chapter 2.
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The following contributions are provided in this chapter:

� In order to investigate the performance of CA as a diversity technique,
the concept of effective SNR is introduced, which is defined as the
equivalent SNR at which a single channel achieves the same perfor-
mance as the considered CA scenario with the same total bandwidth.
This concept provides a simple yet powerful tool for the mathematical
analysis of CA. Two models for the effective SNR are proposed, namely
an ideal model and an average model. For both models, two scenarios
are considered where the SNR is distributed homogeneously and het-
erogeneously across the aggregated CCs. Closed-form expressions for
the statistical distribution of the effective SNR are then derived for the
four possible cases.

� Capitalising on the developed model of effective SNR, the ergodic ca-
pacity of a system with CA as a diversity technique is analysed and
mathematical expressions are thus derived for both homogeneous and
heterogeneous SNR scenarios.

� Similarly, the secrecy capacity of a system using CA as a diversity tech-
nique is also investigated and mathematical expressions are derived as
well for the homogeneous and heterogeneous SNR scenarios. By consid-
ering both the ergodic and secrecy capacities, a robust communication
system design can be achieved.

The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows. First, the system
model is described in Section 3.2. Afterwards, Section 3.3 introduces and
provides a formal definition of the concept of effective SNR along with math-
ematical expressions for its statistical distribution under both homogeneous
and heterogeneous SNR scenarios, considering an ideal modelling approach
as well as an average modelling approach. Based on the developed effective
SNR model, analytical results for the performance of CA as a diversity tech-
nique in terms of the ergodic and secrecy capacities are presented in Sections
3.4 and 3.5, respectively. Numerical results are then presented and discussed
in Section 3.6. Finally, Section 3.7 summarises and concludes this chapter.

The findings and results of this chapter have been submitted for consid-
eration for possible publication as a journal paper, which is under review at
the time of submitting this thesis (see publication number 3 in Section 1.9).
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3.2 System Model

Let B denote the total bandwidth of a contiguous block of spectrum whose
size is appropriate to be exploited as a single 5G-NR or 6G carrier. The
mobile operator divides the bandwidth B into N adjacent sub-blocks1, each
of which is physically exploited as a separate CC and combined with the rest
of the sub-blocks at the receiver by means of CA. The transmitter’s MAC
layer splits the sequence of data packets generated at higher layers into N
data flows, each of which is transmitted over one of the N available CCs as
shown in Figure 3.1. The CA-enabled receiver reorders the recovered packets
at the MAC layer so that the process is transparent to the higher layers. The
total data rate observed at higher layers is the sum of the individual rates
experienced in each CC.

When CA is employed, each CC runs its own instance of the MAC and
PHY layers and their associated processes, which are dynamically adapted to
the instantaneous channel quality conditions experienced in each CC. This
requires the use of L1/L2 control signalling to exchange control and feedback
information for each CC. The signalling overhead introduced by each CC
together with the guard bands required between adjacent CCs can both be
jointly characterised by a fraction α (0 < α ≪ 1) of the total bandwidth.
As a result, a bandwidth αB needs to be sacrificed for each employed CC
and the total bandwidth W available for data transmission when N CCs are
used is W = B(1−αN). Notice that the overhead parameter α refers to the
fraction of total available bandwidth B and not to the bandwidth allocated to
each individual CC. In order to obtain a positive data rate, the requirement
B(1 − αN) > 0 must be met, which implies that the number of CCs that
can be used is constrained by the upper bound N ≤ Nmax = ⌊1/α⌋.

The data transmitted through each CC experience an independent fading
process. The Rayleigh fading model is a popular fading model commonly
used to characterise wireless communication scenarios under NLOS and is

1An operator may divide the total bandwidth into CCs with the same or different

bandwidths. This chapter does not make any specific assumptions on the bandwidth

allocated to each individual CC and the analytical results here presented do not take this

aspect into account. The study of the impact of equal/unequal CC bandwidth allocations

and the optimum configuration that maximises the total aggregated capacity is out of the

scope of this chapter and is left as future work. However, the simulation results in [99]

suggest that a homogeneous bandwidth allocation where the total bandwidth is equally

divided across the used CCs may maximise the total aggregated capacity.
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N CCs

Figure 3.1: System model considered in this chapter.

chosen here to ensure that the obtained performance takes into account a
rather unfavourable propagation scenario (i.e., better performance may be
achieved in practice). Accordingly, the Probability Density Function (PDF)
of the instantaneous SNR at the receiver is:

fγn(x) =
1

γn

exp

(
− x

γn

)
, for n = 1, . . . , N (3.1)

and its Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) is:

Fγn(x) = 1− exp

(
− x

γn

)
, for n = 1, . . . , N (3.2)

where γn is the average SNR in the nth CC. Two frequency diversity sce-
narios are considered, namely a homogeneous SNR scenario where all CCs
experience the same average SNR (γn = γ for n = 1, . . . , N) and a hetero-
geneous SNR scenario where each CC experiences a different SNR (γn ̸= γk

for n ̸= k) with an overall average SNR γ = (1/N)
∑N

n=1 γn.
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3.3 Models for the Effective SNR

The capacity of CA has usually been investigated in the literature by char-
acterising the capacity of each CC individually as an independent channel
and then adding up the individual capacity of each CC. This approach may
be suitable to calculate numerically the aggregate sum-rate in optimisation
based studies (e.g., [100, 101]), however the involved mathematical expres-
sions provide little insights into how the total capacity depends on each
relevant parameter. In order to investigate the capacity of CA as a diver-
sity technique, the analysis carried out in this chapter considers a different
approach based on the concept of effective SNR, which is defined in this
study as the equivalent SNR at which a single channel with bandwidth B
achieves the same performance as the considered CA scenario with a total
aggregated bandwidth B divided across N CCs and instantaneous channel
quality conditions represented by the set {γn}Nn=1 of SNR values in each CC.

The introduction of this definition of effective SNR provides a convenient
and useful new tool for the analysis of CA in general, and as a diversity
technique in particular. However, this concept also raises the question of
how to map a set {γn}Nn=1 of N SNR values in each CC into a single effec-
tive SNR γCA that results in the same performance in the case of a single
channel. This is an extremely challenging problem given the broad range of
processes at the MAC and PHY layer that determine the performance of CA
(packet scheduler, Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request (HARQ) retransmis-
sion process, transmission power control, dynamic adaptation of the MCS,
etc.) and the many different algorithms that can be implemented for each of
such MAC/PHY processes. For this reason, an exact mapping of the indi-
vidual SNR in each CCs into a single effective SNR, while highly desirable,
seems unfeasible. To overcome this limitation, this chapter considers two
different models for the effective SNR, which are presented below.

3.3.1 Ideal Model for the Effective SNR

The maximum effective SNR that would be achievable in an ideal scenario
would be equal to the sum of the SNR of all the individual CCs, γideal

CA =∑N
n=1 γn. Notice that when there are N SNRs, the very best possible diver-

sity combination is the sum of all of them. However, such an outcome would
not be possible in a passive wireless communication link where the received
signal symbols are not explicitly processed at the PHY layer so that they are
combined constructively. Thus, the model presented in this section is referred
to as ideal to reflect the fact that it represents a situation that is highly de-
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sirable but extremely unlikely (i.e., in practice, the effective SNR is expected
to be lower than the sum-value predicted by this model). This model charac-
terises the maximum possible diversity gain across the N available CCs that
could hypothetically be achieved in an ideal diversity propagation scenario
and can be used to derive theoretical upper bounds on the CA performance.

Proposition 3.1 (Ideal SNR model for CA with homogeneous SNR). The

PDF and CDF of the instantaneous effective SNR under an ideal CA scenario

with homogeneous SNR are given, respectively, by:

fγCA
(x) =

1

(N − 1)!

xN−1

γN
exp

(
−x

γ

)
(3.3)

FγCA
(x) =

γ(N, x/γ)

Γ(N)
(3.4)

where Γ(·) and γ(·, ·)2 in (3.4) represent the gamma function [102, eq. (8.310.1)]

and the lower incomplete gamma function [102, eq. (8.350.1)], respectively.

Proof. The effective SNR in this case is calculated as the sum of N i.i.d.

exponential random variables, therefore it follows an Erlang distribution (i.e.,

a gamma distribution with integer shape parameter). Refer to [103, chap.

12] for the PDF; the CDF follows from the direct integration of the PDF

with the help of [102, eq. (3.351.1)], noting that (N − 1)! = Γ(N)

Proposition 3.2 (Ideal SNR model for CA with heterogeneous SNR). The

PDF and CDF of the instantaneous effective SNR under an ideal CA scenario

with heterogeneous SNR are given, respectively, by:

fγCA
(x) =

N∑
n=1

Ωn

γn

exp

(
− x

γn

)
(3.5)

FγCA
(x) = 1−

N∑
n=1

Ωn exp

(
− x

γn

)
(3.6)

2The lower incomplete gamma function has two parameters and is denoted as γ(·, ·),

with the two parameters between brackets and separated by a comma, and it should not

be confused with the average SNR, which is denoted as γ, with an overline above it.
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where

Ωn =
N∏
j=1
j ̸=n

1

1− γj/γn

. (3.7)

Proof. The effective SNR in this case is calculated as the sum of N i.n.i.d. ex-

ponential random variables, therefore it follows a generalised Erlang (hypoex-

ponential) distribution. Refer to [104, eq. (7)] for the PDF; the CDF readily

follows from the direct integration of the PDF, noting that
∑N

n=1Ωn = 1.

3.3.2 Average Model for the Effective SNR

The ideal model for the effective SNR proposed in Section 3.3.1 assumes
an optimistic, best-case scenario and, as such, the expressions provided in
Propositions 3.1 and 3.2 represent upper bounds to the actual performance
of CA. A model that can provide a closer approximation to the actual per-
formance would be desirable. However, as discussed in Section 3.3, an exact
mathematical model for the effective SNR in such case is unlikely to be fea-
sible. Thus, this section proposes a simple approximation where the effective
SNR is obtained as the average of the SNR in each CC, γavg

CA = 1
N

∑N
n=1 γn.

The average is commonly employed as an approximation due to its ability
to provide a representative value that reflects the overall trend or central
tendency of a set of values. This approach allows us to summarise the set of
SNR values in each CC in a concise and meaningful way, making it possible
to obtain results that can be expected to be closer to the actual effective
SNR than the ideal model of Section 3.3.1. While this approach may not ac-
curately capture the impact of all the MAC/PHY processes that determine
the performance of CA, the average is in general a widely accepted measure
that offers a reliable estimation in many practical scenarios. Moreover, it
provides a simple yet powerful model that can be conveniently employed in
subsequent analytical manipulations.

Proposition 3.3 (Average SNR model for CA with homogeneous SNR).

The PDF and CDF of the instantaneous effective SNR under an average CA
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scenario with homogeneous SNR are given, respectively, by:

fγCA
(x) =

NN

(N − 1)!

xN−1

γN
exp

(
−N

x

γ

)
(3.8)

FγCA
(x) =

γ(N,Nx/γ)

Γ(N)
. (3.9)

Proof. Note that γavg
CA = γideal

CA /N . If X and Y are random variables related

as Y = X/N , then their PDFs are related as fY (z) = NfX(Nz), which yields

(3.8) from (3.3). The CDF in (3.9) follows from the direct integration of the

PDF in (3.8) following the same steps as in the proof of Proposition 3.1.

Proposition 3.4 (Average SNR model for CA with heterogeneous SNR).

The PDF and CDF of the instantaneous effective SNR under an average CA

scenario with heterogeneous SNR are given, respectively, by:

fγCA
(x) = N

N∑
n=1

Ωn

γn

exp

(
−N

x

γn

)
(3.10)

FγCA
(x) = 1−

N∑
n=1

Ωn exp

(
−N

x

γn

)
(3.11)

with Ωn defined in (3.7).

Proof. Same as for Proposition 3.2, applied to (3.5) and (3.6).

Remark 3.1. Note that if N = 1 then (3.3)–(3.4), (3.5)–(3.6), (3.8)–(3.9)

and (3.10)–(3.11) reduce to (3.1)–(3.2), respectively.

Proof. By substitution, noting where appropriate that Ω1 = 1 and γ(1, x) =

1− exp(−x) [102, eq. (8.350.1)].

3.4 Ergodic Capacity Analysis

Based on the concept of effective SNR, the ergodic capacity of a CA scenario
can be obtained in bits per second as:

C = W

∫ ∞

0

log2(1 + x)fγCA
(x)dx (3.12)
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where W is the total aggregated bandwidth effectively available for data
transmission and fγCA

(x) is the effective SNR PDF. In this section, analytical
results will be provided only for the average SNR model presented in Section
3.3.2. The counterparts for the ideal model of Section 3.3.1 can be obtained
by simply replacing γ/N with γ (homogeneous SNR scenario) and γn/N with
γn (heterogeneous SNR scenario).

Theorem 3.1 (Ergodic capacity of single carrier scenario). The ergodic ca-

pacity of the single carrier scenario is given by:

C = B(1− α) log2(e) exp

(
1

γ

)
E1

(
1

γ

)
(3.13)

where E1(x) =
∫∞
x

e−tt−1dt denotes the exponential integral function [105,

eq. (5.1.1)].

Proof. Since the control signalling overhead introduced by a single carrier

requires a capacity equivalent to a bandwidth αB, the bandwidth effectively

available for data transmission is W = B(1− α). Introducing (3.1) in (3.12)

and noting that log2(x) = log2(e) ln(x), the resulting integral can be solved

with the help of [102, eq. (4.337.2)] and [105, eq. (5.1.7)].

Theorem 3.2 (Ergodic capacity of CA with homogeneous SNR). The er-

godic capacity of CA with homogeneous SNR is:

C = B(1− αN) log2(e) exp

(
N

γ

) N∑
n=1

Γ
(
n−N, N

γ

)
(

N
γ

)n−N
(3.14)

where Γ(·, ·) represents the upper incomplete gamma function defined in [102,

eq. (8.350.2)].

Proof. The control signalling overhead introduced by N CCs requires a ca-

pacity equivalent to a bandwidth αNB, thus W = B(1− αN). Introducing

(3.8) in (3.12) and noting that log2(x) = log2(e) ln(x), an integral of the form

[106, eq. (15.24)] is obtained, which can be resolved with the help of [106,

eq. (15B.7)] to obtain the expression shown in (3.14).
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Theorem 3.3 (Ergodic capacity of CA with heterogeneous SNR). The er-

godic capacity of CA with heterogeneous SNR is:

C = B(1− αN) log2(e)
N∑

n=1

Ωn exp

(
N

γn

)
E1

(
N

γn

)
. (3.15)

Proof. For N CCs, W = B(1 − αN). Introducing (3.10) in (3.12) yields a

sum of integrals, each of which can be resolved as discussed in the proof of

Theorem 3.1.

Remark 3.2. Note that if N = 1 then both (3.14) and (3.15) reduce to the

single carrier expression in (3.13).

Proof. By substitution, noting where appropriate that Ω1 = 1 and Γ(0, x) =

E1(x) [105, eq. (5.1.1)] [102, eq. (8.350.2)].

3.5 Secrecy Capacity Analysis

The ergodic capacity analysed in Section 3.4 represents the maximum theo-
retically achievable data rate over a wireless channel, which is an important
aspect to achieve efficient data transmission and optimise the system per-
formance. However, in practical scenarios, the communication security is
also extremely relevant and therefore analysing the secrecy capacity becomes
equally important. The secrecy capacity represents the maximum theoreti-
cally achievable data rate at which information can be transmitted reliably
over a wireless channel while maintaining the confidentiality of communica-
tion against attackers (commonly referred to as eavesdroppers). By consider-
ing both the ergodic and secrecy capacities, a robust communication system
design can be accomplished. The analysis presented for the ergodic capacity
in Section 3.4 is here complemented by analysing the secrecy capacity.

The instantaneous secrecy capacity of a wiretap channel [107] is defined
as Cs(γm, γe) = Cm − Ce if Cm > Ce and zero otherwise, where γm and γe
represent the instantaneous SNR of the main and eavesdropper links, respec-
tively, and their instantaneous capacities are given by Cm = W log2(1 + γm)
and Ce = W log2(1+γe), respectively. Notice that the eavesdropper needs to
use the same configuration as the main link in order to attempt to success-
fully decode its information. If the main link transmits over a bandwidth B
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using CA with N CCs, then the eavesdropper must do exactly the same. As
a result, the bandwidth penalty parameter α will be the same for both links
and so will be the net bandwidth available for data transmission, hence the
presence of the same bandwidth W in the expressions of both Cm and Ce.

The (average) secrecy capacity can be calculated in bits per second as
[108, Eqs. (38)–(41)]:

Cs =

∫ ∞

0

∫ ∞

0

Cs(x, y)fγm(x)fγe(y)dxdy

=W log2(e) [I1 + I2 − I3] , (3.16)

where fγm(·) and fγe(·) denote the PDF of the instantaneous SNR in the
main and eavesdropper links, respectively, and:

I1 =

∫ ∞

0

ln(1 + x)Fγe(x)fγm(x)dx (3.17)

I2 =

∫ ∞

0

ln(1 + x)Fγm(x)fγe(x)dx (3.18)

I3 =

∫ ∞

0

ln(1 + x)fγe(x)dx (3.19)

with Fγm(·) and Fγe(·) denoting the CDF of the instantaneous SNR in the
main and eavesdropper links, respectively.

Based on the expressions shown above and capitalising on the effective
SNR models proposed in Section 3.3, this section analyses the secrecy capac-
ity of CA when used as a diversity technique. Similar to Section 3.4, ana-
lytical results will be provided for the average model of the effective SNR.
The equivalent expressions for the ideal effective SNR model can be obtained
by simply replacing γm/N and γe/N with γm and γe, respectively (for the
homogeneous SNR scenario) and by replacing γm,n/N and γe,n/N with γm,n

and γe,n, respectively (for the heterogeneous SNR scenario).

Theorem 3.4 (Secrecy capacity of single carrier scenario). The secrecy ca-

pacity of the single carrier scenario is given by:

Cs =B(1− α) log2(e)

{
exp

(
1

γm

)
E1

(
1

γm

)
− exp

(
1

γm

+
1

γe

)
E1

(
1

γm

+
1

γe

)}
(3.20)

where E1(·) is the exponential integral function.
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Proof. Since the control signalling overhead introduced by a single carrier

requires a capacity equivalent to a bandwidth αB, the bandwidth effectively

available for data transmission is W = B(1− α). Introducing (3.1)–(3.2) in

(3.16)–(3.19) and noting that log2(x) = log2(e) ln(x), the resulting integrals

can be solved with the help of [102, eq. (4.337.2)] [105, eq. (5.1.7)].

Theorem 3.5 (Secrecy capacity of CA with homogeneous SNR). The secrecy

capacity of CA with homogeneous SNR is:

Cs =B(1− αN) log2(e)

exp

(
N

γm

) N∑
n=1

Γ
(
n−N, N

γm

)
(

N
γm

)n−N

− exp

(
N

[
1

γm

+
1

γe

]) N∑
n=1

(n+N − 2)!

(n− 1)!(N − 1)!

×
(

N

γmγe

)n+N−1 (
γn−1
m γN

e + γn−1
e γN

m

)
×

n+N−1∑
k=1

Γ
(
k − n−N + 1, N

[
1
γm

+ 1
γe

])
(
N
[

1
γm

+ 1
γe

])k
 (3.21)

where Γ(·, ·) represents the upper incomplete gamma function.

Proof. The overhead introduced by N CCs requires a capacity equivalent to

a bandwidth αNB, thus W = B(1−αN). Introducing (3.8)–(3.9) in (3.16)–

(3.19), substituting the lower incomplete gamma function with its equivalent

form in [102, eq. (8.352.1)] and noting that log2(x) = log2(e) ln(x), integrals

of the form [106, eq. (15.24)] are obtained, which can be resolved with

the help of [106, eq. (15B.7)]. After reorganising and grouping terms, the

expression shown in (3.21) is obtained.
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Theorem 3.6 (Secrecy capacity of CA with heterogeneous SNR). The se-

crecy capacity of CA with heterogeneous SNR is:

Cs =B(1− αN) log2(e)

{
N∑

n=1

Ωm,n exp

(
N

γm,n

)
E1

(
N

γm,n

)

−
N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

Ωm,iΩe,j exp

(
N

[
1

γm,i

+
1

γe,j

])
×E1

(
N

[
1

γm,i

+
1

γe,j

])}
(3.22)

Proof. For N CCs, W = B(1 − αN). Introducing (3.10)–(3.11) in (3.16)–

(3.19) yields a sum of integrals, each of which can be resolved as discussed

in the proof of Theorem 3.1.

Remark 3.3. By comparing (3.20), (3.21) and (3.22) to (3.13), (3.14) and

(3.15), respectively, it can be noted that the secrecy capacity is equivalent to

the ergodic capacity minus a term that quantifies the amount of information

that can be transmitted through the channel but not in a confidential manner

due to the presence of an eavesdropper (i.e., the secrecy capacity is lower than

the ergodic capacity as expected).

3.6 Results

The performance of CA as a diversity technique is evaluated numerically in
this section based on the analytical results obtained in Sections 3.4 and 3.5.
The main aim is to determine whether the mathematical model and closed-
form expressions derived in this chapter can correctly predict the trends
observed by simulations in Chapter 2 and to determine the impact of various
relevant parameters on the system performance. As discussed in Section
3.2, two frequency diversity scenarios are considered, namely a homogeneous
SNR scenario where all CCs experience the same average SNR (γn = γ for
n = 1, . . . , N) and a heterogeneous SNR scenario where each CC experiences
a different average SNR (γn ̸= γk for n ̸= k) with an overall average SNR
γ = (1/N)

∑N
n=1 γn. In the heterogeneous SNR scenario, the average SNR
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of each individual CC is selected from the interval 10 log10 γn ∈ [10 log10 γ −
ε, 10 log10 γ + ε], where ε (in dB) is a spread parameter that determines the
level of potential frequency diversity (the larger the value of ε, the higher the
level of diversity in the propagation scenario). For simplicity, the performance
is mainly investigated for the ideal model of effective SNR. The numerical
results obtained for such model show more pronounced trends that illustrate
more clearly the impact of different relevant parameters. Some examples
illustrating the impact of considering the average model of effective SNR
are also shown, corroborating that the same trends are observed (just with
different numerical values) and the same conclusions are therefore obtained.

3.6.1 Ergodic Capacity Results

Figure 3.2 shows the ergodic capacity of CA (in terms of the spectral effi-
ciency, i.e., bit/s/Hz) as a function of the number of CCs for various values
of the bandwidth overhead parameter α. The first relevant observation is
that these results corroborate that CA can be effectively employed as a di-
versity technique to increase the data rate of the system without increasing
the available bandwidth, which can be confirmed by noting that the curves
for CA can lead to a higher spectral efficiency than the single carrier scenario
(in certain regions of the figure if the number of CCs is correctly configured,
which will be discussed later on). It can also be noted that the performance
of CA tends to be slightly higher in the heterogeneous SNR scenario than
in the homogeneous counterpart. This can be explained by the fact that
the level of frequency diversity in the heterogeneous scenario is higher and
in such a case the proposed method, based on the use of CA as a diversity
technique, can benefit from it to a greater extent. The bandwidth overhead
parameter α is also observed to have a significant impact on the resulting
performance. As expected, if the use of CA incurs in a higher bandwidth
penalty (i.e., higher value of α), a lower amount of net bandwidth is available
for data transmission, which leads to lower data rates. Notice that in the
hypothetical case of α = 0 (i.e., if no bandwidth penalty is incurred by using
CA) then the capacity would monotonically increase indefinitely with the
number of CCs, as this would increase the frequency diversity gain without
any bandwidth penalties. However, in a realistic case with α > 0, the curves
in Figure 3.2 become convex. This indicates the existence of an optimum
number of CCs that maximises the data rate for each value of α. As ex-
plained in Section 2.6, increasing the number of CCs will initially increase
the data rate as a result of increasing the frequency diversity in the system.
However, this also increases the total amount of signalling traffic and band-
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width reserved for guard bands (i.e., bandwidth penalty), which reduces the
total amount of bandwidth available for data transmission. If the number
of CCs is sufficiently high, the bandwidth penalty incurred by a high num-
ber of CCs will exceed the gain obtained from the frequency diversity, thus
effectively reducing the data rate. In fact, if the number of CCs is made arbi-
trarily large, it can be seen in Figure 3.2 that the data rate of CA can indeed
fall below that of the single carrier scenario, and this will occur sooner (i.e.,
for a lower number of CCs) when the bandwidth penalty α is higher. The
optimum number of CCs thus depends on the bandwidth penalty parameter.
From Figure 3.2, it can be determined that the optimum number of CCs that
maximises the data rate for α = {0.01, 0.02, 0.03, 0.04, 0.05} is 16, 9, 7, 5 and
4, respectively, which is in line with the observations above3.

The impact of the bandwidth penalty α on the optimum number of CCs
and the resulting capacity is more clearly illustrated in Figure 3.3, where
three scenarios are considered, namely a 4G LTE scenario with a maximum
of 5 CCs, a 5G-NR scenario with a maximum of 16 CCs, and an ideal scenario
where the number of CCs that can be aggregated is unconstrained (i.e.,
unlimited). Table 3.1 shows the capacity achieved by CA for various levels
of bandwidth penalty (α) and the improvement with respect to the single
carrier scenario where no CA is used. Notice that, according to Figure 3.3,
4G LTE and 5G-NR can achieve the same performance as the unconstrained
CA scenario as long as the bandwidth penalty does not exceed the limits
α < 0.04 and α < 0.01, respectively, in which cases the capacity improvement
with respect to the single carrier scenario is equal to 64% for 4G LTE and
120% for 5G-NR. Nevertheless, even if the bandwidth penalty exceeds these
limits and the maximum number of CCs permitted by the 3GPP standard is
taken into account, the use of CA as a diversity technique can still provide
substantial capacity improvements with respect to the single carrier scenario
as evidenced by the results shown in Table 3.1.

3From a mathematical point of view, the bandwidth penalty parameter must be com-

prised within the interval α ∈ [0, 1] since it represents a fraction of a certain amount of

bandwidth. In practice, this value should remain low since communication protocols are

designed to be efficient, and therefore, the signalling load should remain low compared to

the total volume of data traffic. The range of values α ∈ [0, 0.05] assumes that the network

is signalling-efficient (i.e., up to 5% of the bandwidth allocated to a CC is consumed by

the associated signalling traffic). Higher values of α could be considered, however this

should lead to similar conclusions as those obtained with the presented results.
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Figure 3.2: Ergodic capacity as a function of the number of CCs for various

values of bandwidth overhead parameter α (average SNR = 10 dB, ε = 3

dB).

Figure 3.4 shows the ergodic capacity of CA as a function of the number
of CCs for various values of the average SNR experienced in the different
considered scenarios. This figure also corroborates the main observations
made when discussing Figure 3.2, namely that: i) CA can be effectively
employed as a diversity technique in order to improve the spectral efficiency
with respect to the traditional single carrier scenario based on the same
communication bandwidth (provided that the number of CCs is correctly
configured); ii) the performance of CA as a diversity technique tends to
increase in the heterogeneous SNR scenario compared to the homogeneous
SNR counterpart as a result of a richer diversity; and iii) there exists an
optimum number of CCs that maximises the total capacity, in this case, for
each considered average SNR. Regarding the last observation, it can be seen
in Figure 3.4 that the optimum number of CCs decreases as the average SNR
increases. More concretely, for the numerical example shown in Figure 3.4,
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Figure 3.3: Optimum number of component carriers as a function of the

bandwidth overhead parameter α (left) and resulting ergodic capacity (right).

the data rate is maximised with 6, 4 and 3 CCs when the average SNR is
0, 10 and 20 dB, respectively. This trend can be explained intuitively based
on the fact that a higher average SNR can be associated with a shorter
communication distance, where the level of diversity can be expected to be
lower than in a longer distance link (where the signal can find a larger number
of diverse paths between transmitter and receiver). Thus, a lower diversity
gain means that a lower number of CCs can be used while guaranteeing that
the bandwidth penalty associated with the number of CCs does not exceed
the diversity gain. The optimum number of CCs as a function of the average
SNR for a broader range of average SNR values is illustrated in Figure 3.5
along with the capacity obtained when the optimum number of CCs is used
for every average SNR. This figure shows clearly how the use of CA as a
diversity technique can significantly improve the spectral efficiency in order
to increase the system capacity without increasing the amount of spectrum
employed. Taking an average SNR of 10 dB as a reference, the results in
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Table 3.1: Best attainable ergodic capacity for various scenarios and levels

of bandwidth penalty (α) according to Fig. 3.3.

α = 10−3 α = 10−2

Scenario Capacity Improvement Capacity Improvement

No CA 2.90 bit/s/Hz — 2.88 bit/s/Hz —

4G LTE CA 5.64 bit/s/Hz 94% 5.41 bit/s/Hz 88%

5G NR CA 7.29 bit/s/Hz 151% 6.34 bit/s/Hz 120%

Unconst. CA 9.28 bit/s/Hz 220% 6.45 bit/s/Hz 124%

Figure 3.5 indicate that the spectral efficiency of 2.74 bit/s/Hz in the single
carrier scenario can be improved to around 4 bit/s/Hz with the use of CA
as a diversity technique, which represents a 55% increment in the system
capacity without increasing the available bandwidth.

The results presented above indicate that CA can provide a slightly better
performance in the heterogeneous SNR scenario than in the homogeneous
SNR scenario as a result of a higher level of diversity. To illustrate this
aspect more clearly, Figure 3.6 shows the impact of the spread parameter ε,
which determines the width of the interval of SNR values in each individual
CC, on the capacity as a function of the number of CCs. The results show
that the capacity gain of using CA increases with the spread of SNR values
over the different CCs. This means that, for the same average SNR across the
different CCs, the higher the standard deviation of the SNR in the individual
CCs, the higher the capacity gain obtained by using CA (with respect to the
single carrier scenario). A higher SNR spread can somehow be seen as an
additional form of channel diversity that benefits the use of CA as a diversity
technique.

The results presented so far have been obtained based on the ideal model
of effective SNR presented in Section 3.3.1. As discussed at the beginning of
Section 3.6, this choice is preferred because the numerical results obtained
from such a model show more pronounced trends that illustrate more clearly
the impact of different relevant parameters on the performance of CA as a
diversity technique. However, the ideal model for effective SNR assumes an
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Figure 3.4: Ergodic capacity as a function of the number of CCs for various

values of the average SNR (α = 0.05, ε = 3 dB).

optimistic best-case scenario and the results obtained from that model should
be interpreted as performance upper bounds. The reader may naturally
wonder whether the main conclusions obtained from the results presented in
this section are also valid under a more realistic SNR model. To corroborate
this, some illustrative results based on the average model of effective SNR
proposed in Section 3.3.2 are presented here as well. Figure 3.7 and 3.8 show
the counterparts to Figure 3.2 and 3.4, respectively, based on the average
model of effective SNR. Taking into account that the average effective SNR
model is more conservative and provides a scaled version of the ideal effective
SNR model, the effective SNR value obtained under the former model will
always be lower than the latter. This explains the lower numerical values of
capacity obtained in Figure 3.7 and 3.8 (average model) compared to Figure
3.2 and 3.4 (ideal model). However, besides the mere numerical differences
between both models, it can be seen that the qualitative performance trends
are preserved when the average model of effective SNR is considered and that
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Figure 3.5: Optimum number of component carriers as a function of the

average SNR (left) and the resulting ergodic capacity (right).

the main conclusions derived from the analysis presented in this section for
the ideal model of effective SNR are still valid. In summary, it can thus be
concluded that the mathematical model and closed-form expressions derived
in Section 3.4 can correctly predict the trends observed by simulations in
Chapter 2 and constitute a useful tool to analyse the performance of CA
when used as a diversity technique and to determine the (qualitative) impact
of various relevant parameters on the system performance.

3.6.2 Secrecy Capacity Results

The performance of CA as a diversity technique in terms of secrecy capacity
was also evaluated as part of this study. It is worth noting that the secrecy
capacity was observed to follow the same qualitative trends as the ergodic
capacity, being affected in the same way by variations of the bandwidth
overhead parameter, number of CCs and average SNR. This is in line with
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Figure 3.6: Ergodic capacity as a function of the number of CCs for various

values of the spread parameter ε (average SNR = 10 dB, α = 0.05).

the observation pointed out in Remark 3.3, which highlights the fact that the
numerical value of the secrecy capacity is a reduced version of the ergodic
capacity as a result of the presence of an eavesdropper. This means that the
figures shown in Section 3.6.1 for the ergodic capacity would look very similar
when calculated for the secrecy capacity, except for the fact that numerical
values in the case of the secrecy capacity would be slightly lower.

The analysis presented in this section focuses on the impact of the eaves-
dropper on the secrecy capacity, which is the main aspect that determines
the difference between ergodic and secrecy capacities. As explained in Sec-
tion 3.5, the eavesdropper needs to use the same configuration as the main
link (i.e., same B, N and α), however it may experience a different average
SNR depending on its location with respect to the transmitter and receiver
in the main link. Hence, the impact of the eavesdropper can be analysed in
terms of its average SNR with respect to the average SNR in the main link.
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Figure 3.7: Ergodic capacity as a function of the number of CCs for various

values of the bandwidth overhead parameter α (average SNR = 10 dB, ε = 3

dB). [Counterpart to Fig. 3.2 based on the average model of effective SNR.]

Figure 3.9 shows the secrecy capacity of a system with CA as a diversity
technique as a function of the number of CCs for various values of the band-
width overhead parameter α, when both the main and eavesdropper links
experience the same average SNR of 10 dB (based on the ideal model of
effective SNR). These results suggest that the use of CA as a diversity tech-
nique, while improving the ergodic capacity with respect to the single carrier
scenario (see Section 3.6.1), may actually lead to a lower secrecy capacity
compared to the case of single carrier transmission. In other words, while
CA allows the system to transmit a higher quantity of bits per second in the
same bandwidth (ergodic capacity), it reduces the level of confidentiality of
the link at the physical layer (secrecy capacity). This means that the use of
CA not only benefits the transmission of data in the main link, but also the
transmission of data in the (undesired) link between the same transmitter
and the eavesdropper, thus potentially reducing the level of confidentiality
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Figure 3.8: Ergodic capacity as a function of the number of CCs for various

values of the average SNR (α = 0.05, ε = 3 dB). [Counterpart to Fig. 3.4

based on the average model of effective SNR.]

between the transmitter and the legitimate receiver. However, it is worth
noting that this is due to the rather favourable propagation conditions in the
eavesdropper link, which in the example of Figure 3.9 enjoys the same average
SNR as the main link. In a more realistic setup, the main link can typically
be expected to experience a higher average SNR than the eavesdropper link,
in particular with modern communication systems where the use of multi-
ple antenna technologies and beam-forming techniques are used to direct the
transmitted signal towards the desired recipient. This should lead to a much
lower SNR at any potential eavesdroppers (unless they are perfectly aligned
in the same direction as the transmitter and the legitimate receiver, which is
rather unlikely in practical scenarios). When the legitimate receiver in the
main link experiences a higher average SNR than the eavesdropper link, then
the use of CA can effectively result in an improvement of secrecy capacity as
illustrated in Figure 3.10, where the eavesdropper link remains at an average
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Figure 3.9: Secrecy capacity as a function of the number of CCs for vari-

ous values of the bandwidth overhead parameter α (ideal effective SNR

model, 10 dB SNR in both main and eavesdropper links).

SNR of 10 dB and the main link experiences a higher average SNR of 20 dB.
By only increasing the average SNR in the main link by 10 dB with respect
to the eavesdropper link, the secrecy performance of CA can be substantially
improved (if the number of CCs is correctly configured). This is true not
only when assuming the ideal effective SNR model (Figure 3.10) but also the
more realistic average effective SNR model (Figure 3.11).

From the discussion above, it can be concluded that the secrecy capacity
can potentially be improved with the use of CA as a diversity technique when
compared to the single carrier scenario, however it may also be degraded de-
pending on the average SNR of the eavesdropper links, which in practical
scenarios may or may not be known. In a worst-case scenario, the use of
CA would lead to a degraded secrecy capacity compared to the equivalent
single carrier scenario, however this does not mean that confidential commu-
nication may not be achievable. A degraded secrecy capacity means that the
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Figure 3.10: Secrecy capacity as a function of the number of CCs for vari-

ous values of the bandwidth overhead parameter α (ideal effective SNR

model, 20 dB SNR in the main link and 10 dB SNR in the eavesdropper

link).

level of confidentiality is reduced at the physical layer, from an information-
theoretic point of view. However, confidentiality can still be guaranteed by
taking appropriate measures at higher layers of the protocol stack, which
usually involves the use of encryption techniques. The results presented and
discussed in this chapter suggest that CA can be used as a diversity tech-
nique to increase the user data rates and system ergodic capacity; however,
when doing so, special attention should be paid to higher layer techniques for
communication confidentiality since the secrecy capacity may in some cases
be degraded when using CA as a diversity technique. With an adequate con-
sideration of both ergodic and secrecy capacities, a robust system design for
CA as a diversity technique can be obtained. In this context, the analytical
results presented in this chapter constitute a useful tool to achieve this end.
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Figure 3.11: Secrecy capacity as a function of the number of CCs for various

values of the bandwidth overhead parameter α (average effective SNR

model, 20 dB SNR in the main link and 10 dB SNR in the eavesdropper

link).

3.7 Conclusions

Carrier Aggregation (CA) was originally proposed as a way to increase data
rates in mobile communication systems by increasing the amount of spectrum
available to users through the aggregation of different spectrum bands. This
chapter has shown that CA can also lead to increased data rates without re-
quiring additional spectrum when used as a diversity technique. By dividing
a block of the existing spectrum into sub-blocks and treating each of them as
a Component Carrier (CC) via regular CA, the channel frequency diversity
can be exploited, which results in a higher spectral efficiency and therefore
in a higher user data rate with the same amount of available spectrum. In
this context, a set of mathematical models and analytical expressions have
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been proposed to characterise the performance of CA as a diversity tech-
nique in terms of both the ergodic and secrecy capacities. It has been shown
that the proposed mathematical modelling approach can correctly predict
the performance of CA as a diversity technique as well as the impact of
various relevant configuration parameters. The obtained numerical results
are in line with previous simulation studies and demonstrate that CA can
be effectively exploited as a diversity technique to improve the performance
of mobile communication systems. However, it has also been shown that
both the ergodic and secrecy capacities should be taken into account to pro-
vide a robust system design. In this context, the mathematical models and
expressions presented in this chapter are a useful tool to achieve this end.
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Chapter 4

Hybrid Transmission Scheme

for Improving Link Reliability

4.1 Introduction

The principles of MC can be implemented at different levels of the protocol
stack, as discussed in Section 1.6. Chapters 2 and 3 explored the feasibility of
exploiting CA (a MAC layer MC technique) as a diversity method, and this
chapter extends that work by moving down the protocol stack to propose
a novel MC technique for the PHY layer. The interest of this chapter is
on the URLLC use case for 5G/6G (see Section 1.4.3), which is related to
applications such as the communication among machines and robots for the
monitoring, control and automation of industrial processes in the context
of the Industry 4.0 paradigm, automotive scenarios in Intelligent Transport
System (ITS), tactile Internet, remote healthcare, mission-critical services
and ad-hoc disaster/emergency relief among others [109, 110, 111].

The three 5G use cases, also relevant in 6G, are characterised by vastly
heterogeneous and often mutually conflicting requirements. For URLLC, a
general reliability requirement of 1−10−5 (i.e., 99.999%) with a user plane la-
tency below 1 ms is specified in [112]. This high reliability requirement makes
the wireless access design very challenging in terms of protocols and associ-
ated transmission techniques [113, 114, 115]. The main problem addressed in
this chapter is how to improve the link reliability in order to meet as closely
as possible the strict reliability requirements set for URLLC services. To this
end, a novel method inspired by the principles of MC techniques is proposed.
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With the aim to enable URLLC, a broad range of techniques have been
proposed at the physical [116, 117, 118], link [119, 120, 121, 122, 123, 124, 125]
and network [126, 127, 128] layers. However, given the existence of system
trade-offs [129], the introduction of techniques to improve the reliability and
latency of URLLC services reduces the capacity available for eMBB [130],
which has motivated the development of solutions specifically designed to
handle eMBB/URLLC coexistence scenarios [131, 132, 133, 134]. The main
challenge is how to improve the link reliability without sacrificing the overall
system capacity. Most solutions proposed so far in the literature to improve
the link reliability achieve their objective at the expense of sacrificing the
system capacity quite significantly. The trade-off between the conflicting
interests of eMBB and URLLC services (capacity vs. reliability/latency) is
efficiently addressed by the technique proposed in this chapter.

A well-known strategy to improve the communication reliability is to cre-
ate simultaneous connections over multiple communication paths and trans-
mit over them in parallel to achieve redundancy. This concept, referred to as
Multi-Connectivity (MC), has been paid significant attention as a promising
technique not only to increase the system capacity but also to effectively
achieve high reliability in URLLC [53]. As a result, different MC techniques
have been introduced in successive 3GPP releases in the PHY (e.g., coordi-
nated multi-point), MAC (e.g., carrier aggregation), PDCP (e.g., dual con-
nectivity and LWA) and higher layers [53] (a discussion was provided in
Section 1.6). While PHY layer MC techniques are usually constrained to
transmitting the same data simultaneously over the multiple paths available,
MC techniques at the MAC and higher layers can transmit different data
streams in each path, which can be scheduled according to various principles
such as load balancing, packet duplication and packet splitting [53].

In this context, the solution proposed in this chapter is a novel PHY layer
MC technique based on diversity reception that exploits and benefits from
the complementary characteristics of the multiple frequency bands available
in 5G-NR, which are divided into two frequency ranges. Frequency Range 1
(FR1) includes the sub-6 GHz bands traditionally used by previous mobile
communication standards along with some new bands introduced to cover
the spectrum from 410 MHz to 7125 MHz [135, Table 5.1-1]. On the other
hand, Frequency Range 2 (FR2) embraces millimetre wave mm-Wave bands
from 24.25 GHz to 52.6 GHz [136, Table 5.1-1]. Given the limited capac-
ity available in FR1 bands, new FR2 bands were introduced with the aim of
meeting the capacity requirements of eMBB. The larger bandwidths available
in the mm-Wave spectrum and its comparatively lower level of usage make
FR2 bands a preferred choice for the provision of eMBB. However, path loss
and signal blockage are more pronounced at higher frequencies, which makes
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radio propagation in mm-Wave bands more challenging and gives rise to un-
stable connectivity and unreliable communication [137, 138, 139]. To benefit
from the complementary characteristics of both bands (i.e., reliability of FR1
bands and capacity of FR2 bands), this chapter proposes a novel technique
for hybrid FR1/FR2 transmission with adaptive combining at the receiver.
In the proposed scheme, an FR2 link is used as the main communication link
to provide high capacity, whereas an FR1 link is used as a backup to provide
improved reliability when needed. As long as the instantaneous Signal-to-
Noise Ratio (SNR) in the FR2 link remains above a certain threshold that
ensures an acceptable communication quality, the FR2 link is used alone and
the FR1 link either remains in standby mode or is used for other data trans-
missions. However, when the FR2 link quality becomes unacceptable (i.e.,
its instantaneous SNR falls below a set threshold), the FR1 link is activated
and the same signal is transmitted in both FR1 and FR2 links in order to
benefit from the increased reliability offered by the FR1 bands (while both
links are simultaneously active, a diversity reception technique is used at the
receiver). As soon as the signal quality in the FR2 link increases above the
threshold, the system switches back to the FR2 link to enjoy the higher data
rates available in mm-Wave bands and puts the FR1 link in standby mode
(to save energy and reduce interference to the environment) or employs it
for other data transmissions (to increase resource efficiency). This dynamic
transmission approach allows the proposed hybrid scheme to simultaneously
benefit from the reliability of FR1 bands and the capacity of FR2 bands.
Moreover, compared to the static diversity scenario of dual-link transmission
where both FR1/FR2 links are used continuously [140], the proposed scheme
conserves energy and prevents unnecessary interference to the environment
(if the FR1 link is put on standby) or increases resource efficiency (if the
FR1 link is also used for other data transmissions).

The contributions of this chapter are summarised below:

� An analysis of the SNR statistics at the receiver is provided when two
popular diversity techniques, namely Selection Combining (SC) and
Maximal Ratio Combining (MRC) [106], are employed. These analyti-
cal results are useful to derive various important performance metrics.

� Based on the obtained SNR statistics, the probability of outage and
the probability of using the FR1 link under both diversity techniques
are evaluated as a function of the received signal quality (represented
in terms of the communication distance). The optimum configuration
of the FR1/FR2 switching threshold that ensures the highest level of
communication reliability is subsequently determined.
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� Analytical expressions are derived and used to evaluate the bit-error
performance of the proposed hybrid scheme under SC/MRC diversity
for various configurations.

� Analytical expressions are also derived for the ergodic capacity of the
proposed scheme under SC/MRC diversity, which are used to evaluate
its performance for various configurations and operating conditions.

The obtained analytical, simulation and numerical results demonstrate
that the proposed hybrid FR1/FR2 transmission scheme can achieve the
same level of reliability (in terms of outage probability and bit-error rate) as
the continuous dual-link transmission scheme, however with a significantly
lower level of usage of the FR1 link, thus resulting in a much more efficient use
of the available spectral resources. Moreover, this high level of link reliability
is not obtained at the expense of the link capacity, which is indeed improved
by the application of the proposed scheme, thus making it an ideal candidate
for URLLC in heterogeneous scenarios with eMBB services.

The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows. First, Section 4.2
presents the system model considered in this work along with the proposed
hybrid transmission scheme. Then, Section 4.3 derives analytical expressions
for the SNR statistics at the receiver under both diversity techniques, which
are used in Section 4.4 to derive further analytical expressions for the outage
probability, FR1 link usage probability, bit-error rate and ergodic capacity of
the proposed scheme. The obtained analytical expressions are used in Sec-
tion 4.5 to evaluate the performance of the proposed transmission scheme.
The focus of Sections 4.3 and 4.4 is on the mathematical analysis of the pro-
posed hybrid transmission scheme rather than the discussion of its behaviour
and performance, which is actually presented in Section 4.5 along with logic
explanations. Finally, Section 4.6 summarises and concludes this chapter.

The research findings of this chapter have been published in [69].

4.2 System Model

As shown in Figure 4.1, the hybrid transmission system operates over two
links in the FR1 (sub-6 GHz) and FR2 (mm-Wave) bands. The FR1 link is
used as a backup for the FR2 link, which is the main communication link and
remains always active. The FR1 link will remain in standby mode as long as
the instantaneous SNR in the FR2 link, γ2, is above a certain SNR threshold,
γT , which is defined as the minimum SNR required to provide the desired
link performance, for instance in terms of the Bit Error Rate (BER). When
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Transmitted
message

FR1 link (sub-6 GHz)

FR2 link (mmWave)
Recovered
message

𝛾1

𝛾2

𝛾2 ≷ 𝛾𝑇

𝛾effAdaptive 
combining

Figure 4.1: Proposed hybrid transmission scheme.

γ2 falls below γT , the receiver sends a feedback signal to the transmitter to
activate the FR1 link and transmit simultaneously the same data in both
links. The receiver will then employ a diversity technique to combine the
information received in both links. As soon as γ2 increases above γT , the
receiver sends a feedback signal to the transmitter to deactivate the FR1
link and communication resumes in the FR2 link only.

In this chapter, two diversity combining techniques (SC and MRC) are
considered to combine the signals received in the FR1 and FR2 links when
both links are activated simultaneously. In MRC, the signals in both links
are averaged, weighted by their respective channel impulse responses. This
diversity technique is known to be optimal since it maximises the effective
SNR, which is given by γ1+γ2 [141, eq. (6.22)]. However, MRC requires the
knowledge of all channel fading parameters for each individual link, which
results in a higher complexity. On the other hand, SC selects the signal
with the highest instantaneous SNR, which leads to a much simpler receiver
design at the expense of a lower SNR performance, which in this case is given
by max(γ1, γ2) [141, eq. (6.6)]. While other diversity techniques have been
proposed in the literature, SC and MRC are selected in this study owing to
their popularity and the representative levels of trade-off that they provide
between complexity and performance.

In the FR1 link, the instantaneous SNR per symbol, denoted by γ1, follows
a Rayleigh fading process. Its PDF and CDF are given, respectively, by [106,
eq. (2.7)]

fγ1(x) =
1

γ1

exp

(
− x

γ1

)
, (4.1)

Fγ1(x) = 1− exp

(
− x

γ1

)
, (4.2)

where γ1 is the average SNR in the FR1 link. Rayleigh fading is commonly
employed in sub-6 GHz bands to model NLOS conditions and is chosen here
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for the FR1 link so that any performance improvement shown in this analysis
for the proposed scheme corresponds to an unfavourable propagation scenario
(i.e., better performance may be achieved in practice).

For the FR2 link, the Fluctuating Two-Ray (FTR) model is more realistic
[142]. According to this model, the instantaneous SNR per symbol, γ2, is
distributed as [143, eq. (6)–(8)]

fγ2(x) =
mm

Γ(m)

∞∑
j=0

Kjdj
(j!)2

xj

(2σ2)j+1
exp

(
− x

2σ2

)
, (4.3)

Fγ2(x) =
mm

Γ(m)

∞∑
j=0

Kjdj
(j!)2

γ
(
j + 1,

x

2σ2

)
, (4.4)

where m is the fading severity index, K is the ratio between the average
powers in the specular (i.e., dominant) and the diffuse (i.e., scattered) mul-
tipath components, 2σ2 is the total power of the diffuse components, Γ(·)
is the (standard) gamma function [102, eq. (8.310.1)], γ(·, ·) is the lower
incomplete gamma function [102, eq. (8.350.1)], and dj is [144, eq. (13)]

dj ≜
j∑

k=0

(
j

k

)(
∆

2

)k k∑
l=0

(
k

l

)
Γ(j +m+ 2l − k)(

(m+K)2 − (K∆)2
) j+m

2

× (−1)2l−k P k−2l
j+m−1

(
m+K√

(m+K)2 − (K∆)2

)
, (4.5)

where the parameter ∆ ∈ [0, 1] characterises the similarity of the two dom-
inant waves (for ∆ = 0 one of them is zero and for ∆ = 1 both are equal)
and P µ

ν (·) is the associated Legendre function (or spherical function) of
the first kind [102, eq. (8.702)]. An alternative expression for dj is given
by [144, eq. (19)]. In the FTR model, the average SNR is obtained as
γ2 = (Eb/N0)2σ

2(1 +K), where Eb/N0 is the energy per bit to noise power
spectral density ratio.

4.3 Analysis of SNR Statistics

4.3.1 Cumulative Distribution Function of the SNR

Based on the operation of the proposed hybrid scheme, the instantaneous
effective SNR at the receiver, denoted by γeff , will be equal to γ2 when γ2 > γT
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or the result of combining γ1 and γ2 (according to the employed diversity
technique) when γ2 ≤ γT . Thus, one can write the CDF of the SNR as

Fγeff (x) = P
(
g(γ1, γ2) ≤ x, γ2 ≤ γT

)
+ P

(
γ2 ≤ x, γ2 > γT

)
, (4.6)

where g(γ1, γ2) characterises the effective SNR at the output of the selected
diversity technique as a function of the SNR for each individual input signal:
g(γ1, γ2) = max(γ1, γ2) for SC [141, eq. (6.6)] and g(γ1, γ2) = γ1 + γ2 for
MRC [141, eq. (6.22)]. Equation (4.6) is particularised below for the SC and
MRC diversity schemes considered in the study presented in this chapter.

Theorem 4.1 (CDF of SNR under SC). The CDF of SNR for the proposed

hybrid system under SC is given by

Fγeff (x) =



[
1− exp

(
− x

γ1

)]
mm

Γ(m)
(4.7a)

×
∞∑
j=0

Kjdj
(j!)2

γ
(
j + 1,

x

2σ2

)
, x ≤ γT ,

mm

Γ(m)

∞∑
j=0

Kjdj
(j!)2

[
γ
(
j + 1,

x

2σ2

)
(4.7b)

− exp

(
− x

γ1

)
γ
(
j + 1,

γT
2σ2

)]
, x > γT .

Proof. The expression in (4.6) can be rewritten in terms of the associated

conditional probabilities as

Fγeff (x) = P (g(γ1, γ2) ≤ x | γ2 ≤ γT )P (γ2 ≤ γT ) (4.8)

+ P (γ2 ≤ x | γ2 > γT )P (γ2 > γT ). (4.9)

When γ2 ≤ γT , then g(γ1, γ2) = max(γ1, γ2) under SC, thus the condi-

tional probability in (4.8) can be expressed as

P (g(γ1, γ2) ≤ x | γ2 ≤ γT ) =P (max(γ1, γ2) ≤ x | γ2 ≤ γT )

=P (γ1 ≤ x)P (γ2 ≤ x | γ2 ≤ γT )

=Fγ1(x) ·min

(
1,

Fγ2(x)

Fγ2(γT )

)
. (4.10)
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The conditional probability in (4.9) can be expressed as

P (γ2 ≤ x | γ2 > γT ) = 1(γT ,∞)(x) ·
Fγ2(x)− Fγ2(γT )

1− Fγ2(γT )
, (4.11)

where 1A(x) is the indicator function of A, which is equal to one when x ∈ A

and zero otherwise. Introducing (4.10) in (4.8) and (4.11) in (4.9) yields

Fγeff (x) =Fγ1(x) ·min

(
1,

Fγ2(x)

Fγ2(γT )

)
Fγ2(γT ) (4.12)

+ 1(γT ,∞)(x) ·
Fγ2(x)− Fγ2(γT )

1− Fγ2(γT )
[1− Fγ2(γT )] ,

which can be simplified to the more compact form

Fγeff (x) =Fγ1(x) ·min
(
Fγ2(x), Fγ2(γT )

)
+ 1(γT ,∞)(x) · [Fγ2(x)− Fγ2(γT )] . (4.13)

The expression in (4.13) can be rewritten as

Fγeff (x) =


Fγ1(x)Fγ2(x), x ≤ γT , (4.14a)

Fγ1(x)Fγ2(γT ) + Fγ2(x)− Fγ2(γT ),

x > γT . (4.14b)

Introducing (4.2) and (4.4) in (4.14a) yields (4.7a). Similarly, introducing

(4.2) and (4.4) in (4.14b) and simplifying yields (4.7b).

Theorem 4.2 (CDF of SNR under MRC). The CDF of SNR for the proposed

hybrid system under MRC is given by

Fγeff (x) =



mm

Γ(m)

∞∑
j=0

Kjdj
j!(2ασ2)j+1

[
1− exp

(
− x

γ1

)
(4.15a)

−2σ2

γ1

j∑
k=0

(2ασ2)k

k!
γ
(
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x

2σ2
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, x ≤ γT ,

mm
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j=0

Kjdj
(j!)2
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γ
(
j + 1,

x

2σ2

)
(4.15b)

− exp

(
− x

γ1

)
γ(j + 1, αγT )

(2ασ2)j+1

]
, x > γT ,

where α = (2σ2)−1 − (γ1)
−1.
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Proof. When γ2 ≤ γT under MRC, g(γ1, γ2) = γ1 + γ2 and the PDF of γeff

can be calculated as [145, eq. (6-45)]

fγeff (x) =

∫ x

0

fγ1(x− y)fγ2(y)dy (4.16)

=
1

γ1

exp

(
− x

γ1

)
mm

Γ(m)

∞∑
j=0

Kjdj
(j!)2

1

(2σ2)j+1

×
∫ x

0

yj exp

(
−y

[
1

2σ2
− 1

γ1

])
dy, x ≤ γT . (4.17)

The integral in (4.17) can be solved with the assistance of [102, eq.

(3.381.1)], which yields

fγeff (x) =
1

γ1

exp

(
− x

γ1

)
mm

Γ(m)

∞∑
j=0

Kjdj
(j!)2

γ(j + 1, αx)

(2ασ2)j+1
, x ≤ γT , (4.18)

where α = (2σ2)−1 − (γ1)
−1. The solution in [102, eq. (3.381.1)] is valid for

α > 0, which implies γ1 > γ2[(Eb/N0)(1+K)]−1. This requirement is met in

practice since γ1 > γ2 due to the higher path loss at higher frequencies (i.e.,

lower signal power) and larger bandwidths (i.e., higher noise power) in FR2.

The corresponding CDF when γ2 ≤ γT , Fγeff (x), can be calculated based

on (4.18) as

Fγeff (x) =

∫ x

0

fγeff (y)dy =
1

γ1

mm

Γ(m)

∞∑
j=0

Kjdj
(j!)2

1

(2ασ2)j+1

×
∫ x

0

exp

(
− y

γ1

)
γ(j + 1, αy)dy, x ≤ γT . (4.19)

By replacing the lower incomplete gamma function in (4.19) with its

equivalent form in [102, eq. (8.352.1)] and solving the integral with the aid

of [102, eq. (3.381.1)], (4.15a) is obtained.

When γ2 > γT under MRC, the CDF of the output SNR γeff can be

expressed as

Fγeff (x) = G(x) + Fγ2(x)− Fγ2(γT ), x > γT , (4.20)
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where G(x) can be calculated as [145, eqs. (6-38) and (6-42)]

G(x) =

∫ γT

0

∫ x−z

0

fγ1(y)fγ2(z)dydz (4.21)

=

∫ γT

0

fγ2(z)

[∫ x−z

0

fγ1(y)dy

]
dz (4.22)

=

∫ γT

0

Fγ1(x− z)fγ2(z)dz (4.23)

=

∫ γT

0

fγ2(z)dz − γ1

∫ γT

0

fγ1(x− z)fγ2(z)dz (4.24)

=Fγ2(γT )− exp

(
− x

γ1

)
mm

Γ(m)
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j=0

Kjdj
(j!)2

γ(j + 1, αγT )

(2ασ2)j+1
, (4.25)

where the relation Fγ1(x−z) = 1−γ1fγ1(x−z) from (4.1)–(4.2) is introduced

in (4.23) to obtain (4.24), which is then resolved using [102, eq. (3.381.1)].

Combining (4.4) and (4.25) with (4.20) and grouping terms yields (4.15b),

which completes the proof.

4.3.2 Probability Density Function of the SNR

Theorem 4.3 (PDF of SNR under SC). The PDF of SNR for the proposed

hybrid system under SC is given by

fγeff (x)=



mm

Γ(m)
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j=0

Kjdj
(j!)2
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exp
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)
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)
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2σ2
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)j]
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x ≤ γT , (4.26a)
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2σ2
exp
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− x
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)( x

2σ2

)j
+

1
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exp

(
− x

γ1

)
γ
(
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γT
2σ2

)]
,

x > γT . (4.26b)

Proof. By differentiation of (4.7), using [102, eq. (8.356.4)].
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Theorem 4.4 (PDF of SNR under MRC). The PDF of SNR for the proposed

hybrid system under MRC is given by

fγeff (x)=



1
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exp
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− x

γ1

)
mm

Γ(m)
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j=0

Kjdj
(j!)2
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,

x ≤ γT , (4.27a)
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+

1

γ1

exp

(
− x
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)
γ(j + 1, αγT )

(2ασ2)j+1

]
,

x > γT . (4.27b)

Proof. By differentiation of (4.15), using [102, eq. (8.356.4)].

4.4 Performance Analysis

4.4.1 Probabilities of Outage and Link Usage

In the context of URLLC, reliability is defined as the success probability
of transmitting a specified amount of bytes within a certain delay target
[112]. However, as discussed in Section 4.1, the interest of this chapter lies
explicitly in the reliability aspect of URLLC. When delay or latency is not
explicitly included, other definitions of reliability can be considered [146], the
most common one being the level of link connectivity guarantees, typically
quantified in terms of the probability of outage [147]. As pointed out in [115],
even when the latency is not explicitly quantified, the use of short packets
and the reduction of the outage probability can enable URLLC. Therefore,
the outage probability is also a suitable reliability metric for URLLC.

The probability that the proposed hybrid system is in outage is obtained
as the probability that the instantaneous effective SNR at the receiver γeff
falls below a given outage threshold γout that represents the minimum SNR
required to ensure that a certain maximum BER is not exceeded. Such
probability can be obtained as Pout = P (γeff ≤ γout) = Fγeff (γout), where
Fγeff (·) is the CDF of the effective SNR at the receiver, which is given by
(4.7) for SC and (4.15) for MRC.

In the proposed transmission scheme the mm-Wave (FR2) link is used
with probability one (i.e., continuously). However, the sub-6 GHz (FR1)
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link is used only when the instantaneous channel quality in the FR2 link (in
terms of the instantaneous SNR γ2) falls below a certain threshold (γT ). The
probability that the FR1 link is in use is given by PFR1 = P (γ2 ≤ γT ) =
Fγ2(γT ), which can be evaluated directly from the CDF Fγ2(·) given by (4.4).
A high PFR1 implies that the FR1 link needs to be used often as a backup
for the FR2 link, while a low PFR1 means that the FR1 link is more often
available for other data transmissions.

Note that when γT = γout the probability of using the FR1 link coincides
with the outage probability of the FR2 link.

4.4.2 Average Bit Error Rate

The Average Bit Error Rate (ABER) over a fading channel, denoted by P b,
can be obtained as [106, eq. (8.102)]

P b =

∫ ∞

0

Pb(x)fγ(x)dx, (4.28)

where Pb(γ) represents the conditional bit-error probability for a given SNR
γ and fγ(·) is the PDF of the instantaneous SNR per symbol. Without loss
of generality, the analysis in this section will consider binary modulations,
for which the following general expression can be used [148, eq. (13)]

Pb(γ) =
Γ(b, aγ)

2Γ(b)
, (4.29)

where Γ(·, ·) is the upper incomplete gamma function [102, eq. (8.350.2)]
and a, b ∈ {1

2
, 1} are modulation-specific parameters (see [106, Table 8.1] for

details).
Introducing (4.29) in (4.28), integrating by parts [102, 2.02.5] and using

[102, 8.356.4], the ABER can be rewritten in the following more convenient
form

P b =
ab

2Γ(b)

∫ ∞

0

e−axxb−1Fγ(x)dx, (4.30)

The solution to the integral in (4.30) for the Rayleigh channel can be obtained
with the aid of [102, eq. (3.381.4)], which yields P b =

1
2
[1 − (1 + 1/aγ1)

−b].
The solution for the FTR channel is provided in [143, eq. (16)] together with
[144, eq. (16)]. For the proposed hybrid scheme, (4.30) is calculated as

P b =
ab

2Γ(b)

∫ γT

0

e−axxb−1Fγeff (x)dx (4.31)

+
ab

2Γ(b)

∫ ∞

γT

e−axxb−1Fγeff (x)dx, (4.32)
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where the expression for Fγeff (x) in each integral is according to the corre-
sponding SNR interval. The result in (4.31)–(4.32) can be used to derive
expressions for the ABER of the proposed hybrid transmission scheme under
SC and MRC.

Theorem 4.5 (ABER under SC). The ABER of the proposed hybrid system

under SC is given by

P b =
ab

2Γ(b)

mm

Γ(m)

∞∑
j=0

Kjdj
(j!)2

(
PA − PB − PC

)
, (4.33)

where:

PA =
Γ(b+ j + 1)(2σ2)b

(j + 1)(1 + 2aσ2)b+j+1

× 2F1

(
1, b+ j + 1; j + 2;

1

1 + 2aσ2

)
, (4.34)

PB = j!

[(
a+

1

γ1

)−b

γ

(
b,

[
a+

1

γ1

]
γT

)

−
j∑

k=0

(a+ β)−(k+b) γ (k + b, [a+ β] γT )

k!(2σ2)k

]
, (4.35)

PC =

(
a+

1

γ1

)−b

Γ

(
b,

[
a+

1

γ1

]
γT

)
γ
(
j + 1,

γT
2σ2

)
, (4.36)

with 2F1(·, ·; ·; ·) denoting the Gauss hypergeometric function [102, eq. (9.100)]

and β = (2σ2)−1 + (γ1)
−1.

Proof. Introducing (4.7a) in (4.31) and (4.7b) in (4.32), and expanding all

the terms, an expression of the form (4.33) is obtained with

PA =

∫ ∞

0

exp (−ax)xb−1γ
(
j + 1,

x

2σ2

)
dx, (4.37)

PB =

∫ γT

0

exp

(
−
[
a+

1

γ1

]
x

)
xb−1γ

(
j + 1,

x

2σ2

)
dx, (4.38)

PC = γ
(
j + 1,

γT
2σ2

)∫ ∞

γT

exp

(
−
[
a+

1

γ1

]
x

)
xb−1dx. (4.39)
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The integral in (4.37) is resolved by using [102, eq. (6.455.2)], which yields

(4.34). The integral in (4.38) is solved by introducing [102, eq. (8.352.1)]

and then employing [102, eq. (3.381.1)], which yields (4.35). The integral in

(4.39) is resolved with the help of [102, eq. 3.381.3], which yields (4.36).

Theorem 4.6 (ABER under MRC). The ABER of the proposed hybrid sys-

tem under MRC is given by

P b =
ab

2Γ(b)

mm

Γ(m)

∞∑
j=0

Kjdj
j!

(
PD − PE − PF

(2ασ2)j+1
+

PG − PH

j!

)
, (4.40)

where

PD = a−bγ(b, aγT ), (4.41)

PE =

(
a+

1

γ1

)−b

γ

(
b,

[
a+

1

γ1

]
γT

)
, (4.42)

PF =
2σ2

γ1

j∑
k=0

(2ασ2)k

[
a−bγ(b, aγT ) (4.43)

−
k∑

l=0

(
a+ 1

2σ2

)−(l+b)
γ
(
l + b,

[
a+ 1

2σ2

]
γT
)

l!(2σ2)l

]
,

PG =(j!)

[
a−bΓ(b, aγT ) (4.44)

−
j∑

k=0

(
a+ 1

2σ2

)−(k+b)
Γ
(
k + b,

[
a+ 1

2σ2

]
γT
)

k!(2σ2)k

]
,

PH =
γ(j + 1, αγT )

(2ασ2)j+1

(
a+

1

γ1

)−b

Γ

(
b,

[
a+

1

γ1

]
γT

)
, (4.45)

with α = (2σ2)−1 − (γ1)
−1.

Proof. Introducing (4.15a) in (4.31) and (4.15b) in (4.32), and expanding
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terms, an expression of the form (4.40) is obtained with

PD =

∫ γT

0

exp (−ax)xb−1dx, (4.46)

PE =

∫ γT

0

exp

(
−
[
a+

1

γ1

]
x

)
xb−1dx, (4.47)

PF =
2σ2

γ1

j∑
k=0

(2ασ2)k

k!

∫ γT

0

exp (−ax)xb−1γ
(
k + 1,

x

2σ2

)
dx, (4.48)

PG =

∫ ∞

γT

exp (−ax)xb−1γ
(
j + 1,

x

2σ2

)
dx, (4.49)

PH =
γ(j + 1, αγT )

(2ασ2)j+1

∫ ∞

γT

exp

(
−
[
a+

1

γ1

]
x

)
xb−1dx. (4.50)

The integrals in (4.46) and (4.47) can both be resolved by using [102, eq.

(3.381.1)], which yields (4.41) and (4.42), respectively. The integral in (4.48)

is solved by introducing [102, eq. (8.352.1)] and then making use of [102, eq.

(3.381.1)], which yields (4.43). Similarly, the integral in (4.49) is resolved by

first introducing [102, eq. (8.352.1)] and then employing [102, eq. (3.381.3)],

which yields (4.44). Finally, the integral in (4.50) can be resolved with the

assistance of [102, eq. 3.381.3], which yields (4.45).

4.4.3 Ergodic Capacity

The ergodic capacity C (in bit/s) of a fading channel with bandwidth B (in
Hz) for a constant-power transmitter with optimum rate adaptation is given
by [106, eq. (15.21)]

C = B

∫ ∞

0

log2(1 + x)fγ(x)dx

=
B

ln 2

∫ ∞

0

ln(1 + x)fγ(x)dx, (4.51)

where fγ(·) is the PDF of the instantaneous SNR per symbol. Solutions to
the integral in (4.51) for the Rayleigh and FTR channels are provided in
[106, eq. (15.26)] and [143, eq. (12)], respectively. For the proposed scheme,
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(4.51) is calculated as

C =
B1

ln 2

∫ γT

0

ln(1 + x)fγeff (x)dx (4.52)

+
B2

ln 2

∫ ∞

γT

ln(1 + x)fγeff (x)dx, (4.53)

where B1 and B2 are the bandwidths of the FR1 and FR2 links, respec-
tively, and the expression for fγeff (x) in each integral is according to the
corresponding SNR interval. Note that when γ2 falls below γT and the FR1
link is activated, the same bit stream needs to be transmitted in both links
(FR1 and FR2) in order to combine them with a diversity technique (SC
or MRC) at the receiver. Because the bit stream in both links needs to
be identical and the available bandwidth is typically lower in the FR1 link
than in the FR2 link1 (i.e., B1 < B2), the transmitter needs to reduce the
bit rate (by adapting modulation and coding schemes) when the FR1 link
is activated. Even though the FR2 link has a higher channel bandwidth,
when the FR1 link is activated the bit stream transmitted through the FR2
link only requires a bandwidth B1, so effectively a bandwidth B1 is actually
used in both links (to transmit the same bit stream) when the FR1 link is
activated2. Therefore, from the point of view of the ergodic capacity (i.e.,
maximum amount of bits that can be transmitted per unit time) an effective
bandwidth B1 needs to be considered in (4.52).

This section derives analytical expressions for the ergodic capacity of the
proposed hybrid transmission scheme under both SC and MRC diversity
techniques based on the general ergodic capacity expression given in (4.52)
and taking into account the various considerations discussed above.

1If B1 ≥ B2 then mobile operators would have little incentive to use FR2 bands given

their poorer propagation characteristics, which combined with a lower bandwidth would

provide a much lower capacity than FR1 bands.
2In this case, the unused bandwidth in the FR2 link could potentially be utilised for

other data transmissions and/or to introduce additional redundancy in the transmitted

signal in order to improve the signal decodability (this would require novel diversity tech-

niques specifically designed to this end, which is beyond the scope of this study and is

suggested as future work).
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Theorem 4.7 (Ergodic capacity under SC). The ergodic capacity of the

proposed hybrid system under SC is given by

C =
1

ln 2

mm

Γ(m)

∞∑
j=0

Kjdj
j!

[
B1(ηA − ηB + ηC − ηD) +B2(ηE + ηF )

]
, (4.54)

where ηA, ηB, ηC, ηD, ηE, ηF are given by (4.56)–(4.61) shown on the next

page, E1(x) =
∫∞
x

e−tt−1 dt =
∫∞
1

e−xtt−1 dt is the exponential integral func-

tion of first order [102, eq. (3.351.5)] and β = (2σ2)−1 + (γ1)
−1.

Proof. Introducing (4.26a) in (4.52) and (4.26b) in (4.53), replacing the lower

incomplete gamma function with its equivalent form in [102, eq. (8.352.1)]

and expanding all the terms, integrals of the form I(s, t) =
∫ t

s
ln(1+x)xpe−qxdx

are obtained. The solution to I(0,∞) is given by [149, eq. (A.3)] and the

solution to I(γT ,∞) is given by [149, eq. (A.2)], while I(0, γT ) = I(0,∞)−

I(γT ,∞). Substituting the equalities Γ(0, x) = E1(x) and Γ(1, x) = e−x in

the obtained results and grouping terms, (4.54) is obtained. Even though the

procedure is tedious, it involves standard mathematical manipulations.

Theorem 4.8 (Ergodic capacity under MRC). The ergodic capacity of the

proposed hybrid system under MRC is given by

C =
1

ln 2

mm

Γ(m)

∞∑
j=0

Kjdj
j!

1

(2ασ2)j+1

[
B1(ηA − ηG) +B2

(
(2ασ2)j+1ηE + ηH

)]
,

(4.55)

where ηG and ηH are given by (4.62) and (4.63) shown on the next page,

respectively, E1(x) =
∫∞
x

e−tt−1 dt =
∫∞
1

e−xtt−1 dt is the exponential integral

function of first order [102, eq. (3.351.5)] and α = (2σ2)−1 − (γ1)
−1.

Proof. See proof of Theorem 4.7, using (4.27) instead of (4.26).
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ηA = exp

(
1

γ1

)[
E1

(
1

γ1

)
− E1

(
1 + γT
γ1

)]
−ln(1+γT ) exp

(
−γT
γ1

)
(4.56)

ηB =
1

βγ1

j∑
k=0

1

(2βσ2)k

[
k∑

l=0

{
βk−leβΓ(−k + l, β) (4.57)

−Γ(l, β(1 + γT ))

Γ(l + 1)

Γ(k − l + 1,−β)

Γ(k − l + 1)

}
− ln(1 + γT )

Γ(k + 1, βγT )

Γ(k + 1)

]

ηC =

j∑
l=0

{
exp(1/2σ2)

(2σ2)j−l
Γ

(
−j + l,

1

2σ2

)
−

Γ
(
l, 1+γT

2σ2

)
Γ(l + 1)

Γ
(
j − l + 1,− 1

2σ2

)
Γ(j − l + 1)

}

− ln(1 + γT )
Γ
(
j + 1, γT

2σ2

)
Γ(j + 1)

(4.58)

ηD =
1

(2βσ2)j+l

[
j∑

l=0

{
βj−leβΓ(−j + l, β)− Γ(l, β(1 + γT ))

Γ(l + 1)

Γ(j − l + 1,−β)

Γ(j − l + 1)

}
− ln(1 + γT )

Γ(j + 1, βγT )

Γ(j + 1)

]
(4.59)

ηE =

j∑
l=0

Γ
(
l, 1+γT

2σ2

)
Γ(l + 1)

Γ
(
j − l + 1,− 1

2σ2

)
Γ(j − l + 1)

+ ln(1 + γT )
Γ
(
j + 1, γT

2σ2

)
Γ(j + 1)

(4.60)

ηF =
γ
(
j + 1, γT

2σ2

)
Γ(j + 1)

[
exp

(
1

γ1

)
E1

(
1 + γT
γ1

)
+ ln(1 + γT ) exp

(
−γT
γ1

)]
(4.61)

ηG =
2σ2

γ1

j∑
k=0

(2ασ2)k

[
k∑

l=0

{
exp(1/2σ2)

(2σ2)k−l
Γ

(
−k + l,

1

2σ2

)
(4.62)

−
Γ
(
l, 1+γT

2σ2

)
Γ(l + 1)

Γ
(
k − l + 1,− 1

2σ2

)
Γ(k − l + 1)

}
− ln(1 + γT )

Γ
(
k + 1, γT

2σ2

)
Γ(k + 1)

]

ηH =
γ (j + 1, αγT )

Γ(j + 1)

[
exp

(
1

γ1

)
E1

(
1 + γT
γ1

)
+ ln(1 + γT ) exp

(
−γT
γ1

)]
(4.63)
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4.5 Results

4.5.1 Evaluation Scenario

The performance of the proposed hybrid transmission technique is evaluated
considering band n78 in FR1, which has a central frequency f1 = 3.55 GHz
[135, Table 5.2-1], and band n257 in FR2, which has a central frequency f2 =
28 GHz [136, Table 5.2-1]. The User Equipment (UE) channel bandwidth
is assumed to be B1 = 20 MHz in the FR1 link [135, Table 5.3.5-1] and
B2 = 50 MHz in the FR2 link [136, Table 5.3.5-1].

Rayleigh and FTR (m = 20, K = 5, ∆ = 0.1) fading models are assumed
for the FR1 and FR2 bands, respectively. Notice that the average SNR in
the FR1 link will be higher than in the FR2 link due to the lower path loss
associated with lower propagation frequencies, however both SNR values are
not independent since both links are subject to the same physical propagation
distance. To ensure realistic pairs of SNR values, the received power in both
bands is calculated as PR = PT GT GR [c/(4πf)]2 d−δ, where PT = 10 dBm is
the transmitted power, GT = 40 dBi and GR = 40 dBi are the gains of the
transmitter and receiver antennas, respectively, c = 3 · 108 m/s is the speed
of light, f is the central frequency of each band (f1 or f2), d = 100 m is the
physical distance between the transmitter and receiver antennas, and δ = 3.4
is the path loss exponent (which is an appropriate value for NLOS conditions
both in sub-6 GHz and mm-Wave bands [141, 150, 151]). The average SNR
of each band (γ1 or γ2) is obtained as γ = PR/PN , with the receiver’s noise
power calculated as PN = kBT0BF , where kB = 1.38 · 10−23 J · K−1 is the
Boltzmann constant, T0 = 290 K is the reference room temperature, B is the
bandwidth of the link in each band (B1 or B2) and F represents the receiver’s
noise factor (equivalent to a noise figure of 4 dB). The selected parameters
lead to an equivalent noise floor of −110 dBm/MHz.

For evaluation purposes, the general BER model of (4.29) is particularised
to a = b = 1, which corresponds to a differentially-encoded coherent Binary
Phase Shift Keying (BPSK) modulation [106, Table 8.1]. The switching
threshold γT is set assuming that the maximum tolerable BER for a successful
demodulation of the received signal is 10−9 (higher values such as 10−6 were
also evaluated as part of the study presented in this chapter but this was not
observed to have a significant impact in the observed trends).

Unless otherwise stated, the parameter values presented in this subsection
will be employed by default in the rest of the study presented in this chapter.
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Figure 4.2: Validation of the SNR statistics (d = 1000 m).

4.5.2 Validation of the SNR Statistics

Figure 4.2 compares the analytic results presented in Section 4.3 with their
Monte Carlo simulation counterparts. Notice that results are plotted in loga-
rithmic axes for a better detail of appreciation in the low SNR regime (around
the switching threshold). For the proposed hybrid transmission scheme, the
switching threshold is set to γT = γout, where γout can be obtained from
(4.29). For a target BER of 10−9 and a = b = 1 the obtained switching
threshold is γT = 13 dB. As it can be appreciated, for SNR values above γT
the effective SNR follows the PDF for the FR2 link while for SNR values be-
low γT it follows the PDF of the dual transmission scheme (according to the
considered diversity technique). In all cases, analytic and simulation results
match perfectly, corroborating the correctness of the results of Section 4.3.

Subsequent results presented later on will be validated in their respective
figures either with Monte Carlo simulations (when they relate to the SNR
distribution, such as the probabilities of outage and link usage) or by numeric
integration (when they relate to the ABER or ergodic capacity).
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4.5.3 Performance Evaluation

The performance of the proposed hybrid scheme is evaluated based on the
analytic results presented in Section 4.4. The performance is compared with
the two limiting cases obtained for γT = 0 (single link transmission scenario
where only the FR2 link is used) and γT → ∞ (dual link transmission sce-
nario where the system transmits continuously in both FR1 and FR2 links).
These two cases provide appropriate baseline scenarios for a fair performance
evaluation of the proposed hybrid transmission scheme. The performance of
transmitting over the FR1 link alone is included for comparison purposes as
well. It is worth mentioning that, from a performance point of view, operation
in the high SNR regime (γ2 → ∞) is equivalent to γT = 0 while operation in
the low SNR regime (γ2 → 0) is equivalent to γT → ∞, respectively.

Figure 4.3 shows the probability of outage as a function of the maximum
tolerable BER for a differentially-encoded coherent BPSK modulation (a =
b = 1, [106, Table 8.1]). When the system tolerates a higher BER the
associated outage threshold γout, which can be obtained by solving (4.29) for
γ, decreases and so does the probability of outage Pout. The highest Pout

is obtained for the FR2 link alone given its more challenging propagation
conditions (i.e., higher path loss and lower average SNR). Transmitting over
the FR1 link alone would decrease Pout, however the best outage performance
is obtained when both links, FR1 and FR2, are used continuously in the dual
transmission scenario. The proposed hybrid transmission scheme can achieve
that same level of best performance as long as the switching threshold γT is
greater than the outage threshold (γT ≥ γout) since this allows the activation
of the FR1 link before the FR2 link falls in outage; if such condition is
met, the proposed hybrid system can only fall in outage when transmitting
over both links (i.e., the most reliable transmission approach) falls in outage
as well. Under such a scenario, MRC provides a lower outage probability
than SC, as expected. On the other hand, if γT < γout the FR2 link may
temporarily fall in outage before the FR1 link is activated and, even though
this still results in a better outage performance than transmission over the
FR2 link alone, the outage performance will be worse than when γT ≥ γout
(worse than in the FR1 link alone as well). In this case, the lower the
switching threshold γT , the higher the outage probability (regardless of which
diversity technique is used). Therefore, by properly selecting the switching
threshold (γT ≥ γout), the proposed hybrid scheme can deliver the same level
of link reliability as continuously transmitting over both links, however using
the FR1 link only when it is really needed (and leaving it available for other
transmissions otherwise). The discussion above indicates that a suitable
choice for the switching threshold from the point of view of the reliability
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Figure 4.3: Outage probability versus maximum tolerable BER.

performance is any value that meets the condition γT ≥ γout. Selecting
lower values of γT results in a degradation of the reliability performance.
On the other hand, selecting values of γT greater than γout ensures that the
proposed hybrid scheme delivers the best reliability that can be attained. It
is worth noting that increasing γT above γout does not improve the reliability
performance any further, however it affects the extent to which the FR1 link
is used (as discussed later on).

Figure 4.4 illustrates the outage performance as a function of the dis-
tance between the transmitter and receiver. As it can be observed, for a
reliability requirement of Pout = 10−5 the FR2 link can provide a maximum
communication distance of about 100 m. The proposed hybrid transmission
scheme and the dual transmission scheme can both extend the communi-
cation distance to about 800 m with SC diversity and 900 m with MRC
diversity. However, as shown in Figure 4.5, at those distances the proposed
hybrid transmission scheme only needs to use the FR1 link around 2% and
4% of the time, respectively (for γT = γout + 1 dB), meaning that most of
the time the FR1 link would remain available for other data transmissions
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Figure 4.4: Outage probability versus communication distance.

(it would be required to backup the FR2 link only very occasionally). Thus,
by only reducing the FR1 link availability by 2%–4%, the proposed hybrid
transmission scheme can provide an 8/9-fold increase in the FR2 link com-
munication range. Compared to the dual transmission scheme, which would
use the FR1 link 100% of the time as a dedicated (non-shared) resource, the
proposed hybrid scheme can improve the link reliability with a dramatically
higher level of resource efficiency.

It is worth noting that increasing the switching threshold γT above γout
does not further reduce the outage probability (Figure 4.4) but increases
the FR1 link usage (Figure 4.5). Therefore, taking into account that the
switching threshold γT should meet the condition γT ≥ γout in order to obtain
the highest attainable reliability as discussed earlier, it becomes evident that
the choice γT = γout provides the optimum trade-off between overall system
reliability and usage efficiency of radio resources. However, in a practical
implementation this choice could potentially lead to momentary outages due
to electronic circuit switching delays of practical hardware systems, which
could severely degrade the outage performance as it can be appreciated in
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Figure 4.5: FR1 link usage probability versus communication distance.

Figure 4.4 (γT < γout). Thus, some safety margin should be allowed (e.g.,
γT = γout + 1 dB), at the expense of slightly sacrificing some FR1 link
availability, to ensure that the FR1 link is activated when needed.

The ABER performance, which is illustrated in Figure 4.6, follows in
general a very similar pattern as the outage probability shown in Figure 4.4,
hence similar comments are applicable. The most remarkable difference is
that the ABER is not degraded as severely as the outage probability when
γT < γout. This can be explained by the fact that P b is an average of
probabilities while Pout represents the probability that a particular event
(outage) occurs. Hence, a slight reduction of the switching threshold γT below
the outage threshold γout leads to a significant increase in the occurrence of
outages but only a slight increase in the rate of bit-errors at the receiver.

The ergodic capacity performance is shown in Figures 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9 for
various antenna gains. Similar to the ABER, the capacity is not significantly
affected by small variations of the switching threshold γT above or below the
outage threshold γout, hence results are shown only for the case γT = γout
for the benefit of clarity. Three different configurations of the transmitter
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Figure 4.6: ABER versus communication distance.

and receiver antenna gains are considered in order to emulate the effect of
various link budgets. Notice that in all cases, the capacity of the dual-link
transmission scheme (with both SC and MRC diversity) is very similar to the
capacity of the FR1 link alone (indistinguishable in Figures 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9).
The explanation for this is that when the system transmits simultaneously
in both links (FR1 and FR2), the bit-streams over both links need to be
identical in order to combine them at the receiver with a diversity technique
(SC or MRC). Since the FR1 link has a lower bandwidth than the FR2
link, the transmitter needs to reduce the bit-rate so that the generated bit-
stream can fit within the bandwidth B1 available in the FR1 link. As a
result, the bit-rate of the transmitted signal is constrained by the bandwidth
B1. Therefore, from the point of view of the ergodic capacity, the effective
bandwidth used for data transmission by the dual-link scheme is B1, the
same as in the FR1 link alone, hence the resulting capacity is very similar.
As a matter of fact, when the dual-link transmission scheme is employed,
the MRC capacity is actually slightly higher than the SC capacity, and both
are slightly higher than the capacity provided by the FR1 link alone, which
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Figure 4.7: Ergodic capacity (top) and FR1 link usage probability (bottom) versus

communication distance (transmitter/receiver antenna gains: GT = GR = 40 dBi.
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Figure 4.8: Ergodic capacity (top) and FR1 link usage probability (bottom) versus

communication distance (transmitter/receiver antenna gains: GT = GR = 30 dBi.
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Figure 4.9: Ergodic capacity (top) and FR1 link usage probability (bottom) versus

communication distance (transmitter/receiver antenna gains: GT = GR = 20 dBi.

is due to the SNR gain obtained from diversity. However, the difference is
negligible when compared to the other cases. For this reason, the same line
type (solid blue line) has been used in Figures 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9 to represent
the FR1 link and the dual-link schemes (with both SC and MRC diversity)
for the benefit of clarity.

Under a favourable link budget (Figure 4.7), the SNR experienced in the
FR2 link is good enough to prescind from the FR1 link and, as a result, the
proposed hybrid transmission scheme transmits in the FR2 link most of the
time (as observed at the bottom of Figure 4.7). This leads to a channel ca-
pacity very similar to that offered by the FR2 link alone, which is higher than
the capacity provided by the FR1 link (and the dual transmission scheme) for
all the considered distances due to the larger amount of bandwidth available
in the FR2 link (B2 = 2.5B1). When the link budget degrades (Figures 4.8
and 4.9), the experienced channel quality in the FR2 link degrades as well
and consequently the proposed hybrid scheme needs to rely more often on
the FR1 link as a backup, which can be noticed from the higher FR1 link
usage probability (PFR1). As discussed above, when the FR1 link is activated
the transmitter needs to reduce the bit-rate so the generated signal can fit
within the bandwidth B1 available in the FR1 link. However, as counter-
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intuitive as it may seem, this does not result in a reduction of the channel
capacity for the proposed hybrid scheme, which indeed increases when the
FR1 link is activated as appreciated in Figures 4.8 and 4.9. Notice that in
these two cases the probability of using the FR1 link increases as the FR1
link begins to provide a higher capacity than the FR2 link. Even though
the available bandwidth is significantly lower in the FR1 link than in the
FR2 link, the FR1 link can provide a higher capacity if the experienced SNR
is sufficiently large to compensate the lower amount of bandwidth available
(i.e., much higher spectral efficiency). Activating the FR1 link in such cases
can significantly increase the resulting capacity, even though the effective
transmission bandwidth is lower (but the effective channel quality is com-
paratively much better). Notice that the capacity of the proposed hybrid
transmission system is also noticeably higher than that attained by the dual
transmission scheme. This is because the dual link scheme transmits contin-
uously in both links (FR1 and FR2) and therefore is constrained to always
do so according to a bandwidth B1 regardless of the instantaneous channel
quality, while the proposed hybrid scheme can benefit from a much higher
transmission bandwidth B2 when the channel quality is good enough, which
ends up delivering a much higher capacity. Only when the channel quality is
severely degraded due to a very unfavourable link budget (e.g., low antenna
gain and long communication distance as in Figure 4.9) the capacity of the
proposed scheme falls to match that of the dual transmission scheme, which
is still higher than that of the FR2 link alone.

Some interesting insights can be gained from a careful observation of
Figure 4.9. Notice that for more favourable link budgets (which in Figure
4.9 can be associated with short communication distances) the proposed
hybrid scheme transmits most of the time using the FR2 link only, which
allows the system to benefit from the larger bandwidth available in this band
in order to achieve a higher channel capacity. On the other hand, for less
favourable link budgets (which in Figure 4.9 can be associated with long
communication distances) the proposed hybrid scheme relies on the FR1
link as a backup to overcome the degraded channel quality conditions in the
FR2 link, which leads to a higher capacity than transmitting in the FR2 link
only. For intermediate distances between these two extremes, the proposed
hybrid scheme adjusts the FR1 link usage probability proportionally to the
experienced channel quality. The dynamic adaptation offered by the hybrid
scheme achieves the highest attainable capacity (out of all the considered
transmission options/schemes) in all cases. Therefore, it can be concluded
that the overall link capacity is positively affected by the application of the
proposed scheme.

For a more complete evaluation, Figure 4.10 shows the ergodic capacity
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Figure 4.10: Ergodic capacity (top) and FR1 link usage probability (bottom)

versus communication distance for various bandwidth configurations with GT =

GR = 30 dBi and γT = γout.

of the proposed hybrid transmission scheme for various bandwidth config-
urations. The figure shows the capacity not only for B1 = 20 MHz and
B2 = 50 MHz (considered in Figures 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9) but also for the
case B1 = 50 MHz and B2 = 200 MHz and the case B1 = 100 MHz and
B2 = 400 MHz. As expected, the use of larger bandwidths results in a higher
capacity. Moreover, it can also be noticed that increasing the bandwidths
also reduces the distance at which the FR1 backup link starts being used
more frequently, which determines a trade-off between capacity and usage of
the FR1 backup link depending on the selected channel bandwidths.

4.6 Conclusions

This chapter has proposed a dynamic hybrid FR1/FR2 transmission scheme
with adaptive combining for improved reliability of wireless communications
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in mm-Wave bands. The obtained results demonstrate that the proposed
scheme can achieve the same level of reliability (in terms of probability of
outage and bit-error rate) as the dual-link transmission scheme where both
links (FR1 and FR2) are used continuously, however with a significantly
lower level of usage of the FR1 link, thus resulting in a more efficient usage
of the available spectral resources. Moreover, the attained high level of link
reliability is not obtained at the expense of the link capacity, which is indeed
improved by the application of the proposed scheme. These findings suggest
that the proposed scheme is a suitable technique to effectively meet the
URLLC requirements for 5G/6G in a resource-efficient manner.
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Conclusions and Future Work

5.1 Conclusions

Mobile radio communication systems have become part of our everyday life
and their usage is now familiar to most people around the globe. They have
enabled communication with the use of radio waves to connect points that
could not be connected in the previous wire-constrained networks, making
information available within large covered geographical areas. The evolution
of mobile communication systems has historically been characterised by in-
creasing demands in data rates, communication reliability and other service
requirements, which has made it challenging for mobile operators to meet the
ever increasing and heterogeneous demands for quality of service. As a result,
several techniques and technological solutions have been proposed to address
these challenging requirements. In this context, MC techniques have been
proposed to improve the user data rates and the reliability of the wireless
communication links, and have been proven to be tremendously successful
in enhancing the performance of mobile communication systems in terms of
various relevant performance metrics for a wide variety of services and ap-
plications. This has motivated the research work presented in this thesis to
further explore novel approaches based on the principle of MC. This thesis
has proposed novel MC techniques suitable for their use in existing and future
mobile communication systems that can improve the performance of existing
and new service applications in 5G/6G use case scenarios, in particular to
enhance the provision of eMBB and/or URLLC services in 5G/6G networks
by means of increased user data rates and/or link reliability to meet the
requirements of these services more effectively and more efficiently.
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The main scientific contributions and conclusions derived from the work
carried out in this thesis are summarised below.

In Chapter 2, the problem of increasing the network capacity and the user
data rate through CA has been investigated and a novel framework for CA as
a diversity/MC technique has been proposed. The main idea proposed in this
chapter is to divide a contiguous block of spectrum (that could in principle be
used as a single carrier) into a number of sub-blocks and treat each of them as
different CCs that are combined via CA. The motivation for this is to benefit
from the frequency diversity experienced by each CC when the spectrum is
divided in such a way, given that each aggregated CC runs its own instance of
the scheduler, retransmission process, transmission power control, adaptive
MCS, etc., and therefore adapts each transmission individually according to
the CC’s specific propagation conditions. CA was originally proposed as a
technique to increase data rates by incorporating additional bandwidth into
the system. Therefore, the concept of CA in a traditional sense inherently
implies the use of additional bandwidth as a way to increase data rates.
On the other hand, the framework proposed in this thesis is based on a
different approach that does not require additional bandwidth, but simply
splits the existing spectrum into blocks in order to benefit from frequency
diversity, thus effectively exploiting CA as an MC technique, which is a
novel point of view that, to the best of the author’s knowledge, has not been
considered in the literature before. The proposed CA-based MC method
has been implemented in detail in the ns-3 simulator in order to evaluate
its performance based on system level simulations. The performance results
obtained under various propagation scenarios have indicated that CA can be
effectively exploited as a diversity technique to optimise the overall system
performance and increase the network capacity. Moreover, it has been found
that the optimum number of CCs into which the spectrum block should
be divided depends on the radio propagation distance. Such an optimum
number of CCs is determined by the trade-off between the diversity gain (the
higher the number of CCs, the higher the diversity gain) and the bandwidth
penalty incurred by each CC due to the bandwidth that needs to be sacrificed
in order to accommodate guard bands between CCs and to transmit the
signalling traffic associated to the processes run individually in each CC (the
higher the number of CCs, the higher the bandwidth penalty).

Chapter 3 has explored from an analytical perspective the framework
proposed and evaluated with simulations in Chapter 2. More specifically,
a mathematical model has been developed aimed at characterising the per-
formance of CA as a diversity technique that can explain the behaviour
and performance of the CA-based MC technique presented in Chapter 2.
Given the high complexity of this problem, the concept of effective SNR has
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been proposed. Mathematical models for the effective SNR have been elabo-
rated and then exploited to derive the statistical distribution of the effective
SNR under various assumptions. Such statistics have been employed to ob-
tain closed-form expressions for the overall system performance in terms of
both ergodic and secrecy capacities as a function of the number of CCs and
other relevant configuration parameters. The obtained numerical results have
demonstrated that the developed mathematical model can explain and cor-
roborate the findings derived from simulation results in Chapter 2, and can
be used to correctly predict the performance of CA as a diversity technique
as well as the impact of various relevant configuration parameters. The nu-
merical results have also corroborated that CA can be effectively exploited as
a diversity technique to improve the performance of mobile communication
systems and increase user data rates without requiring additional spectrum.
However, it has also been shown that both the ergodic and secrecy capacities
should be jointly taken into account to provide a robust system design. In
this context, the mathematical models and expressions presented in Chapter
3 are a useful tool to achieve this end.

In Chapter 4, a novel hybrid transmission scheme for improved link re-
liability has been proposed. The proposed hybrid system benefits from the
range of frequency bands available in mobile communication systems and
their complementary characteristics. Higher-frequency bands tend to pro-
vide larger bandwidths (i.e., higher data rates) but are also characterised by
more challenging propagation conditions (i.e., lower link reliability), while
the opposite is true in general for lower-frequency bands. To exploit these
complementary characteristics, a hybrid transmission scheme has been pro-
posed that dynamically switches between FR1 and FR2 bands according
to the instantaneous channel quality and uses adaptive combining at the
receiver to combine the signals received in both bands. The proposed hy-
brid transmission system has been studied analytically. Concretely, the SNR
statistics observed at the receiver have been first determined, which have
then been employed to calculate closed-form expressions for relevant sys-
tem performance metrics including the outage probability, bit-error rate and
channel capacity. The obtained results have demonstrated that the proposed
hybrid transmission scheme not only dramatically improves the transmission
reliability but also has the potential to simultaneously increase the capacity
while efficiently exploiting the resources in both bands. In particular, it has
been shown that the proposed scheme can achieve the same level of relia-
bility (in terms of probability of outage and bit-error rate) as the dual-link
transmission scheme where both links (FR1 and FR2) are used continuously,
however with a significantly lower level of usage of the FR1 link, thus result-
ing in a more efficient usage of the available spectral resources. Moreover,
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the attained high level of link reliability is not obtained at the expense of the
link capacity, which is indeed improved by the application of the proposed
scheme. These findings suggest that the proposed transmission scheme is a
suitable technique to effectively meet the URLLC requirements for 5G/6G
in a resource-efficient manner without degrading the eMBB performance.

In summary, this thesis has proposed various novel MC techniques suit-
able for current and future mobile communication systems that can improve
the performance of service applications in 5G/6G use case scenarios, in par-
ticular to enhance the provision of eMBB and/or URLLC services in 5G/6G
networks by means of increased user data rates and/or link reliability to meet
the requirements of these services more effectively and more efficiently.

5.2 Future Work

The research work presented in this thesis has contributed some novel ideas
to the concept of MC techniques in mobile communication systems, both
broadening the author’s horizon and opening new questions requiring further
investigation and research. Some ideas for consideration as future work to
extend the work presented in this thesis are suggested and discussed below.

The concept of CA as a diversity/MC technique was evaluated by means
of simulations carried out with the ns-3 simulator. To this end, the ns-3
mm-Wave module was selected. Such a module implements mobile commu-
nications in the mm-Wave bands introduced for 5G-NR, however actually
using a 4G LTE radio interface. In other words, the ns-3 mm-Wave module
implements a 4G LTE system operating in the frequency bands introduced
for 5G-NR and, as such, is subject to the constraints and limitations of the
4G LTE specifications. In 4G LTE, the use of CA with up to 5 CCs is allowed
and therefore the evaluation of the proposed idea was subject to a limitation
of a maximum of 5 CCs. At the time this study was carried out, the ns-3
mm-Wave module was deemed to be the most suitable choice among the
options available for the purposes of this research. However, the ns-3 simula-
tor is a popular software platform broadly used by the research community
that is in constant maintenance and development. After this research was
completed, new features and functionalities were added to the ns-3 simula-
tor within the following two years, including support for the 5G-NR radio
interface [152, 153, 154, 155]. In 5G-NR, up to 16 CCs can be aggregated.
Therefore, it would be interesting to evaluate the performance of CA as a
diversity technique with simulations in the case of a 5G-NR system, in par-
ticular taking into account the results shown in Table 2.3, where the impact
of the 4G LTE limit of 5 CCs can be clearly appreciated. One possibility
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to accomplish this might be to re-consider the new version of the mm-Wave
module, which has been maintained and updated to include some 5G-NR fea-
tures to some extent. Another option could be to use the 5G-LENA module
[155], which includes a very detailed implementation of the 5G-NR specifica-
tions. In either case, implementing the support for CA required to evaluate
the idea proposed in this thesis would require substantial software design
and coding work that is beyond the scope of this research, and is therefore
suggested as future work. It is worth noting that, although the simulation
results presented in this thesis are based on a 4G LTE radio interface, they
are sufficient as a proof-of-concept to demonstrate the possibility of using CA
as a diversity technique to improve the user data rates without increasing the
amount of bandwidth available. The performance evaluation in the context
of 5G-NR, and perhaps even in the context of 6G (which theoretically allows
up to 32 CCs) once the corresponding 3GPP specifications are finally frozen,
would be interesting additional results to investigate in the future.

The performance of CA in a real mobile communication system is de-
termined by a broad range of processes that run at the MAC and PHY
layers (packet scheduler, HARQ retransmission process, transmission power
control, dynamic adaptation of the MCS, etc.) and the many different algo-
rithms that can be implemented for each of such MAC/PHY processes. As
a result, an exact analysis of the performance of CA in the context of the
proposed method is actually extremely challenging. To overcome this limita-
tion, the concept of effective SNR for CA has been introduced in this thesis.
Relying on such concept, two different models for the performance of CA
as a diversity technique have been developed, namely an ideal model aimed
at providing an upper-bound to the real performance and an average model
aimed at providing a closer approximation to the actual performance. The
average model computes the effective SNR as the average of the SNR in each
CC. This model can be expected to be more accurate than the ideal model
and is sufficient for the purposes of this thesis, where the objective was to
validate the possibility of using CA as a diversity technique and understand
the qualitative impact of relevant configuration parameters on the resulting
performance. Nevertheless, developing more accurate models for the effective
SNR would be desirable. However, this is not a trivial task since such models
should take into account explicitly the presence of the various processes that
run at the MAC and PHY layers and their impact on the performance of CA.
Given the complexity and ambitious nature of this challenging problem, this
task requires a new specific and dedicated study that is beyond the scope of
this thesis and is therefore suggested as future work.
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The hybrid transmission scheme proposed in this thesis was analysed
mathematically assuming that for each main link in the FR2 band there is
a backup link in the FR1 band. In other words, each main link has its own
dedicated backup link. This assumption was sufficient to analyse the perfor-
mance of the proposed hybrid transmission scheme but might not be efficient
in a real system implementation given that it would require excessive dupli-
cation of spectrum resources, with most of the backup channels remaining
idle (i.e., unused and therefore wasted) most of the time – unless they are
reallocated to other users when they are not being used as a backup to the
main channel. A more interesting possibility, from the point of view of the
efficiency of spectral resources, would be to share the same backup channel
in the FR1 band among several main links in the FR2 band. This is moti-
vated by the fact that, according to the results obtained in this thesis, the
backup link may remain idle most of the time, and therefore it may be used to
backup one FR2 link while it is not needed by another FR2 link. The obvious
problem with this approach is that it may affect the reliability performance
when one FR2 link needs to use the backup channel and it is already being
used by another FR2 link. This establishes a trade-off between the number
of FR2 links sharing the same FR1 backup link and the resulting reliability
performance. This modified version of the hybrid transmission scheme pre-
sented in this thesis would add a new degree of complexity to the problem
and therefore its mathematical analysis would require a specific study that
is beyond the scope of this thesis and is suggested as future work.

Another interesting study would be the application of the hybrid trans-
mission scheme presented in this thesis to improve the reliability of links
in the THz bands, which have been recently proposed for 6G mobile com-
munication systems. The THz bands provide even larger bandwidths than
mm-Wave bands but are also known to suffer from even more accentuated
reliability problems due to the challenging radio propagation conditions at
THz frequencies. This paves the way for the application of the proposed
hybrid transmission scheme in this scenario, where the THz link would now
play the role of the main link and the mm-Wave link would now be the
backup link. The FTR fading model for mm-Wave bands would now be used
for the backup link and a suitable fading model for THz bands [156] should
now be considered for the main link. This new application scenario would be
expected to lead to similar conclusions, however a new mathematical analysis
of this scenario would be necessary in order to provide a rigorous validation
and confirmation of this hypothesis, which is also suggested as future work.

In addition to the specific suggestions provided above for the work pre-
sented in this thesis, there are also important challenges broadly in the field
that need to be addressed. Some general areas that researchers and industry
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experts might focus on in the context of MC techniques for mobile commu-
nication systems are discussed below. First, seamless handover and interop-
erability mechanisms are required to enable smooth transmissions between
different connectivity technologies such as 4G/5G/6G, Wi-Fi and others.
The use of MC techniques, with multiple simultaneous connections or data
paths between the source and the destination of information, provides a new
perspective on the important problem of resource management, where sophis-
ticated algorithms are required to efficiently exploit multiple connections for
enhanced data rates, improved reliability, reduced latency and higher network
capacity. Energy efficiency, an equally important aspect in the performance
of mobile communication systems, also requires special consideration in the
context of MC solutions in order to minimise their impact on the battery life
of mobile devices. Therefore, the investigation of power-aware algorithms to
intelligently select and manage connectivity options based on specified energy
constraints is required. Security and privacy can benefit tremendously from
MC techniques as they are suitable to address potential vulnerabilities asso-
ciated with the use of a single data path between the source and destination
of the information. Finally, MC techniques have traditionally been devel-
oped within the realm of specific layers of the protocol stack. As discussed
in Section 1.6, different techniques have been proposed at different levels of
the protocol stack to embed the MC principles into mobile communication
systems, however the existing techniques are limited in scope to individual
layers of the protocol stack. In fact, this work has also considered MC tech-
niques for the MAC layer (Chapters 2 and 3) and the PHY layer (Chapter
4). In this context, a promising approach for future work is the investigation
of MC techniques from a cross-layer perspective, along with the cross-layer
optimisation of existing and new MC techniques that consider interactions
between different protocol layers in order to achieve better overall system
performance.

5.3 Summary

This thesis has proposed novel MC techniques suitable for their use in existing
and future mobile communication systems that can improve the performance
of existing and new service applications in 5G/6G use case scenarios, in par-
ticular, in the context of eMBB and/or URLLC services in 5G/6G networks
by means of increased user data rates and/or link reliability to meet the
requirements of these services more effectively and more efficiently.
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Firstly, the use of CA as a diversity technique has been proposed. The
main proposed idea is to divide a sufficiently large block of contiguous spec-
trum into a number of smaller adjacent sub-blocks, which are treated as
individual CCs and aggregated via regular CA. The motivation for this ap-
proach is to benefit from the diversity experienced at different frequencies.
Simulation results have demonstrated that CA can effectively be exploited as
a diversity technique to increase network capacity, with the optimum number
of CCs depending on the radio propagation scenario.

Subsequently, a mathematical model has been developed to characterise
the performance of CA as a diversity technique. The model has first been
used to characterise the channel capacity as a function of the number of CCs
and other relevant parameters, which has been shown to explain and cor-
roborate the findings derived from simulation results. Capitalising on the
developed mathematical model, the impact of various relevant configuration
parameters on the ergodic and secrecy capacities of CA has then been eval-
uated. Results have demonstrated that the developed mathematical models
can correctly predict the performance of CA as a diversity technique as well
as the impact of various relevant configuration parameters.

Finally, a hybrid transmission scheme for improved link reliability has
been proposed, which benefits from the range of frequency bands available
in mobile communication systems and their complementary characteristics.
Such complementary characteristics are exploited by dynamically switching
between FR1 and FR2 bands according to the instantaneous channel quality.
Results have demonstrated that the proposed hybrid scheme not only dra-
matically improves the transmission reliability but also has the potential to
simultaneously increase the capacity while efficiently exploiting the resources
in both bands. These findings suggest that the proposed scheme is a suit-
able technique to effectively meet the URLLC requirements for 5G/6G in a
resource-efficient manner.

In summary, the MC techniques developed in this thesis can provide
significant improvements in terms of enhanced data rates and reliability for
current and future 5G/6G mobile communication systems.
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As discussed in Section 2.5.1, the results presented in Chapter 2 were car-
ried out with the ns-3 simulator. In such study, version ns-3.29 (released in
September 2018) was employed. To include CA features in the ns-3 simu-
lator, the mm-Wave module developed by NYU Wireless and the University
of Padova was employed (link: https://apps.nsnam.org/app/mmwave/).
This is an ns-3 module for the simulation of 5G cellular networks operating
at mm-Wave bands. A comprehensive tutorial with a detailed description of
the whole module can be found in [95]. The details of the CA implementa-
tion are provided in [93]. Version 2.0 of the mm-Wave module was employed,
which was the latest version available at the time of carrying out the study
presented in Chapter 2. The latest version of the module can be down-
loaded from https://github.com/nyuwireless-unipd/ns3-mmwave. The
scratch file that served as the baseline for the simulations carried out for
Chapter 2 is mmwave-ca-same-bandwidth.cc, which can be found in the
/src/mmwave/examples/ folder of the mm-Wave module’s source code. The
specific version of such scratch file from version 2.0 of the mm-Wave module is
reproduced below for the reader’s convenience, and the latest version can be
downloaded from https://github.com/nyuwireless-unipd/ns3-mmwave/

blob/new-handovermmwave-ca-same-bandwidth.cc.

To carry out the simulations for Chapter 2, the base code was configured
with the different simulation parameters shown in Table 2.1. Concretely,
--useCa was set to true, --ueDist was set to the desired simulated dis-
tance between UE and BS, and the corresponding carrier frequencies were
set to the values shown in Table 2.2 for the different numbers of CCs sim-
ulated. The baseline code shown below supports two CCs; larger num-
bers of CCs were implemented by adding new MmWavePhyMacCommon and
MmWaveComponentCarrier objects (one per CC) and configuring the cor-
responding parameters accordingly. The DL and UL RLC statistics were
obtained using the read traces.pl Perl script provided in the /scripts/

folder of the mm-Wave module, which served to produce the final results.
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/* =*= Mode : C++; c= f i l e =s t y l e : ”gnu ” ; indent=tabs=mode : n i l ;

↪→ =*= */

#include ”ns3/ core=module . h”

#include ”ns3/network=module . h”

#include ”ns3/mobi l i ty=module . h”

#include ”ns3/ con f i g=s t o r e . h”

#include ”ns3/mmwave=he lpe r . h”

#include <ns3/ bu i ld ing s=he lpe r . h>

#include ”ns3/ g loba l=route=manager . h”

#include ”ns3/ ipv4=g loba l=rout ing=he lpe r . h”

#include ”ns3/ in t e rne t=module . h”

#include ”ns3/ app l i c a t i on s=module . h”

#include ”ns3/ log . h”

#include <map>

using namespace ns3 ;

using namespace mmwave ;

/*

* In t h i s example a s i n g l e UE i s connected wi th a s i n g l e

* MmWave BS. The UE i s p laced at d i s t ance ueDist from

* the BS and i t does not move . The system bandwidth i s

* f i x e d at 1GHz. I f CA i s enabled , 2 CCs are used and

* each o f them uses h a l f o f the t o t a l bandwidth .

*/

int main ( int argc , char *argv [ ] )

{

bool useCa = true ;

double ueDist = 50 ;

bool blockage0 = fa l se ;

bool blockage1 = fa l se ;
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int numRefSc = 864 ;

u i n t 32 t chunkPerRb0 = 72 ;

u i n t 32 t chunkPerRb1 = 72 ;

double f r equency0 = 28 e9 ;

double f r equency1 = 73 e9 ;

double simTime = 5 ;

u i n t 32 t runSet = 1 ;

std : : s t r i n g f i l ePa t h ;

CommandLine cmd ;

cmd . AddValue ( ”useCa” , ” I f enabled use 2 CC” , useCa ) ;

cmd . AddValue ( ” ueDist ” , ”Distance between Enb and Ue [m] ”

↪→ , ueDist ) ;

cmd . AddValue ( ” blockage0 ” , ” I f enabled , PCC blockage =

↪→ t rue ” , b lockage0 ) ;

cmd . AddValue ( ” blockage1 ” , ” I f enabled , SCC blockage =

↪→ t rue ” , b lockage1 ) ;

cmd . AddValue ( ” f requency0 ” , ”CC 0 c en t r a l f requency ” ,

↪→ f r equency0 ) ;

cmd . AddValue ( ” f requency1 ” , ”CC 1 c en t r a l f requency ” ,

↪→ f r equency1 ) ;

cmd . AddValue ( ”simTime” , ” Simulat ion time” , simTime ) ;

cmd . AddValue ( ” f i l ePa t h ” , ”Where to put the output f i l e s ”

↪→ , f i l ePa t h ) ;

cmd . AddValue ( ” runSet ” , ”Run number” , runSet ) ;

cmd . Parse ( argc , argv ) ;

i f ( useCa )

{

// use h a l f BW per c a r r i e r

chunkPerRb0 = chunkPerRb0 /2 ;

chunkPerRb1 = chunkPerRb1 /2 ;

numRefSc = numRefSc /2 ;
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}

// RNG

u in t 32 t seedSet = 1 ;

RngSeedManager : : SetSeed ( seedSet ) ;

RngSeedManager : : SetRun ( runSet ) ;

// s e t output f i l e names

std : : cout << ” F i l e path : ” << f i l ePa t h << std : : endl ;

Conf ig : : Se tDe fau l t ( ”ns3 : : MmWaveBearerStatsCalculator : :

↪→ DlRlcOutputFilename” , Str ingValue ( f i l ePa t h + ”

↪→ DlRlcStats . txt ” ) ) ;

Conf ig : : Se tDe fau l t ( ”ns3 : : MmWaveBearerStatsCalculator : :

↪→ UlRlcOutputFilename” , Str ingValue ( f i l ePa t h + ”

↪→ UlRlcStats . txt ” ) ) ;

Conf ig : : Se tDe fau l t ( ”ns3 : : MmWaveBearerStatsCalculator : :

↪→ DlPdcpOutputFilename” , Str ingValue ( f i l ePa t h + ”

↪→ DlPdcpStats . txt ” ) ) ;

Conf ig : : Se tDe fau l t ( ”ns3 : : MmWaveBearerStatsCalculator : :

↪→ UlPdcpOutputFilename” , Str ingValue ( f i l ePa t h + ”

↪→ UlPdcpStats . txt ” ) ) ;

Conf ig : : Se tDe fau l t ( ”ns3 : : MmWavePhyRxTrace : :

↪→ OutputFilename” , Str ingValue ( f i l ePa t h + ”

↪→ RxPacketTrace . txt ” ) ) ;

Conf ig : : Se tDe fau l t ( ”ns3 : : LteRlcAm : : Buf f e rS i zeF i l ename ” ,

↪→ Str ingValue ( f i l ePa t h + ”RlcAmBufferSize . txt ” ) ) ;

// CC 0

// 1 . c r ea t e MmWavePhyMacCommon o b j e c t

Config : : Se tDe fau l t ( ”ns3 : :MmWavePhyMacCommon : : CenterFreq”

↪→ , DoubleValue ( f requency0 ) ) ;

Conf ig : : Se tDe fau l t ( ”ns3 : :MmWavePhyMacCommon : :

↪→ ComponentCarrierId” , UintegerValue (0 ) ) ;
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Config : : Se tDe fau l t ( ”ns3 : :MmWavePhyMacCommon : : ChunkPerRB”

↪→ , UintegerValue ( chunkPerRb0 ) ) ;

Ptr<MmWavePhyMacCommon> phyMacConfig0 = CreateObject<

↪→ MmWavePhyMacCommon> ( ) ;

phyMacConfig0=>SetNumRefScPerSym( numRefSc ) ;

double bandwidth0 = phyMacConfig0=>GetNumRb( ) *

↪→ phyMacConfig0=>GetChunkWidth ( ) * phyMacConfig0=>

↪→ GetNumChunkPerRb ( ) ;

// 2 . c r ea t e the MmWaveComponentCarrier o b j e c t

Ptr<MmWaveComponentCarrier> cc0 = CreateObject<

↪→ MmWaveComponentCarrier> ( ) ;

cc0=>SetConf igurat ionParameters ( phyMacConfig0 ) ;

cc0=>SetAsPrimary ( true ) ;

// CC 1

Ptr<MmWaveComponentCarrier> cc1 ;

i f ( useCa )

{

// 1 . c r ea t e MmWavePhyMacCommon o b j e c t

Config : : Se tDe fau l t ( ”ns3 : :MmWavePhyMacCommon : :

↪→ CenterFreq” , DoubleValue ( f requency1 ) ) ;

Conf ig : : Se tDe fau l t ( ”ns3 : :MmWavePhyMacCommon : :

↪→ ComponentCarrierId” , UintegerValue (1 ) ) ;

Conf ig : : Se tDe fau l t ( ”ns3 : :MmWavePhyMacCommon : :

↪→ ChunkPerRB” , UintegerValue ( chunkPerRb1 ) ) ;

Ptr<MmWavePhyMacCommon> phyMacConfig1 =

↪→ CreateObject<MmWavePhyMacCommon> ( ) ;

phyMacConfig1=>SetNumRefScPerSym( numRefSc ) ;

// 2 . c r ea t e the MmWaveComponentCarrier o b j e c t

cc1 = CreateObject<MmWaveComponentCarrier> ( ) ;

cc1=>SetConf igurat ionParameters ( phyMacConfig1 ) ;
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cc1=>SetAsPrimary ( fa l se ) ;

}

// crea t e the CC map

std : : map<u int8 t , MmWaveComponentCarrier> ccMap ;

ccMap [ 0 ] = * cc0 ;

i f ( useCa )

{

ccMap [ 1 ] = * cc1 ;

}

// s e t the blockageMap

std : : map <u int8 t , bool> blockageMap ;

blockageMap [ 0 ] = blockage0 ;

i f ( useCa )

{

blockageMap [ 1 ] = blockage1 ;

}

// p r i n t CC parameters

for ( u i n t 8 t i = 0 ; i < ccMap . s i z e ( ) ; i++)

{

std : : cout << ”Component Car r i e r ” << ( u i n t 32 t ) (

↪→ ccMap [ i ] . GetConf igurat ionParameters ( )=>

↪→ GetCcId ( ) )

<< ” f requency : ” << ccMap [ i ] .

↪→ GetConf igurat ionParameters ( )=>

↪→ GetCenterFrequency ( ) /1 e9 << ” GHz, ”

<< ” bandwidth : ” << bandwidth0/1 e6 << ” MHz, ”

<< ” blockage : ” << blockageMap [ i ]

<< std : : endl ;

}
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// crea t e and s e t the he l p e r

// f i r s t s e t UseCa = true , then

↪→ NumberOfComponentCarriers

Config : : Se tDe fau l t ( ”ns3 : : MmWaveHelper : : UseCa” ,

↪→ BooleanValue ( useCa ) ) ;

i f ( useCa )

{

Config : : Se tDe fau l t ( ”ns3 : : MmWaveHelper : :

↪→ NumberOfComponentCarriers” , UintegerValue

↪→ (2 ) ) ;

Conf ig : : Se tDe fau l t ( ”ns3 : : MmWaveHelper : :

↪→ EnbComponentCarrierManager” , Str ingValue ( ”

↪→ ns3 : : MmWaveRrComponentCarrierManager” ) ) ;

}

Config : : Se tDe fau l t ( ”ns3 : : MmWaveHelper : : ChannelModel” ,

↪→ Str ingValue ( ”ns3 : : MmWave3gppChannel” ) ) ;

Conf ig : : Se tDe fau l t ( ”ns3 : : MmWaveHelper : : PathlossModel ” ,

↪→ Str ingValue ( ”ns3 : : MmWave3gppPropagationLossModel” )

↪→ ) ;

// The a v a i l a b l e channel s c enar i o s are ’RMa ’ , ’UMa ’ , ’

↪→ UMi=StreetCanyon ’ , ’ InH=Off iceMixed ’ , ’ InH=

↪→ OfficeOpen ’ , ’ InH=ShoppingMal l ’

std : : s t r i n g s c ena r i o = ”UMa” ;

std : : s t r i n g cond i t i on = ”n” ; // n = NLOS, l = LOS

Config : : Se tDe fau l t ( ”ns3 : : MmWave3gppPropagationLossModel

↪→ : : ChannelCondition” , Str ingValue ( cond i t i on ) ) ;

Conf ig : : Se tDe fau l t ( ”ns3 : : MmWave3gppPropagationLossModel

↪→ : : Scenar io ” , Str ingValue ( s c ena r i o ) ) ;

Conf ig : : Se tDe fau l t ( ”ns3 : : MmWave3gppPropagationLossModel

↪→ : : OptionalNlos ” , BooleanValue ( fa l se ) ) ;
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Config : : Se tDe fau l t ( ”ns3 : : MmWave3gppPropagationLossModel

↪→ : : Shadowing” , BooleanValue ( fa l se ) ) ; // enab l e or

↪→ d i s a b l e the shadowing e f f e c t

Config : : Se tDe fau l t ( ”ns3 : : MmWave3gppPropagationLossModel

↪→ : : InCar” , BooleanValue ( fa l se ) ) ; // enab l e or

↪→ d i s a b l e the shadowing e f f e c t

Config : : Se tDe fau l t ( ”ns3 : : MmWave3gppChannel : :

↪→ UpdatePeriod” , TimeValue ( Mi l l i S econds (100) ) ) ; //

↪→ Set channel update period , 0 s tands f o r no update

↪→ .

Config : : Se tDe fau l t ( ”ns3 : : MmWave3gppChannel : : DirectBeam”

↪→ , BooleanValue ( true ) ) ; // Set t rue to perform the

↪→ beam in the exac t d i r e c t i o n o f r e c e i v e r node .

Config : : Se tDe fau l t ( ”ns3 : : MmWave3gppChannel : :

↪→ PortraitMode” , BooleanValue ( true ) ) ; // use

↪→ b l o ckage model wi th UT in p o r t r a i t mode

Config : : Se tDe fau l t ( ”ns3 : : MmWave3gppChannel : :

↪→ NumNonselfBlocking” , IntegerValue (4 ) ) ; // number

↪→ o f non=s e l f b l o c k i n g o b s t a c l e s

Config : : Se tDe fau l t ( ”ns3 : : MmWave3gppChannel : :

↪→ BlockerSpeed ” , DoubleValue (1 ) ) ; // speed o f non=

↪→ s e l f b l o c k i n g o b s t a c l e s

Ptr<MmWaveHelper> he lpe r = CreateObject<MmWaveHelper> ( )

↪→ ;

he lper=>SetCcPhyParams (ccMap) ;

he lper=>SetBlockageMap ( blockageMap ) ;

// crea t e the enb node

NodeContainer enbNodes ;

enbNodes . Create (1 ) ;
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// s e t mob i l i t y

Ptr<L i s tPo s i t i onA l l o c a t o r> enbPos i t i onAl l oc =

↪→ CreateObject<L i s tPo s i t i onA l l o c a t o r> ( ) ;

enbPos i t ionAl loc=>Add ( Vector ( 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 1 5 . 0 ) ) ;

Mobi l i tyHe lper enbmobi l i ty ;

enbmobi l i ty . SetMobi l i tyModel ( ”ns3 : :

↪→ ConstantPos it ionMobi l i tyModel ” ) ;

enbmobi l i ty . S e tPo s i t i onA l l o c a t o r ( enbPos i t i onAl l oc ) ;

enbmobi l i ty . I n s t a l l ( enbNodes ) ;

Bu i ld ingsHe lper : : I n s t a l l ( enbNodes ) ;

// i n s t a l l enb dev i c e

NetDeviceContainer enbNetDevices = helper=>

↪→ Ins ta l lEnbDev ice ( enbNodes ) ;

s td : : cout<< ”eNB dev i ce i n s t a l l e d ” << std : : endl ;

// crea t e ue node

NodeContainer ueNodes ;

ueNodes . Create (1 ) ;

// s e t mob i l i t y

std : : cout << ”Distance : ” << ( u i n t 32 t ) ueDist << ” m”

↪→ << std : : endl ;

Mobi l i tyHe lper uemobi l i ty ;

uemobi l i ty . SetMobi l i tyModel ( ”ns3 : :

↪→ ConstantPos it ionMobi l i tyModel ” ) ;

Ptr<L i s tPo s i t i onA l l o c a t o r> uePos i t i onA l l o c =

↪→ CreateObject<L i s tPo s i t i onA l l o c a t o r> ( ) ;

uePos i t i onAl loc=>Add ( Vector ( ueDist , 0 . 0 , 1 . 6 ) ) ;

uemobi l i ty . S e tPo s i t i onA l l o c a t o r ( uePos i t i onA l l o c ) ;

uemobi l i ty . I n s t a l l ( ueNodes . Get (0 ) ) ;
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Bui ld ingsHe lper : : I n s t a l l ( ueNodes ) ;

// i n s t a l l ue dev i c e

NetDeviceContainer ueNetDevices = helper=>

↪→ In s ta l lUeDev i c e ( ueNodes ) ;

s td : : cout<< ”UE dev i ce i n s t a l l e d ” << std : : endl ;

he lper=>AttachToClosestEnb ( ueNetDevices , enbNetDevices )

↪→ ;

he lper=>EnableTraces ( ) ;

// a c t i v a t e a data rad io bearer

enum EpsBearer : : Qci q = EpsBearer : :GBR CONV VOICE;

EpsBearer beare r ( q ) ;

he lper=>ActivateDataRadioBearer ( ueNetDevices , beare r ) ;

Bu i ld ingsHe lper : : MakeMobil ityModelConsistent ( ) ;

S imulator : : Stop ( Seconds ( simTime ) ) ;

S imulator : : Run ( ) ;

S imulator : : Destroy ( ) ;

return 0 ;

}
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